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FOREWORD 

The mechanics of local scour is a three-year study undertn.ken by Colorado State University wi th the sponsor-
ship of the U.S. !:Jepartment of Commerce, Bureau of Public Ron.ds , Division of Hydraulic Research, for the purpose 
of developing further detailed knowledge on the compl ex phenomenon known as local scour. 

This r eport constitutes part of the first year -end r eport and presents a l ist of assorted references per-
taining dir ectly and some indir ectly to local scour, along with short abstr acts for each r ef erence. Any list 
of references for this complex subject could include a generous coverage of r elated sub jects and disciplines. 
The writers have included some of these r efer ences where it was considered that the information contained with-
in related directly to a better understanding of the scour mechanism. 

Each reference in this bibliography is identified by a number, author, year of publication, title, followed 
by an English translation of the title where appr opriate, lnnguage identified jf other than English, name of the 
periodical or book, volume, serial number where appropriate and page numbers. 

The abstracts in most cases ar e short concise statements meant to be informative . In some instance s the 
writers' opinions are expressed directly in the abstracts but the practice was limited to avoid c~nfusion by the 
reader. There is no attempt made to unify symbols used by the various authors. Symbols of standard usage in 
alluvial channel literature are not always defined in the abstract, otherwise symbols are explained where they 
appear. 

The r efer enc·es are arranged i n chronological order by year and month according to the date of publicat ion. 
Where no month is given the refer ences are arranged alphabetically by author's l as t name within the year pub-
lished. Wher e joint authorship is listed, the r ef er ences are number ed according to the first author. 

Indexes to the chronological bibliography have been prepared by authors and by subjects separately. In 
the author i ndex each name is followed by the reference number and year of publication in parenthesis. The sub-
ject index is given by r efer ence number only. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
WITH ABSTRACTS 

1 . Login, Thomas , 1868 . On t he benefits of irriga-
t i on in India and on the proper construction 
of irrigation canals . Minutes of Proceed-
ings , Inst . Civil Engrs., Vol . XXVII, p . 
J,71. 

The political and economic benefits of 
canals are discussed . \./i th regard t o s ediment 
t rans por t and scour , it is s t ated that the power 
of water t o hold sediment in s uspension varies 
dir ectly with velocity, and inversely with depth . 
Water in motion rolls rather than slides , and 
because of this rotating motion, water has t he 
power to hold mat·ter in s us pension . At give n 
ve locities and depths, only a cer tain quantity 
of matter can be held i n s uspension, whatever 
may be the character of the bed and banks of the 
channel. If the velocity can be increased as 
the depth held constant , scour will t ake place . 
Conver se ly if velocity is decreased as depth 
held constant deposition would occur. Us e of 
wei rs to control canal s lopes is also di scussed . 

2 . Login, Thomas, 1869 . The abrading and transpor-
ting power of water . Indian Roads and 
Railways , Engrg ., Vol . 8 , pp . 133-34 , 
Illus . , Aug . 27 , 1869 . 

A silt bearing stream is re t arded by having 
to exert a force sufficient to transpor t certain 
portions of t he total sediment load, henc e the 
energy slope must be gr eater than that for clear 
water . Sediment t r ans por t i ncreases with 
velocity but decreases wi t h depth because of the 
rotating motion of flow . 

The author r easons t hat clear water can 
move faster t han sediment laclen water, hence 
greater scour occurs at relief bridges than at 
main bridges; and a deeper water way at all 
bcidge sites would reduce scour . He also be-
lieves siphon crossings would be mor e economi -
cal than bridges because water velocity could be 
increased through a siphon and no scour would 
occur. There is no indication that siphons were 
even constructed for this reason however . 

There is , in this paper , descr ipt ion of t he 
effects of abrading and transporting power of 
water on r oads and railway bridges in North 
India . In brief , the article states that all 
silt beari ng str eams , when i n "tr ain," -only 
carry a given portion of sediment depending upon 
velocity and nature of the tra.nported material . 
Increase in velocity r equires incr ease in slo;:,e 
and causes increased scour. 

3 . Hershel, Cl emens , 1878 . On the e rosion and 
abrading pover of water upon the sides and 
the bottom of rivers and canals . Franklin 
Ins t i tute Journal , Vol . 105 , No . 5, pp . 
330-358 , Vol. 105 , No . 6 , pp . 393 - '103 , Vol. 
106 , No . 1 , pp . 26- 28 . M.ay-July 1873 . 

General r evie·.; of liter ature is pr esented 
on knowledge up to that time on the er9sion of 
the bottom and sides of canals and rivers . A 
his tory of the engineer ine; 1,roblems of the Ca:pe 
Cod (1-!ass . ) ship canal i.:; presented . f:ediment 
transport Lheory of Dubuat (178o-84 ) , al.so t hat 

1 

of J . Dupui t , Menard ' s observations on suspended 
sediment, Login ' s theory of wheeling , or r ot a -
ting motion of water as affecting s cour and 
M. Far gue ' s ideas on s couring power are r eviewed. 

!1 • duBoys , P . , 1879 . Le Rhone et l es ri viers a 
lit affonillable (French) (The Rhone and 
streams with movable beds . ) Annals des 
Pontes et Chaussees , Ser . 5 Tome (Vol . ) 
XVIII, 1879 , pp . l li l - 195. 

The publication intr oduces the concept of 
t ractive force , or shear force at the bed of a 
stream . I t is asswned that sediment moves i n 
layers and the equation for transpor t is 

G = 1jr T ( T - T ) , 
0 0 C . 

where G i s rate of sediment movement in pounds 
per sec. per unit of stream width , ~ is a 
coeffic ient dependent on sediment size , T is 
critical. t r active force and average t racti~e 
force is ~ = 7RS . 

0 

5. Morison, G. S . , 1893 . The r iver piers of the 
Memphis Bridge . Proc . Inst . Civil Engi -
neers , Vol. CXIV, PP.• 289-302, May 1893. 

Detai ls and descriptions of the constr uc -
tion of piers II and III of the Memphis bridge 
are given . The process of pier constr uction is 
descr ibed in detail a nd willow ma.ts tied to-
gether were used around each pier t o protect the 
bases of the piers from scour . 

6 . Engels, H. , 1894 . Schutz der Strompfeiler-
fundamente gegen Unterspulung . (German) 
(Protection of the Foundation of Piers 
Against Underscouring) Zei tschrift fur 
Bauwesen , 18911, p . l,07 . 

Model experiments were conducted on s cour 
pr otection of piers . I t was pr oposed that 
foundations of piers co'..tld be protected with 
riprap or r ock fill before scouring occurred. 
The study indicated Lhat efficient and simple 
protection co:.ud be effected by plac ing a horse -
shoe shaped rock fill arolL~d the pier with the 
open end downstream . Triangular and r ectangular 
shaped pier s and r ock fills were al.so tested . 
The laboratory study indicated that the deepest 
scour occurred at the front or nose of the pier . 

7. Kennedy , R. G. , 1895 . The p:re·,cntion of sil Ling 
in i rri13aLion c:rnals . ProceccJ.in[;G of 
I nstitution o r Civil fo:ngineers , Vol . 119 , 
1095 , pp . 201- 290 . 

Kennet"iy advanced his theory that· the bed 
width of the channel had no place in the equa-
tion connec t it)[; the depth D and the rrean 
velocity V • Ile 13i ves V :;Ji'' = O . 81\ oO .6h in 
which he calls V the critical. velocity being 
that at which fo= a given depLh D silting is 
just prevented . The coefficient c and expon-
ent m may va:ry s lightly f rom one co.nal system 
to ano Lher but t hat the variation ,rill be small. 
:Jediment in a flowing canal i ::; kept in suspen-
s ion solely by the verLical componc:1~s of the 
constant eddies, which can always be o':Jserved in 
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any str eam, boiling up to the surface . It is 
assumed that the quantity of silt a stream wi ll 
support will be proportional to the width of the 
bed, all other conditions remaining the same . 

8 . Anonymous, 1897 . Die Gesetze der Bewegung des 
, Geschiebes (German ). (The Jaws of the 

motion of debris ) Oesterr Monatschr f d 
Oeffent Baudienst., Feb. 1897. 

A brief discussion is presented on the 
mot ion of stones and debris in mountainous tor-
r ents with investigations as t o the erosion and 
modification of channel profiles . The term 
erosion is used in a general sense . 

9. Fla.mmant , A. , 1900 . Affouillements qui en sent 
la consequence . (French) (Scour around 
bridge piers as a consequence of the r educ-
tion of the section) , Hydr aulique, Chapter 
V, Paris, 1900 , pp . 281-282 . 

In t his textbook on hydraulics , a brief 
discus sion is presented on t he experimental work 
of Durand-Claye . In the experiirents, three 
shapes of bridge piers were tested : r ectangular , 
ser.li -circular nose and tail, and tria neuJ_ar nose 
and tail of t he pier . The experiments showed 
t hat the rectangular shaped pier caused the 
deepest scour, and comparatively reduced depth 
of scour was was noted for the other two shapes . 
The triangular nose pier caused little or no 
scour at t he nose although scour occurred at the 
sides . Durand-Claye presented his opinion that 
a streamlined shaped pier nose would be most 
efficient based upon hi s observations of exper i -
ments . Ti1e author , Flammant , concluded from 
Durand -Claye ' s report t hat a triangul ar shaped 
pie r nose and a semi - ci rcul ar tai l would be the 
most effective shape t o r educe scour around 
bridge pie r s . 

10 . Spring , F. J. E. , 1903 . nlvcr t raining and con -
trol of the guide bank system . Railway 
Board , Government of India, New ~lhi . 
Tech . Paper No . 153 , 1903. 

Tile aut hor suc;eests t hat contraction of 
rivers with 18 inches of f all per mile or l ess 
s hould be limited to t hat 11hich 11ill cause a•1 
over fall mean scour between abutments of f r om 8 
to 16 ft f or bed mater;i.al consisting pr c -
do1Tlinantl y of from very coarse (16 mesh ) to very 
fine sand (100 me s h ) r especti vely . 

To calculate scour dept h it is sugges ted 
that Kutter ' s or t he Mississippi fonnula for 
velocity be used to f irst prepare a chart of 
velocity vers us depth of flow. Estimate the 
scour and calculate by trial and error a new 
cross section . Use the deepest point and deter-
mine the .permissible river cont raction . By 
experience the author states t hat t he deepest 
scour may be from 20 to 30 percent gr eater than 
calculation shows . Use this knowledge and 
assume anot her section and recalculate permis -
sible ·contraction . Establish a guide bank (also 
co:n:nonly called a spur dike in the United St ates) 
at each abutment , depending upon locat i on. The 
spur dike should be 10 percent longer than the 
length of the bridge . 

11. Anonymous, 1906 . Silt and scour. Engineer , 
London, Oct . 19, 1906 , pp . 391-2. 

2 

The existing theories of silting and scour 
are discussed briefly and their errors are 
point ed out. No new theory is presented, 

12 . Gilbert , G. K., 1914. The transport ation of 
debris by running water . U. S . Geological 
Survey Prof . Paper No. 86 . Washington 
19111 , 155 p . 

The primary purpose of t his experimental 
investigation was to develop the relationships 
which control t he movement of bed load; especi-
ally to fi nd how t he quantity of load is rela-
ted t o stream slope and discharge and the extent 
of movement of the debris . 

Competent slope limit s transportation f or 
a given combination of discharge , width, and 
grade of debris . For each combination of width, 
slope and sediment size and distribution , there 
i s a competent discharge . For each combination 
of width , slope and discharge there is a limit -
ing fineness of debris below which no transport 
occurs . The r atio of depth t o width (fonn fac -
tor ) significantly affects the capacity and for 
a particular value of this ratio transport will 
be a maximum . 

Attempts to measure bed velocity were un-
successf ul thus mean velocity was utilized . 
With variations of width , slope and discharge 
the capacity varies with some power of velocity. 

In gener al , debris composed of particles 
of a single size is moved less freely t han de -
bris containing particles of many sizes . 

Modes of t ransport ation are labeled as : 

(1 ) Movement of particles; slide, roll, 
skip, leap (saltation) 

(2 ) Collective movement 

(a) Small bed load--ripplE:s and 
dunes 

(b) With increased bed load- -plane 
bed 

(c ) Further increase-- antidunes . 

The ener gy of the s t ream is measured by 
the pr od ct of t otal discharge , slope and grav-
itat ional accelerat ion. Sediment load affects 
energy is three ways : 

(1 ) it adds to the mass of water increa-
sing t he stock of energy 

(2) its t ransport involves work at t he 
expense of s t ream energy 

(3) its presence restricts the mobility 
of water, in effect incr easing its 
viscosity and thus consuming energy. 

As a r esult t he sediment load reduces the tur-
bulent veloci t y of the stream. 

The level of maximum velocity ma,y have any 
position in the upper three - f ourths of the flow 
depth . In sediment laden str eams i ts position 
is higher as the load increases . 
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13. 

15. 

16 . 
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Soldan, 1918 . Uber die Berechnung des 
Bruckenstaues (German) (Computation of 
bach,fater at bridges ) Zentral blatt der 
Bauverwaltung, 1918 , p . 422 . 

Calculation of backwater due to piers is 
discussed. 

Lane , E, w., 1919 . Exper iments on the flow of 
water through contractions in an open chan-
nel. Am . Soc . of Civi l Engrs . Proceedings , 
Vol. XLV, PP , 715-771+, 

The theory of flow through contractions is 
developed from consideration of the continuity 
equation and discharge formulae .of Weisbach and 
DI Aubuisson . A general discharge formula is pre-
sented for contraction of short length with free 
expansion . The experiments are used to prove 
the general discharge formulae already developed 
Also noted in the experiments is the unstable -
ness of the discharge jet downstream from t he 
cont raction as the jet swings from one side of 
the channel to the other. 

Lindley, E. s . , 1919. Regime channels Proceed-
ings , Punjab Eng. Congress , Vol. 7, 1919, 
pp . 63-711 . 

Kennedy 's study of r eeime canals is review-
ed . Using the same dat a, two e quations f or 
velocity are given 

V = 0 ,95 D0 ·57 , and V = 0,57 .Bo .355 , 
from which 

B = 3 .8 Dl. 6l 
The variation in exponent and coefficient from 
Kennedy ' s equation exists because there is some 
latitude in velocity between incipient deposi -
tion and incipient scour. If two canals carry 
the same discharge but different sediment charge 
then the greater silt bearing canal will adopt 
a wider and shallower cross-section and the 
slope would be steeper. Some typical channel 
dimensions are presented in the appendix . 

Rehbock , Th, , 1919 . ZUI Frage des Bruckenstaues. 
(German) (On the question of backwater at 
bridges) Zentralblatt der Bauverwaltung, 
1919, p. 197 . 

Analysis of the backwater problem leads to 
the following equation for computing the afflux 
at a bridge crossing due to piers : 

where 
z = f3 a k 

z 
f3 
a 

k 
0 

0 

afflux 
pier shape coefficient 
channel contraction ratio 
velocity head downstream from the 
pier . 

For bridge piers of slender form . t he back-
water may be computed with sufficient accuracy by 
assuming f3 = 1.0 . For bridge piers with blunt 
leading edges the s-i;a.guation height at the pier 
may be about doubled or, f3 = 2.1. 

Krey, Hans, 1923 , Der Widerstand von Einbauten 
in Flussen und anderen offenen Gerinnen 
auf das stromende Wasser . (German) (The 
r esistance to the 1'low of water of struc -
tures built in levees and other open chan-
nels) . Bautechnik, 1923 , p . 415 . 
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A r esistance equation is derived for an 
obstruction in an open channel . The equation is 
derived on the basis of impulse using the dif-
ference in pressures and water surface levels 
upstream and downstream of the obstruction . 
The result is for computation of hydraulic char-
acteristics only , and no attempt is made t o re-
late resistance t o scour. 

18. Holmqui s"t , F. N., 1925 , Behavior of debris 
carrying r iver s i n flood. Engineering 
News-Record, Vol. 94,_ 1925, pp . 362-365. 

The autho,' s theory is that wide, steep 
rivers at flood stage, excavate a deep channel 
over only a portion of their width, depositing 
the excavated material in the shallower parts 
of the channel a short distance do~mstr eam. He 
believes that a deep channel tends to approach 
the outside of the bends; thus the mater i al may 
cross from one side of the river channel to the 
other . The constant shift of the channel posi -
tion is bel ieved t o r esult from side erosion . 

19, Soorovzef, v., 1926 . To the question of the 
calculation of scour and silt movement . 
Translated by the U. S . Bureau of Reclama-
tion, Denver, from Russian . Irrigation 
News Bulletin (Russian ) , No. 11 , Nov . · 
1926, pp . 43 - 45 . 

General scour rather than local scour is 
the subject of discussi on . However, it may be 
of inter est to note the method of determining 
scour and deposition. It is assumed that scour 
is a function of velocity alone. Actual field 
measurements are made of changes in river cross 
section in a uniform reach during varying stages 
and discharge to determine the scour or deposi-
tion at the section. An average value of scour 
or deposition is calculated for the cross sec-
tion , hence a relationship between measured 
mean velocity and average scour is established . 
The method and results apply only to the speci-
fic section and only within the range _of flows 
studied . It does not apply for determination 
of scour depths in general. The actual analysis 
involves volumes rather than depth at the cros s 
section . However since the author assumes a 
uniform section , the r esults are the same in his 
analysis . The theory of errors applied to the 
data is ut ilized in establishing the final rela-
tionship of scour depth to velocity . 

20, Fortier, S . and Scobey, F. c., 1926 . Permissible 
canal v~locities . Transactions , Am . Soc. 
of Civil Engrs ., Vol. 89 , 1926 , pp . 940-
984 . 

The authors state that there is a broad 
range of velocities between the velocities t hat 
can no longer maintain silt in motion and those 
that will scour a canal bed. A higher velocity 
is r equir ed t o start scour than to continue it 
once it is started . The nature of the silt car-
ried by the water affects erosion , as some fine 
silts penetrate and solidifies canal beds while 
coarse silts tend to start erosion . Silting 
and scouring involve two fundamentally different 
processes. In one case the force opposing is 
gravity, in the ot0er it is cohesion or friction . 
Scour depends on the pr essure which the water 
is able to effect on the particles , on the size 
and weight of the particles, on the surface ex-
posed to the water action and on the tenacity 
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21. 

22 . 

23 . 

with which one particle clings to another. 
Smoothness or roundness or the grain will dimish 
the pressure but will also decrease the tenacity . 
A mixture of various sizes will diminish the area 
on which the water can bear and thus decrease 
scour . 

Griffith, William Maurice, 1927, 
silt and scour . Minutes of 
Instn. of Civil Engrs . Vol. 
pt . 1, pp . 243 -311L 

A theory of 
Proceedings , 
223, 1926-1927, 

The silt transporting power of a stream 
varies with the vertical velocity distribution 
since the difference in velocities of horizon-
tal filaments in the flow creates vertical 
eddies , instrUlllental in s uspending the sediment , 
and the change in velocity gradient is clearly 
a funct ion of both depth and mean or average 
velocity. R. G. Kennedy ' s relationship V = c!)lll , 
(V - regime velocity, c = a coefficient varying 
from o .84 to 1 .09 depending upon the quantity 
and character of the silt being transported, 
m = o.64) , which was developed from data taken 
from canals, is applied to rivers t o explain 
s cour and depos ition . From Kennedy ' s equation 
to the Chezy equation a line of reasoning is 
established to show that if m is less than 
0 .5, the river would tend to be deep and narrow 
and if m is greater than 0 .5, the opposite 
would be true . At river cont ractions, the local 
water surface slope increases with flood be-
cause of the afflux created at the contraction , 
the velocity will increase, hence D must in-
crease as depth is proportional to velocity in 
the Kennedy equat,ion, t hus local scour occurs . 
The process of degradn.tion at contractions is 
a lso discussed from the Kennedy formula . Pier 
foundat ions must obviously be s et below the 
degradation level at the contraction, also 
noting that there is additional local scour t o 
be expected around the piers due to change in 
direction of flow at the piers. No met hod is 
given for calculati ng the local scour around 
piers . I t is also mentioned that skewed f low 
can cause gr eater scour t han normal flow. 

f>chmidt, 1927 . Einsturz des Wider lagers der 
Allnerbrlicke bei Si egburg . (German ) 
(Failure of the abutment of t he Allner 
Bridge at Siegburg) Bauingenieur , 1927 , 
p. 6o5 . 

A description of the abutment failure and 
consequent loss of the Allner Bri dge is given . 
No significant data a.re cont ributed and no new 
theory is advanced on causes for abutment 
failure . 

Gostev , A. , 1928 . On scouring velocities . A 
translation from Russia by the U.S . Bureau 
of Reclamation. Irrigation News Bulletin 
(Russian ) No . 1, January 1928, pp . 65-69 . 

The paper is directed t owards determining 
the velocity at which movement of t he bed par-
ticles (scour ) begins by considering t he resis -
tance against movement and the forces which 
cause movement . An equation is developed t o 
determine the velocit y as a function of Chezy C 
and sediment diameter assuming uniform r esis-
tance in a cross sect ion . Recognition is given 
to the fact that in the practical case the re_sis -
tance across a river bed is not uniform but 
since it is not possible to determine the 
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variation in resistance at a cross sec t ion, it 
would be treated with an average value . 

24 . Bottomley, W. T., 1928. New theory of silt and 
scour. Engineering , Vol. 125, No. 3244 , 
March 16, 1928, p . 307-8 , 

25 , 

26 . 

27 . 

Silt is lifted from the stream bed by 
eddies and vortices created at the bed. Silt-
supporting force is dependent upon the number 
and strength of the vortices and therefore, it 
depends on the frictional resistance or rough-
ness of the bed . Frictional resis t ance can be 
determined from t he hydraulic gradient and 
hencq silt transpor t is related to the hydrau-
lic gradient . For streams to establish r egime, 
thqlr gradients must be uniform and equal to 
t he prevailing slope of the country . An ~qua-
tlon i s developed for relating bed roughness t o 
velocity, depth and fluid density. The writer 
discusses the various theories of Kennedy , 
Griffith and Wood . Whether silting or scour 
will occur depends on whether the percentage of 
silt carried by the flow is greater or less than 
that which it ·can sustain due to the gradient . 

Engeln, Oscar Diedrich von, 1929 . Falling 
Water. Sci . Monthly, Vol. 28, pp . 422-
429 . Illus • May 1929 . 

The discussion is confined to erosive 
action of falling water (water falls) on r ock, 

Engels, H., 1929 . Experiments pertaining to the 
protection of bridge piers against under-
rru.ning . Hydraulic laboratory Practice, 
Chapter V. Edited by John R. Freeman, Am. 
Soc . of Mech . Engrs ., New York, 1929 , 

Studies conducted in 1893 on pier scour are 
swnina.rized. The most significant result of 
that study was to show that where formerly it 
was anticipated that maximum scour occurred at 
the downstream end of the pier, it was observed 
that maximum scour occurred at the upstream 
nose . Some investigation was made towards pier 
protection with t he cqnclusion that r ip rap 
placed at the base of the pier from t he nose 
around bo th sides of the pier would provide 
adequate protection. Sizes and thiclmess of 
rip rap, for voo:-ying geometry and flow charac-
teristics were not delineated . 

lacey, Gerald, 1929. Stable channels in al -
l uviw1 Minutes of Proceedings, Instn . of 
Civil Engrs , Vol. 229, pt . 1, pp . 259-384. 

For given discharge and silt factor, the 
Lindley theorem is correct, that is , the cross -
sectional area, wetted perimeter and slope .of a 
stable charmel are uniquely determined . The 
wetted perimeter of a stable channel varies as 
the square root of the discharge and is indepen-
dent of t he type of silt transported . All 
s t able channels of t he same discharge have t he 
same wetted perimeter and the silt factor deter-
mines the shape . The minimum stable width of 
active waterways of large alluvial rivers in 
flood varies approximately as the square root 
of the discharge and is virtually independent 
of the silt factor. 

The maximum depth of scour below water sur -
face at bridge sites and other constricted areas 
can be calculated from: 
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D =CR max 
where C depends upon the cross section of the 
river at the bridge and may vary from 1 to 2 , 

R is the hydraulic radius of the section. 

28 . Rehbock, T, H,, 1929, Transformations wroue;ht in 
stream beds by bridge piers of various 
shapes of cross section and exper iments on 
the scouring action of the circular piers 
of a skew railroad bridge across the Wiesent 
River for the HU:remberg Railroad (1921) . 
Hydraulic Laboratory Practice, edited by 
John R. Freeman . Am. Soc. of Mech. Engrs ., 
New York, 1929, 

Models of circular , square, rectangular o.nd 
pointed arch- nosed piers constructed of wood to a 
scale of 1:100 were tested in the laboratory in 
an alluvial fltune. It was ascertained from-the 
tests that the gr eatest scour in a stream bed 
takes place upstream of the pier nose and was 
attributed to the cross - currents generated 
there. It was found t hat the amount of scour 
(hence depth of scour) depended upon the velocity 
of flow, materials composing the bed , shape of 
the pier and duration of a flood . The studies 
were conducted in the years of 1920-21 . 

29 . Robertson, James , 1929 . Bridge repair and 
strengthening work in Lanarkshire. Surveyor, 
V. 75, No . 1953 , June 28 , 1929 , p . 6118 . 

To prevent scouring action on folli,dations of 
e:dsting bridge piers, many of which a.re compara-
tively shallow, deeper foundation by underpinning , 
together with construction of masonry or concrete 
training walls or by sheet piling alongside the 
river banks both upstream and downstream of the 
bridge section may be adopted . The training 
walls serve to confine the water to mid channel . 
Paved aprons between bridge piers may be used , 
provided that the elevation relative to the 
stream bed is not t oo shallow . Placement of the 
apron too high could cause erosion and undercut -
ting at the downstream end, and eventually cause 
failure. 

30 . Schwartz, K., 1929. Comparative experiments on 
the influence of t he size of particles of a 
river bot tom on the depth of excavation 
occurring in the vicinity of bridge piers . 
Hydraulic Laboratory Practice, edited by 
J . R. Freer.ian, 1929, p . 201 . 

Experi1,1ents conducted from December 192'.1 to 
July 1925 are described . Pier models at a scale 
of 1: 100 •,1ere placed in a flUJne O. 5 m wide . 
Nodels of 2 piers with pointed ends having a 
leng Lh of 20 m and width of Jr m were placed 
syr.ur.etrically in the flwne . Model discharge of 
10 litres 1ier second at a depth of O. 05 m were 
used. Three ::;izcs of sand were used successively, 
varyin;:; i'ro11 about 0 ,2 nun to abou ~ 0 . 5 mm . The 
s co·.rr ra_tes were measured beginning with a level 
bed . The initial scour r ates varied for the dif-
ferent sand sizes, out the ma.v..imwn sco·.rr depth 
was obse:::-ved Lo ::ie abo·.rt the same; hence it was 
concluded that ma .. xim· . .LJ"a sco·.ll' dept h was indepen-
dent of sedi ment size . Sediment was not recir-
culated in these test s . 

31. 'l'imonoff , v. E. , 1929 , 1:xperiments on the spac -
ing of bridge piers in the case of parallel 
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bridges. Hydraulic Laboratory Practices , 
Chapter X, edited by John R. Freeman. Am. Soc. 
of Mech. Engrs ., New York, 1929 , p , 359-361 . 

Studies conducted i n 1911 in the hydraulic 
laboratory in Leni ngrad are described . -The flume 
used was 29 m wide . The sand bed was 25 cm 
thick . Each test was continued to establish 
maximum scour depth, The experiments showed 
that the upstream ends of the piers play the 
most important pa.rt in scour. The shape of the 
downst r~am ends has lit"tle effect on the scour 
action . New bridge piers in the case of paral-
lel bridges should be in the immediate proximity 
of the old piers along the same axes . If the 
old bridge is safe, build the new bridge down-
s t ream and if the old is considered unsafe the 
new bridge should be constructed upstream. 

32 . Rehbock, Th. , 1930 , The prevention of harmful 
erosion•in the beds of sluices and weirs. 
Translated from Der Bauingenieur, 1928. 
"Flussbaulaboratoriwn, 11 of the "Technische 
Hochschale . 11 Karlsruhue . 

This article describes the reduction of 
erosion of t he channel beds at sluices and weirs 
by the use of dentated sills at the ends of the 
aprons , according to Lhe research of Dr, Leuscher 
in Switzerland , and experiments at Karlsruhue. 
Effective action of the dentatcd sills is also 
attained when the water stream on the a.pron has 
a shooting character . The level of the apron 
necessary to create a hydraulic ju.~p can be cal-
culated in the usual manner . 

33 , Yarnell, D, L . and Nagler, F , A., 1931 , A re-
port upon a hydraulic investigation of 
North Carolina standard r e inforced con-
crete bridge pier number P-lrOl-R and modi-
fications ther eof. ICT,ra Institute of Hy-
draulic Research University of Iowa , Iowa 
City, December 1931 , 

Hydraulic experiirents were conducted on a 
standard North Carolina bridge desie;n . Tests 
included observation of f low pattern and eddies 
around the pier and resulting scour at the base. 
The theol"J of obstruction caused by bridge piers 
is explained, with description of pier models 
and t est procedur es . The investigation also 
included a study of different pier s hapes on the 
basis of hydraulic efficiency. The most.effic -
ient shape of pier it was concluded , was a lense 
shaped nose with straight sides and a semi -arc 
tail. 

311. B'..ltcher, A. D. B. and Atkinson , J . D., 1932, 
The causes and prevention of bed erosion , 
with special reference to the protection 
of s Lr ucturcs con t rollinr; rivers and 
canals . l·linutes or Proceedings , Inst . of 
Civil Env-s ., Vol. 235 , 1932-35 , p . 175-
222 . 

Models were used to simulate flo--...r and scour 
condi t i ons at r egulating struct ures and results 
are compared to pr ototype . In both prototype 
and model a negat ive vortex , i .e ., a reverse 
current at t he surface , was observed to be in-
variably associated with scour, while a positive 
vor tex t.ended to pile up bed rr.aterial against 
t he the rec:ulatine; works . Hence the obvious 
method ·t.o prevent scour is to prevent negative 
vort ices . 
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Keutner , Chr ., 1932 , Stromungsvorga.nge an 
Stro~pfeilorn von verschiedenen Grundriss 
f'ormen und ihre Einwirkung aur die Flussohle, 
(German) (The flow around bridge piers of 
different shapes and its effect on t he 
river bed) . Die Bautechnik, Vol . 10, No . 
12 , March 15, 1932 (Translated from the 
Ger man by E. F , Wils ey, Apr il 22 , 1937 . 
U.S . Bureau of Reclamation report HYD-19 , 
Translation No. 1-tO. ) 

Keutner conducted experiments in a flume 
o.6 m. wide, and wi t h sand bed thickness and 
now depth of about 8 in . The model pier was 
o . !, ft thick. Discharge and depth wer e main-
tained cons tant while two time units of 150 and 
1,8o minutes were used . The experiments were 
quali t ative and results were compared r elatively . 

It was observed that greatest scour occur -
red at the f ront of the pier. Water surface pr o-
files were taken along the centerline of the 
pier, and along the surface of the pier and t rans-
verse to the pier. Sco'.ll' depth was measured as a 
f unction of the angle which the shape of t he nose 
prescribed wi th t he centerline of the pier, and 
i t was found that scour was greatest for a semi -
circul ar nose . As observed by Engel, shape of 
the end of the pier had no influence on the depth 
and extent of scour. Skew piers from 5 t o 27 
degrees were s tudied and found .that scour at both 
upstream and downstream ends of the piers were 
affected at 270 skew . Scour depth was twice that 
for o0 skew . The area of scour increased with 
increased skew. A fis h shaped pier was fow1d t o 
produce about 30 percent less scour with normal 
flow . I t was concluded that the transver se water 
surface slope from t he piers created roller s 
about a horizontal axis which caused scour and 
further that the t r ansver se slopes depended upon 
the shape of the pier nose . 

Ho, Chitty , 1933 . Determination of bottom velo-
city necessary to start erosion in sand . 
Ph .D. Thesis, University of I owa , Iowa 
City , June, 1933. 

Various theories of t ranspor tation by sus -
pension are discussed: (1 ) r elative velocity, 
(2) rol,.ling, (3) continuous upward flow, (4 ) 
vortex and eddy , and (5) turbul ence . Also two 
theor ies of t r ans portation by traction are men-
tioned : (a) bottom velocity and (b) slope- depth 
(tractive for ce ) . Exper imentation at Iowa Univer-
sity and analysis of r esults yielded equations 
for crit ical bottom velocities : (i ) v0 .05 = 
3 .85 o0 ·1'8 where v0 _05 = ve locity at o .. 05 ft 
above the bed and o = size of bed materials . 

8 -,.Q.l1.2 ( ) (ii) v0 _025 = 2 . 3 o and iii ·vo .oo = 
2 .07 a0 ·35 . The critical mean velocity was a 
ftU1ction of bed material size and depth of flow. 
For uniform channel , cri t i cal mean velocity was 
v = 5 .1 o0 · 11911 / · 129 wher e y = depth of flow 

r.l 

and f or non- uniform channels, t he critical mean 
V __ 3 .9 d. Q, 1167 0 .215 It i's velocity was m y . 

believed that the bottom velocity determines the 
stability of river channels and it is bottom 
velocity rather than mean velocity that training 
and regulating works should be desiened to con-
trol. 

37. 

39 . 

lio . 
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In order to per form successful model studies 
t he following condit ion should be maintained: 

K ~2g d (s -1) p 
k -y2g d (s -1 ) m p 

where capital letters are for prototype and 
lower case l etters for model . VB and VB are 
bottom velocities and K and k are constants 
depending upon the shape of the particles of the 
bed material. 

Hendrickson , B. H., 1934 . The choking of pore 
space in the soil and its relation t o run-
off and erosion. Trans . Am . Geo. Union,_ 
Section of Hydrology , 1934 , P• 500. 

This article is concerned with raindrop and 
general surf ace erosion rather . than local scour. 
The purpose of the paper is t o di s cuss the pro-
cess by which raindrop i mpact with the earth 
with the earth s uspends fine material in t he 
f low which tends t o clog por e spaces in the soil 
and hence, increase runoff . Experiments were 
conducted as proof. 

Kessler, Lewis Haruord, 19311. Exper imental in-
vestigation of t he hydraulics of drop inlets 
and spillways for eros ion control struc-
tures . Bulletin of the Univ . of Wisc, 
Engrg . Exp . Sta., Ser ies No. 30 , pp . 1-66 . 

This bullet in pr esents the r esults of an 
analysis of hydraulic characteristics of certain 
t ypes of concrete conduits , flumes· and spillways 
and with earth fill, soil saving dams f or eros ion 
control. Square inlets , square and round pipes , 
and stilling basins are discussed . Erosion con-
trol here means control of gullying . 

Kramer, H., 19311 . The practical application of 
t he duBoys tractive forces theory. Trans. 
Am. Geo . Union, pru-t II, 19311 , pp . 463 - l;66 . 

The use of duBoys equation T ~ 7 DS is 
discussed in r eference to determin~tion of T0 , 
t he shear f orce from size analysis of the bed 
mat erial. From 2 ~- set s of data of different bed 
material from manr exwr imenter s , it is deter-
mined that T.0 = ~ ~ (71-7 ) where T 0 = criti-
cal, t ractive f orce in grn/m2 , o - grain diam . in 
mm 71 -7 = effective density and ~ is t he 
modulus of uniformity, or measure of the varia-
tion of sizes from a~er age . The equation is re-
duced to T = 27 . 5 ° in the metr ic system or 

1 c) 0 y;J 
T

O 
= 7 M in English uni ts . This method is 

developed t o determine beginning of motion but 
not depth or extent of local scour . 

Lacey, G. , 19311. Uniform flow in alluvial rivers 
and canals . Minutes of Proceedings , Inst. 
of Civil Ene;rs., Vol. 237, 1933-311, pt. 1, 
pp . 1121-1153 . 

In a previous paper (Re~ . 27) the author 
advanced a theory of sil t t r ans port based on 
hydraulic observations on irrigation canals in 
India intended for design engineers. In this 
pa.per there is a collection of observations from 
rivers and canals and a more rigorous analys is 
is develoFed on a general theory of flow 
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applicable to channels flowing uniformly in 
incoherent alluvium. 

In all regime channels in incoherent al-1 l uvi um of the same grade , V a: -,/f5 S a: =7D 
or S a: .! , V = K R3/ 4 s1/ 2 where V = veloc -
ity, D Ys depth, S is slope, K is a cons -
tant and R is hydraulic radius. Also, 
V = f(R 2 S)l /3 i rrespective of silt grade , and 
the criteria for similarity in channels is an 
absence of distort ion in the developed wet ted 
surface. 

41. Ramser, C. E. , 1934 . Dynamics of erosion in 
controlled channels . Trans. Am . Geo . Union , 
1934 Sec . of Hydrology, p. 488 . 

42. 

Kennedy's equation is erroneously applied 
to ditches and gullies . The ditches in question 
a.re small s t eep- sloped ditches resulting from 
land erosion and gullying , which a.re not in re-
gime . The discussion pr oceeds t o Chezy ' s for-
mula and concludes that it is in reality an in-
volvement of many factors that must affect the 
dynamics of ·the erosion process . Mechanics ef 
sediment movement is not actually developed or 
discussed . 

Straub , L . G. , 1931L Effect of channel contrac -
tion works upon re·gimes of movable bed 
streams. Trans . Am . Geo . Union, pt. II, 
pp . !15li-l163 . 

The general transport theory proposed. by the 
author is reviewed, where the theory was develo-
ped some years previously. In brief, the gener-
al transport equation is 

1 . 4 / / / ,i, ~- r;y 5 r;y 5 - Q 3 5 
Cl,2 C 

G 

where G - quantity of sediment transported 
along stream bed in pounds per unit width of 
channel Q - discharge per unit width , Q -
discharge at which transport begins, s _cst7eam 
slqpe, C - roughness coefficient, V = C R2 3 
s112 , R - hydraulic radius, 1; - sediment char-
acteristics , an exponential coefficient depen-
ding upon size, specific gravity and mechanical 
composition of the sediment. The transport 
equation t ogether wi t h a relationship of dept h 
at a contraction provides for the condition of 
equilibrium in a contraction where scour depth 
will reach a maximum. The development assumes 
general scour across the width and length of 
contraction and presumes the transport equation 
t o hold for the particular geometric condition . 

43 . Yarnell, David L., 1934 . Bridge piers as chan-
nel obstructions. U.S. Dept. of Agricul-
ture , Division of Drainage and Soil Erosion 
Contr ol, Bureau of Agricultural Engineering 
Tech . Bull. No. lih2 , Nov . 193 lL 

'l'he paper describes s tudies conducted at t he 
University of Iowa Hydraulics Laboratory . The 
s t udy was confined to rigid boundary hydraulics 
and principally to de termination of the most 
reliable backwater formulas to use among those 
existing and used in practice at that time. The 
formulas of D ' Aubuisson , Heisbach , Nagler and 
Rehbock are compared with test dat a collected 
from t he s t udy and it is concluded that none of 
the f ormulas are applicable f or t he entire range 
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of flows from low to high velocities . This 
observation however, is limited t o fixed boun-
dary conditions. Yarnell observed that the 
height of backwater due to bridge piers varied 
directly as the depth of the unobstructed chan-
nel and increasing the length of the pier had 
better effect on hydraulic efficiency. A new 
formula f or backwater is not proposed but a dis -
cussion of some basic principles involved in the 
hydraulics of bridge piers a.re discussed. This 
discussion does not , however , include local 
scour. 

lr4 . O'Brien, M. P. and Rind.laub , B. D., 1931, . The 
transport ation of bed load by s t reams, 
Trans, Am. Geo. Union , 15th Annual Meeting. 
(Reprint) 

~6 . 

47 . 

The paper is a result of a critical survey 
of available data made to determine whether a 
quantitative prediction of bed movement is pos -
sible . Theory of duBoys ~hich relates bed 
movement to tractive force is discussed, also 
that of Strickler . Data of Engels , Kramer, 
Gilbert and MacDougall a.re used in the analysis. 
I t is concluded that none of the existing equa-
tions for critical tractive force or rate of bed 
load movement is sufficiently reliable for de-
sign . Theory of Krey and Schoklitsch appear 
most sati sfactory , and need for new transport 
equation i s expressed . 

Lane , E. W. and Bingham, W. F. Protection 
against scour below overfall dams. Engrg. 
News-Record . March 14, 1935, PP• 373 -
378. 

Four general conditions of hydraulic jumps 
determine the form of spillway and type of apron 
r equir ed to protect the river bottom against 
scour. Need for model study is emphasized and 
the possibilit ies for savings in construction 
cos t s therefrom a.re indicated. 

Bartrum, J . A., 1935. Erosion at Arapuni . 
Zealand Journ. Sci . and TechnolOBY, 
17, No . 1, pp . 391-397 , July , 1935 , 

New 
Vol. 

The reference is one related more t o the 
geomor phological viewpoint of erosion , and is 
concerned with formation of pot holes, sinks, 
notching and slott ing of rocks and wave-out 
benches on the shores of Lake Arapuni . 

Bouyoucos, G. J. , 1935 . The clay ratio as a 
criterion of susceptibility of soils to 
erosion . Am. Soc. Agron . Journal, v. 27, 
pp. 738- 41. 

The suggestion is made that an index desig-
t d (sand+ silt ) . .l na e as t he clay ratio clay in soi s 

as a pos s i ble criterion for judging the relative 
suscept ibilit y of soils to erosion . Such cri -
terion may apply t o land erosion but it would 
seem unadaptable t o the local scour in river 
beds . 

1,8. Hjulstr om, Filip, 1935 . Studies of t he mor-
phological activity of rivers as illust ra-
ted by the river Fyris. Uppsala Univ. 
Geol. Instn . _Bull , Vol . 25, pp. 221- 528, 
Sweden , 193 5 . 

The invest igation bears upon a determination 
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51. 

of the ratio of mechanical and chemical denuda-
tion wi thin the Fyris river basin nor t h of 
Uppsala in central Sweden . Chapter 2 gives an 
account of the theories on t he influence of the 
hydrodynamic upthr ust and the "Austauch" pro-
cess. The knowledge in meteorology on turbulence 
i s applied t o water in a river channel. Chapter 
3 discusses some problems of erosion (general), 
transport and deposition . From previ ous and 
recent investigations a new relationship is 
developed f'or er osive velocity as influenced by 
depth of flow. Erosion of rock, and erosion 
through cavitation are discussed as well as 
transportation of different materials over stream 
beds, in terms of dunes , ripples and capacities . 
'rhe pr oblem of stability is applied t o motion of 
bed load . 

Schoklitsch, A., 1935. Kolkabwehr und 
Staurawnver - landung . (German ) (Prevention 
of scour and energy dissipation) . Berlin , 
Julius Springer, pp . 17-183 . Translation 
from the German by Edward F. Wilsey , U.S . 
Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, 1937, 86 P • 

This is a treatise on hydraulic jump below 
dams and sluice gates and e~uations are developed 
to determine conjugate depths . Design of still-
i ng basins of various kinds are discussed which 
depend upon condition of overfall or shooting 
flow . Depths of scour for various apron designs 
are given graphically but no formula· for their 
estimation is gi'ven . 

I nglis , C. C. and Joglekar, D. V. , 1936 . Inves -
tigations carried out by means of models at 
the Khadakwasha Hydrodynamics Research Sta-
tion near Poona in connection with the pro-
tection of the Ilardinge Bridge which spans 
the river Ganges near Paksey , East Bengal 
Railway, Public Works Department ; Bombay, 
India, 1936, Tech . Paper No. 55 . 

Same information published in the Central 
Irrigation and Hydrodynami cs Research Station 
r eports . See reference Nos . 59 , 65, 75, 76. 

Khos la , Rai , Bahadur, A. N. , Bose , N. K. , and 
Taylor, ~ -· M. , 1936 . Design of' weirs on 
permeable foundat ions. Centr al Board of 
Irrigation, India . Publication No . 12, 
Si mla , September 1936, p . 131 , 

This article asswnes that depth of local 
scoLU' is pr oportional to r egime depth , and the 
cons t ant of proportionality is strictly a func -
tion of the geometry of the obstruction . Lacey ' s 
equation for regi r.1e depth is used which includes 
a si]t factor . i'lo fi gure s are Given for compu-
tinc; depth of local scour for specific cases . 

52 . ::lli clcls , f\ . , 1936 . f\mrcndun.3 dcr 
f\ehnlichkeits mechanik untl dcr Turbu-
lenzforschung auf die Gcschiebebewcgune; . 
(German ) (Appl icat"ions of similarity prin-
ciples and turbulence research to bed load 
uover.ient . ) l,\itteilune;en der Preussischen 
Versuchanstalt fur Wasser bau und Schiffbau. 
Berlin , Heft 26 , 1936. Translation of the 
German Pa!)'c!r on file in t he Engineering 
Societies Library . 16 p . , 1936 . 

Experir.:cnts with bed movement and tractive 
force are described in which G•~vcral different 
lightweight particles are used . A correlation 
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of moveable bed models to prototype is attempted. 
The r elationship of the effective force of water 
parallel to the bed , to the resistance of a 
layer of grains is a universal function of the 
ratio of grain size to the thickness of the 
laminar boundary layer . It is concluded that 
the kinematic viscosity of the flowing fluid v, 
in the term V*d is the principal factor in the 

V 
formation of ripples. The following express ion 
for t he coefficient of t he critical tractive 
force is expr essed: 

1' 
0 

(yl -y ) f(v:~J 
where V* = -,/gRS and f 1V:d) is a function 
which can be described graphically. 

Terzaghi, 
pier s 
Mech . 
1936, 

Kar l v., 1936 . Failure of bridge 
due to scour . Int . Conf . in Soil 

and Found . Engrg . Proc., Vol . 2, 
p . 26!~ . 

From very limited data , the author arrives 
at the conclusion that in soils with little or 
no cohesion, the depth of scour is likely to 
assume values of 3 or h times the rise of the 
water l evel in the stream . 

Wright , Chilton A . , 1936 . Experimental study of 
t he scour of a sandy river bed by clear and 
by muddy water . Journ. of Research of the 
Nat. Bureau of '.'tds . Vol. 17, No . 2 , Aug . 
1936, pp . 193-200 , 

,'\n experimental comparison was made of the 
i:;c oirr produced in a bed of fine sand in a slop-
ing flume by m,.1ddy water and by clear water in 
attempted simulation of the conditions existing 
in the Colorado River at Boulder Dam before and 
after construction. Critical velocities of 
water were determined for incipient movement of 
the sand bed in the form of ripples and were 
f ound t o be greater :!'or muddy water, that is, 
W-dter containing an appreciable amount of clay 
in suspension, than for clear water. With the 
m•1ddy water an increase of about 10 percent on 
mean velocity was necessary to scour out the 
same amount of Colorado sand as was scoured by 
clear water under otherwise similar conditions . 
For coarser sands the increase in velocity was 
greater . It was concluded that when clear water 
is discharged at the Boulder Dam it will cause 
greater scoirring away of the sand bed than did 
the muddy water under previous conditions. 

55 . Hubey, ·.1 . W., 1937. The force required to move 
pai-ticlcs on a. sLream bed. U.S . Geological 
Survey Profecsional Paper J.89 -E, U. S . 
Department of the Interior, 1937 . 

Based on Gilbert ' s experiments the author 
finds tha.t the data tends to i:;ubstantiate the 
"sixth- power law" for coarse sand and gravel , 
b•.1t for fine particles t:ie la•.f of critical t rac-
tive force holds . \Tnen particles are re latively 
small compared to t he thickness of the laminar 
f low the force of the current is less efficient 
so that "bed" ·velocities higher ·~han those indi -
cated by the "sixth- power law" are requ:.red to 
start mover.icnt; when the particle radii are fror.i 
1 to 13 Limes as great as the thickness of the 
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laminar filJll, the current is considerably more 
effective; and when the particles are relatively 
large compared with the thickness of the l aminar 
filJll the current is of intermediate efficiency . 
The sixth- power law measures only the size of 
the larger particles moved and has nothing to do 
with the total load or amount of debris moved . 

56 , Schulits , S ., and Corfitzen, W. E., 1937 . Bed-
load transportation and the stable channel 
problems . Trans . Am. Geo . Union. 18th 
Annual Meeting 1937 , p. h5 7_J,67 . 

A general review of the formulas for com-
puting bed load and tractive force in use at the 
time is pr esented . 

57, Tison , L, J. , 1937 , Affouillement autour des 
piles de ponts en r iviere . (French) (The 
washing out round bri dge piers in rivers ) . 
Academie Royale de Belgiq_ue, Bulletin de la 
Classe des Sciences , 5 e Serie XXIII, 1937. 

It is shown f r om t he eq_uation 

YB + PB - (y + PA) = l JB v2 ds 
J' A J' g P 

A 

(h = elevation, p = pressure , . r specific 
weieht , v = local velocity, p radius of cur -
vature of streamline, ds = length element 

· taken along a curve orthogonal t o the stream-
line ) that the velocity has a do,mward co!llponent 
which increases with the curvature of the stream-
lines and the non- uniformity of the velocity dis-
tribution in the vertical direction . These con-
clusions are verified by model studies on piers 
of various shapes (lens shaped) and with bea'.s of 
two different roughnesses to change the velocity 
distribution. 

58. Burns , IL v. , and White , C. M., 1938 . The pro-
tecti on of dams , weirs and sluice gates 
against sco:rr . I ns ti ttition of Civil Engrs. , 
London Journal, Vol , 1, Nov . 1938 , pp . 23 -
46 . 

Varioas model experiments of scour below 
dams· are disc ussed as well as various methods 
tried with end sills t o prevent sco= . Model-
ling techniq_ues and f undamental hydraulics are 
di scc1ssed . Graphical plots of scour depth 
created by particular end sills are s hown as a 
variable with tai l wat er depths . 

59 . Gales, R., 1938 . Princ i pl es of river t raining 
f or railway bridges and their application 
to t he case of ·the Hardinge Br i'dge over the 
lower Ganges at Sara . Journ . of the Instn . 
of Civil Engrs . , December 1938, Paper No . 
5167. 

Method of river t rainine condists of 
nnkinc use o:f the river section at a bend and 
d·.rring f lood:; to assess the _extent t o ·,rhich the 
bridge section can be a llo¥ed to develop . The 
principle centers on the assumption that a river 
in flood creates conditions at river beds not 
totally unlike conditions which are created at 
bridge constrictions. By observing the river 
sections during f loods , some guidance can be 
established for expected river behavior at 
bridge sections . Some general recommendations 
are given regarding computation of scour depth 
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at heads of guide banks , and l ength of bends 
relative to bridge lengths . 

6o . Inglis , C. C,, 1938 . The use of models for 
elucidating f l ow problems based on exper i -
ence gained in carrying out model experi -
ments at the hydrodynamic research station, 
Poona . National Institute of Science, 
I ndia , Proceedings , Vol. 11 , No . 11 , pp . 
1119- 1139 . 

61. 

Model studies conducted at Poona for the 
clarification of flow problems are described 
and discussed . Regi me models in which the con-
ditions of flow are mai ntained constant with 
complete freedom as r egards silting and sco= 
is also included . 

Ishihara , T , , 1938. Experimental s tudy of scour 
at bridge pier s , (Japanese) Trans. 
Japanese Soc . of Civil Engrs ,, Vol. 2!1 , 
No . 1 , pp, 28- 55 , 1938 . 

The difficulty and lack of conformity be -
tween model and pr ot otype of alluvial channels 
are recognized . Because of the "imperfect i ons" 
in the law of similarity no accurate concl usions 
for t he prototype is to be obtained from t he 
results discussed in this paper . The stabi lity 
of a river bed is discussed to some detail, 
(i ncluding review of previous significant 
liter ature) primari ly from t wo viewpoints : 
(1 ) on the impulse t heory of velocity near the 
bed and (2) on the t r active force theory. Ef-
fect of pier shape on scour was studied exper i -
mentally , and it i s proposed that a pier with a 
sharp nose and tail i s best with regards t o 
minimum scour and backwater . It was concluded 
that scour depth at the pier front is a func -
tion of its shape and i s independent of the 
lengt h of the pier and the downs t r eam shape . 

Schmitt , E. E., 1938 . To eli minate pier scour . 
Engrg . News -Recor d , Vol. 120 , No . 26 , 
June 30 , 1938 , p . 89!1 . 

This article appears as an editiorial . 
Apparently some time in 1938 the Milwaukee 
Olympian (tr ain) was wrecked on the Custer 
Creek bridge with t r agic loss of life . It is 
the e.ditor ' s opinion that the high speed t raf -
fic of these times req_uires more consider ation 
to safety , Scour of piers was considered to be 
the r eason for the bridge fai l ure . No de~ailed 
technical data are given . 

Chang, Y, L., 1939 , Laboratory invest igations 
of flume traction and transporlati on , 
Trans . Am , Soc . of Civil Engi neers , Vol. 
104, 1939 , p . 1246 . 

The investigations ~e divided into three 
parts : (1 ) tractive force req_uir ed for incip-
ient movanent of the bed particles, (2) t r ac -
tive force applied· to tram;portation, and (3) 
suspended sediment transpor t . ·'['racti ve force 
on the bed of an alluvial channel of infini te 
width and Wliform flow may be expressed as 
• 0 .= r DS . If the widt h is finite but the chan-
nel irregular , 
uniform flow, ::e: io(; :s~~2 i~d :::t:::: 

= c[ (S-1) 0 01/ 3)? tractive force is given as 'c 
In these formulae , , 0 = bed shear , 
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Tc = critical shear for movement, D is uniform 
flow depth, S = slope of bed, R hydra.ulic 
r adius, r = uni t weight of water, y = ve.riabl e 
flow depth, V = average velocity, g = c;ravita-
tional acceleration, o = mean sediment diameter , 
C = constant, s = specific gravity of the sand 
particl e , 0 = r atio of l ongest to smalle st dia-
meter of particle, ~ = experimental exponent. 

From experimentation an equation similar to 
du Boys (reference 4) was found to fit the data c1n 
best: G = ::--;:, , (, -, ) , G = transport rate , 

T O O C 
C 

C = constant , n = Manning ' s roughness , It is 
a±so concl uded that the force r equired to lift a 
particle from t he bottom of a str eam is about 40 
percent greater than that required to keep the 
particle in motion . 

64 . Dewey, H. G . , J r ., 1939 . An analytical and ex-
peri mental analys is of energy dissipation 
and scour prevention. U.S . Bureau of Rec -
lamation, Hydraulic Lab Report No. 5li ., 
Denver . 

A s tudy wa s conducted to check s t r ucture No . 
4 in the Sunnys i de Main Canal . Models wer e used 
t o determine the pr otect ion necessary downstream 
of t he stilling basin to prevent excessive scour . 

65 . Inglis, C. C., Thomas , A. R. , and J oglekar, D. v., 
1939 . The pro~ection of bri dge piers 
against scour . Anmia.l Report of Wor k Done 
During 1938-39 . Central Irrigation and 
Hydrodynamics Research Station, Poona, Re -
search Publication No . 2 . 

Thi s article r eports result s of model ex-
periments on Lhe Hardi.ne;e Bridge piers . Geome -
t r ically similar scales wer e used t o model bridge 
piers . Scales of l: l o , 1 :65 , 1:105 , 1: 210 were 
used with various discharges . I t i s r ecognized 
that scour .ms deepest at the nose of the pier , 
and r easonec, that the secondary circulation of 
flow at t he nose of the pier caused t he cup-
shaped scour holes . Data for scour depths are 
given . Tests were made With the sand bed level 
initially in all cases . The smallest discharge 
was first tested , then larger discharges succes -
sively without relevelling the bed . No sediment 
was recirculated. The various models gave 
similar scour depths With the same bed material 
size . From these studies i t was concluded that 
scour depth could be calculated from 

s qc D ( 2/3)0 . 78 
b = 1. 7o b 

where Ds - scour depth, b - width of the pier, 
qc - discharge per ft upstream of the pier. 

66 . Rouse , H,, 1939 . Experiments on the mechani,cs of 
sediment s uspens ion. Proceedings . I nt . 
Congr . Appl. Mech . Cambr idge Man., 5th C9n-
13r ess , pp . 550- 55h , 

. An equati on is developed for the r elative 
concent ration of sediment at any point above 
some arbitr ary r e f erence level. Experimental 
data are collected t o prove the equation and to 
satisfy a pr oport ionality factor. In f orm •the 
equation appears as: 
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ln ~ = - :::: [y ~ 
ca c ' v ' .£ 

where c - concentration at level y, ca= ~ine 
at level a, w = settling velocity, c ' = a 
proportionality factor, v ' = mean absolute 
magnitude of transverse velocity fluctuations 
.£= mixing length . 

67 . Rouse, H, , 1939 . An analysis of sediment trans -
portation in the light of fluid t urbulence. 
U.S . Dept. of Agr ., Soil Cons . Serv . 
SCS-TP- 25 , 1939 . (Mimeographed) . 

Analysis of sediment problems as a whole 
Will become possible when bed load and suspended 
load are expressed as functions of the same flow 
parameters . An equation is derived far computa-
tion of sediment transportation . Computation of 
bed load and suspended load are explained and 
then the possibility of determining the total 
load by us ing just one method is determined . 
Distribution curves for s uspended load is a func-
t ion of t he material characteristics at the 
r eference level, the height of the reference 
l evel is i t s ratio to total depth , t he friction 
velocity and the dist ribution of t urbulent 
eddies . Emphasis is placed on the need for ex-
perimental data to provide numerical constants 
to satisfy the developed functional relationshi p 
and to test the validity of assumptions . 

68 , Straub, L . G. , 1939 . Approaches to the study of 
the mechanics of bed movement . Presented 
at t he 1st Hydraulics Conference at I owa 
City. 

A moveable bed channel in contrast to a 
rigid bed channel tends toward condition of 
equi librium Within i tself which is dependent 
upon bed load for different conditions of flow . 
In r egard t o t he non-siltine , non-eroding con-
dition, it is impor tant to recognize that both 
t he sediment load and discharge passing various 
sections in a continuous channel must be cons -
tant. It is the bed load which must be of pri-
mary importance in defining the stability of a 
channel in contrast to the frequently expressed 
concept that it is the susFended load. 

69 . Stewart, R. H. , 1939 . Safe foundation depths 
for brj.dges to protect from scour . Civil 
Engrg ., Vol . 9 , No . 6, June 1939 , pp . 336-
337 , and Indian Roads No. XVIII , December 
1939, 

· This article is a documentary of bridge 
failures i n California . Pi ctures of bridl3es are 
sho~m, table of failures , type of structure, 
character of bed and proposed causes of failure 
are lis ted. 

70 . Tison, L. J., 1939, Erosion at the bot tom of 
river beds. Translated from French . Wash-
i ngton J!,eeti ng of the Inter., Assoc . of 
Hydrology, Vol . 1, 1939 . Translated for 
the Soil Conservation and River Control 
Council by the Tr anslation Service , Dept . 
of Internal Affairs , Wellington, New Zea-
land . August 26 , 1952 , 

It is generally assumed that erosion is a 
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consequence of velocity , expressed by- various 
formulae and diagrams , b ut they cannot be all-
expressive of the other factors facilitating or 
r etarding erosi on . The laborat ory tests show t wo 
factors influencing erosion : (1) water l evel and 
(2) plane curvature . Increasing water level 
causes increased velocity at which scour begins , 
but at a cer tain water level erosion velocity 
will decrease with increase in water l evel be-
cause the velocity distribution changes from 
shallow to deep water , Curvature of stream 
l ines around obstacles causes increased veloci-
ties locally and hence , erosion of sand . The 
thicker the obstacle , the greater the scour , as 
proved by experimentation . If velocity distribu-
tion in the vertical is pronounced ,· s cour would 
be greater . If material size is not uniform 
scour will be greater f or a given median size , 
and therefore , material size influences depth of 
scour . Whirlpools (local eddies) are not 
strictly an erosive agent , 

71. Rouse, H. , 191~ . Criteria for similarity in the 
transportation of sediment . Proc . Hyclr . 
Conf . , Univ . of Iowa Studies , Studies in 
Engrg. Bull . 20 , March 19!ro , p . 33 . 

I t is not safe practice t o combine all per -
tinent variables by simple dimensional analyses , 
for the pi - theorem presumes motion of a homo-0 geneous fluid, which leads to a - term ~uch as D 
being significant . There is no dimensional 
analysis available for sediment -water movement, 
and fall velocity should be used instead of d . 
Cr iteria for similarity are found by geometry , 
flow and f luid characteristics and also sediment 
properties , If size of sediment r elative to 
some length parameter is significant then use 
only size- frequency proper ty as similarity cri -
ter ia , geometric mean diameter and geometric 
standard deviation from the mean being most 
significant . If d is approximately equal to 
the thiclmess of the l aminar sublayer, the ratio i is fundamental , If d is much larger than 
the thiclmess of the laminar sublayer then 
neither viscosity nor o is significant . Fall 
velocity is the significant sediment character-
istic provided the model scale is large enough 
that the sand grain diameter does not approach 
the order of magnitude of other flow dimensions . 
Use of coarse low density materials in model 
studies of scour produces a condition of trans -
port similar to bed load phase , whereas in 
nature scour is often predominantly a phenomenon 
of suspension . From systematic exper iments 
with a submerged two- dimensional jet of clear 
water, it was found that the scour depth in-
cr eases as an exponential function of time . Two 
di stinct zones of flow were observed to occur , 
viz . zones of maximum and minimum jet deflection . 

72 . Tison , L. J ., 191ro. L' erosion et le t ransport 
de matereaux solides dans les cours d ' eau , 
(French ) (Er osion and transpor t at ion of 
sediment in 11ater course::: ) . Reper Ls and 
papers for t he ponc_poned meet ing of the Int. 
Assoc. for Hydraulics Str..ict ures Research , 
Stockholm, 1939 . Paper No. 3 , pp . 71-90. 

Local scour res uh s from development of 
secondary circulation due to curvature in the 
stream lines around a pier . By applying a form 
of the Bernoulli equat ion t,o two- dimensional 
flow, it is shown that because the water flow 
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is not parallel t o the bed, seconda!"J circula-
tion is created and the diving flow attacks the 
stream bed. Local scour depth depends on the 
magnitude of the ver tical velocity component . 
Experimental confirmation of t he analysis was 
provided using differ ent shapes of piers but 
with the same cross sectional pier length and 
width. As reported by other s , streamlined pier s 
produced less scour than square cornered pier s . 
See also refer ence 73. 

73 . Tison , L. J . , 19~ . Erosion autour de piles de 
ponts en riviere. (French ) (Er osion 
around bridge piers ) . Annales des travaux 
publers de Belgique, Vol. 41 , No. 6, Dec . 
19110, pp . 813 -71 . 

Subject matter pr esented in references 57 
and 72 are discussed again herein. Any object 
placed in the path of parallel flow produces 
curvature of the flow lines which takes t wo suc-
cessive for ms : (1) diver gence upst ream of the 
object and (2) convergence downs tream of the 
object. Upstream ther e is a diving flow due to 
diver gence and downstream flow is upwards and 
b9th causes scour. Velocity of the stream is 
not necessarily t he chief r eason for scour at 
any point ,as compared to the angle of the div-
ing and upward flows . Through experimentation 
it is advocated t o place piles upstream of the 
piers to retard scour. Since curvature of the 
the f l ow lines is the chief source of diving or 
upward f low, the f l atter the curvature, t he less 
the scour . 

7lr . White , c . M., 19!~ . The equilibrium of gr ains 
on the bed of a stream . Proceedings , Royal 
Society , A. 17!~, 1940, pp . 332-338 . 

The author discusses the conditions under 
which moverlX!nt of sand grains on a loose flat 
gr anular bed begins. It is stated that incip-
ient mot ion depends ;1ot only on the velocity but 
also upon the nature of the stream; viscous 
mo Lion, inviscid mo t ion and turbulent motion 
acting somewhat differently , and the veloci ty 
necessa!"J t o dislodge grains differ -appreciably. 
With slow velocities and small grain sizes the 
viscous forces acting tangentially are impor -
tant while at high veloci t ies and large grain 
sizes the tangential drag becomes relatively un-
important and drag due to pressure differences 
become dominant. These forces are concerned 
with local ~otion. I f the flow in the main 
stream is turbulent the forces on the grains 
fluctuate irregularly. I n a part of the experi -
ments where the flow was turbulent and the 
velocity was less, the bed was extremely active 
despite t he fact that the mean drag was neglig -
i ble. Form dra.e apparently enables the bed to 
withs t and a greater drag forc e , 11hile turbulence 
and non-1miformity of flow have the opposite 
effect . 

75. Inglis , C. C. , 'I'homas, A. R., and Joglekar, 
D. v., 191t1. Part II, Specirlc experi -
menLs - Scour at nose of t he out er banks 
of t he ncv approach channel a·l, Sukkur. 
Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Re-
search Station , Poona , Research Publica-
tion No. 5, Annual Report (Technical) of 
Work Done During 19110 -111. 

The Hardinge Bridge model studies (Ref. 65). 
determined that scour at bridge piers could be 
calculated f r om the equation : 
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Ti , 

D = 1.7 qo.52 b0,72 or,~= 1 7 ~ D ( 2/3 ) 0.70 
s b . b 

where D~ - scour dep tr1 from water surface, 
q - unitvdisci'laree upstream, b - width of pier . 
A sil.1ilar form of e quation was developed for 
scour at the nose of a e;uiclc bank (SpL•r dike is 
the terr.u.noloe;y used by sorne U.S . State Hie;hway 
Departments). The equacion is: 

D s 
b m 

1.32 (~2/ 3 ) 0 . 70 
m 

,. . 
+ o'"' 

where bm is an average widt h of t he dike 

mea:mred at the top and ·at the base . 

Inc;lis , C . C . , Thomas, A. 11 . a nd Joglekar, D. V., 
1941, Part III Basic ex:;::cri rnents in connec -
t ion with research into specific problem::; -
scow· . Central Irr igation and Hycl..l·otlynaJnic 
Research Station , Poona, Research Publica-
tion No. 5 . i\nnual Rer or " (Technical) of 
'.Tork Done Durinr, 19110- l·J., p . 35 . 

Additiona l. expcrir.·ents of general a p,l)U.co. -
ti on ,nth the scale r.ioclc J. of ~he Hardin_:e 
Brid.r;e i s discussed. The st•tdics are concer ne d 
wit h developme nt of a crite1·ia for dep ,.h oi' pro -
t;ective s t one around the base of bridc;c ;:iiers. 

An empirical cq.1a t ion is developed whi ch is 
base<! ·.rpon t he discharge causinc; faih1re of the 
pro i;ective ]ayer fo r var imts levels of' the 
wat er s urface . No fiel,d dat a are e;iven to s ur-
port the Laboratory s t,1.dies . 

Inr;lis , C. C . , Thomas, A. R. and Joglekar, D. V., 
19J,1. Scour at spurs i n river mode l s. Cen -
t r a l Irri cation and Hydrodynamic Research 
Station, Poona . Research Pliblication No. 
5, Annnal Report (Technical) of \fork Done , 
19l;Q- l;1, 

Experiments were conduct ed with l : !10 and 
1 :30 scale models of t he Hatrak River at Kaira 
and it was found ~hat the shape of " he bed and 
side slopes of the l)ie1·s had conside:::-able in-
fluence on the subt.equcnt flow pattern and scour . 
Verification of river models is necessary . Also 
t!ia.t adj ustmen t of Q to obtain scalar depths 
of scour is not a s ui t able nethod of t he dis -
charge scale because t he flow patterns may be 
di.ssimilar . 

73 . Kru.,bein , \I . c ., 191, 1. Measurement and· c colo'._; i -
. cal significance on shape and r oundness of 

sedi:nentary particles , Journal of Sedimen-
tary Petrology , Vol. 11, No. 2, pp . 61•- 72 , 
August , 19\1, 

'I'he author preGenl;s \ladcll ' G dcf:ln :lt.on of 

:irh0 ri r,j.ty , ,v -v'vfill:~· ~~: ~~~;lu~~~r i bed s 'Ohere 
where the volw·ne of the part icle is in te rm::; · of 
a sphere of the same volUJne. 'I'he di.:!.~1eter , , 2i , 
of that s phere = nominal diamet er O:!'.", :; = ~ 
{rheYe a = t he largest dia..'lle t e r . The uutho~ 
then presents the i ntercept s phericity , 
1J; _ 1voTimie of ellipsoid -- - - ---·-- = 

""/ v'.l lume of circUJ!l.scr:lbed sphere 

~~ 3~c V ~ ::;-2 and justif'ies his rr.eth'.ld 
~ a~ a 
o , 
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on t he basis t hat stat istically they may be 
approxi1.atcd b:)' such fo:,n. Curves are developed 

b C for a vs 'ii' . These curves may be use d to 

arrive at i:he spherici t y . 

79 . Broadf oo ~, II. L. and Chalk] ey, H . J\ ., 191,2 . 
Bridc;e ? i ers encases ac;ainst scour. 
Enc;r c; . News -Hecord, April 9 , 19!:2, p . 90 . 

The l)ro·i;cction of the bride;e pj_erG of the 
Illinois Central Railroad Bridee against scour 
is disc ,1ssed. Protection was achie·.red by en -
casinr; t:i.e ? iers in sheet :,; t eel piles which were 
<lri vcn t o bed r ock a!'ld were the:1 capped with 
concrete. 

Go . 1-iorris , Brooks 'I' ., 19J12 . r:cour c ont rol and 
sco,tr rcGiGtancc dcsicn for hydraulic 
structures. Trans. Am . Geoph . Union , 
AU£';ust , 19:,2 , Part J. , p . 6o . 

The mechanics of the scour flow pattern 
arc disc ussed . Scour r.ny be considered to be 
t he removal of sediment due to local and .vari-
able excess o:" entrain:nent over deposition. 
'l'llc sicnifico.nt factoys which control the 
abili.'vy of a strea11 to scour are : (1) the 
a.1::oLmt oi' sedi ment which is bro1J.Ght into the 
rcr; ion of scottrine; action by the stream, (2) the 
se,J.iment-carryin(r ca.paci ty of t he flow in the 
downstrc m-: chu.•mc l, (3 ) the r esistance of the 
bed and bank materials to dislodgrncnt and en -
t:cainmen·i; , (4) the mixin,1; or scd.imen~ suspen-
dinr, povcr of the eddies produced in the scour -
zone , and (5 ) the velocity of flow through the 
s cour zone. The experiments perfor med are also 
discussed . 

61. Anonymous , 191,2. The effect of high level 
pitching layed round bridge piers on the 
depth of downst ream scour. Tech. Annual 
Report of the Central Board of Irrigation, 
India , Publication No . 29, pp. 17- 19, 
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A scour hole 216 feet below higli water 
level was observed in September 1938 downstream 
of t he spans of the Hardinge Bridge . Experi -
ments were conducted to verify the magnitude of 
of the scour and to determine the reasons for the 
scour . It was found that scour depends on the 
curvature of the flow upstream of the structure, 
flow pattern at the nose of the piers, depth of 
flow, velocity , relation of the upstr eam and 
downstr eam water levels to each o t her and wj_dth 
of bed downstr eam . In this particular case the 
scour was due t o high level pitching around the 
bridge piers. 

Engeln , Oscar Died.rich von, 19l;2 . 
New York, MacMi llan Company, 
trated . 

Geomorphology . 
665 pp . i llus -

This textbook on geomor phology contains 
several chapters on erosion cycles , stream pat -
terns , meanders, work of s t reams , etc . The 
geologic concept of sco'.ll' is presented . 

Inglis, C. C., Thomas , A. R ., and J oglekar, 
D. V. , 19!;2. Remodelling Son Anicut . 
Scour at the noses of divide walls , up-
stream and dmmstream of t he Anicut and 
undersluices . I ndia I rrigation and Hydro-
dynamic Research Station , Poona, Res . 
Publication 5, pp. 19-21. 
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The scour problem is .stated and t he model 
studies ar e desc r i bed . It was found that the 
upstream divide walls should have their noses 
sloping up gradually at about 1 t o 10 in order 
to pr event concentration of flow at the point . 
The divide wall constructed between the high and 
low crested weir port ions were provided with 
arched openings to minimize the effect of curva-
ture of flow·. By so doing scour was reduced i n 
one case by 18 feet . Stone pitchi ng downs t ream 
of the baffle was recommended. The placing of 
the stone apron was described. 

011, I nglis , C. C. , Thomas , A. R., and Joglekar, D.V., 
191,2 . The protection of bridge pien; 
against scour . India Central Irrigation and 
Hydrodynamic Res,earch Station, Poona, Re -
search Publication 5, pp . 35 -38. 

The limiting discharge per unit Width , 
qlim is correlated with D , the depth of chan-
nel upstream of t he pi er, and D , the depth 
of s t one below water level at th~ time ,when fail -
ure begins. It was found that stones should be 
layed at t he lowes t practicable level to avoid 
the formation of high mounds of sto!le whi ch tend 
to obstruct the waterway of t he bridge and cause 
dangerous scour downstream. A rough indication 
of the discharge which will cause failure at the 
nose of the pier is given by the formul a : 
qlim = 2 .3 g1/2 (H/r " )1/6(s-1/f¾1/12D2/3n// \ 

where H = weight of pro-~ecti on per stone , r = 
weight per unit volwne of wa ter, S = specific 
gravity of stone , and b = width of pier . Other 
factors being the same, the higher the bed level 
upstream of the pier the more sever e is the 
attack. The greater the depth of the stone the 
more stable it is . 

85. Ingl is, C. C., Thomas, A. R . and Joglekar, D. v., 
19112 . Scour at nose of outer bank of the 
new approach channel a t Sukkur in prototype 
and models , I ndia Cent ral Irrigation and 
Hydrodynamic Resear ch Station , Poona, Re -
search Publication 5, pp . 12- 13. 

The exper iments us ing pro t ot ype and models 
to determine t he relative scour and t o r elate 
t his With sco·n fj:ound p( ~~/} )~e described. It 
was fo~md that b = a b- where ds = ma.xi -
mwn depth of scour upstream of the nose of the 
pier, b = t hickness of the pier, and q = the 
discharge intensity in the normal channel up-
stream of the nose of t he pier, a and m are 
ex1-er imental coefficients. 

86 . I shihara , T., 1942. Experimental study of scour 
at bridge piers . (Japanese) Trans. of 
Japanese Society of Civil Engineers, Vol . 
28 , No . 9 , pp . 787- 821 . 

The effect of the angle of skew between t he 
centerline of flow and the pier axis is discussed . 
It was found that the skewed pier has greater 
scour and the scour hole i s more irregular. When 
the skew angle is small the pier tends to col-
lapse towards t he pier nose but when the angle is 
lar ge the pier has a tendency to collapse t owards 
a direction perpendicular to t he pier axis. The 
author says backwater caused by a pier is con-
s idered as having seri ous effect on scour at the 
nose of a pier, but scour i s also governed by 
the eccentr icity of the flow at the pier nose. 

If the ratio of the opening to the pier width is 
not extremely small t hi s eccentricity of flow 
has no evident effect . The author s tates that 
"backwater should be considered in pier construc -
t ion but it does not seem i mportant from the 
point of scour." Greater scour occurs around a 
pier located at t he center of a river than one 
located near the bank. This means there is close 
r e lat ionship between the flow velocity and the 
scour . 

87 . Ishihara, T., 19112 . Experimental study of scour 
at bridge piers . (Japanese ) Trans . of 
Japanese Society of Civil Engineers, Vol, 
28 , No. 11, pp. 974- 1007, 

The effects of pier shape , model scale and 
skew angl e on scour for different bed materials 
under different critical conditions are fairly 
similar. Scour is mainly caused by eccentric ity 
(divergence or convergence ) of flow and the non-
uniformity of velocity, and its magnitude is 

1 Js v2 closely related With - - ds . If scour 
. g p 

· depth is proportional t o scour force, t hen the 
scour depth is proportional to the radius of 
curvature . The author ' s opinion is t hat scour 
is caused by hori zontal eddies from the t ip of 
the pier nose (this agrees With Tison and 
Keutner) , which results from flow eccentricity 
and the non-uni f orrni ty of t he velocity dis t ribu-
tion , but a rise in stage is only due to flow 
eccent r icity . Eventually t he degree of f low 
eccentr icity , and shape of pier nose is the main 
term controlling scour. Scour is related to 
pier shape , model scale , cri t ical conditions and 
the characteristics of the bed material. Scour 
at the nose of t he pier is independent of pier 
length and tail shape . 

88 . Lane , E. W. , 19li2 . Scour protection be low over -
fall dams . C. v. Davis , Handbook of 
Applied Hydraulics , pp . 3117-351. 

This article discusses the erosion below 
spillways, end s i l ls , blocks, etc . No new 
t heory is presented. 

89 . Moc.k:rnore, C. A. , 1943 . Flow around bends in 
stable channels . Proceedings , Am . Soc . of 
Civil Engrs ., Vol. 69 , No . j , March, 1943. 

A study of the f low conditions in t he bend 
of an open channe l was performed . An attempt 
was made to observe the direction and murmitude 
of the angular velocities of particles i~ sus -
pens ion as the water moved through the channel 
bend , and to compare these with the theoretical 
analysi s made under asswncd flow conditions. 
The observed r otation of the suspended particles 
correspondeu. , in general , wi th the theoretical 
analysis based on the asswned conditions. The 
rath ·taken by a parlicle on lts way around a bend 
closely approx.i.mates that of a spiral. In the 
e::qierimental channel the cr oss currents moving 
along the str eam bed from the outside t o the in-
side of the bend 1rere arnazin61Y strong ·compared 
to the average velocities in the stteam . At 
about 3/lf of the way around t he bed there was a 
tendency for lhc development of an eddy , or slack 
water, along t he inside of the bank due to t he 
spiral motion , which is conducive to the deposi -
tion of suspended matter and the formation of a 
bar . 
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90 . 

91. 

·92 . 

93 . 

Borhek , R., 191,3 . 13courinr; of 
cause of br id.Ge failure. 
Aucust , 191t5 , P · 35 · 

foundations as a 
Roads and Bridges, 

/\s a r ule , highway brid.Ge founuat ions are 
no L as deep as railway bridc;cs . This indicates 
that very little is k110>m about scour , erosion 
and channel chanr;cs and research in t hese pr ob-
lem areas is encouraged. In a survey of r ailway 
bridge failur es i n t he Uniteil ~tales and. Canada 
i t uas es ti.mated that only a few of the bridges 
co 1ld have been saved by annual main t.enance . 
Nos t of t he failur es from scour occurr ed during 
a flood and not f r om scour over long periods of 
Li me. The a uthor believes in t he 6th power law, 
that i s , the weight of particles Lhat can be 
moved by a stream varies wit.h the 6t h power of 
i..he velocity . He recommends dredging upstr eam 
and do.mstream of br idges t o prevent scour. 
Emphasi s is also placed on scour across the whole 
wa Lerway , not just at bridge piers and abutments . 
Flexible mats are likened to Lhe t r ee ·root s and 
t he a ut hor advocates placing them across Lhe 
enti re waterway . l'lo equations are given , but 
only a discussion of what the author thinks 
should be done in terms of research and design . 

(;uraishy , M. S . , 19h3 . The critical shear str ess. 
Reprinted f r om the Journal of t he Univer-
sity of Bombay, Vol . XII, Part III, November 
19113 . 

The shear stress on the channel bed cr eated 
by t he moving fluid i s proportiona l to t he fall 
velocity of the par ticles. 

Rittenhouse , G., 191f3 . J\ visual method of esti -
mating t wo- dimensional srhcr ;~. i Ly . .Journal 
of Sediment Petrol ogy, Vol . 15 , lo . 2 , 191,3 . 

Two-dimensional s pheri city of sands and 
o t.her fine -gr ained particulate mater ials may be 
determined r apidly by visual comparison with a 
s t andard char t. The chart is devised i n s uch a 
way Lhal:. by making microscopic obser vations of 
individual sand grains the shape of t he part i cle 
can be compared to one of many shown on the 
chart . Spheric i ty indices between O .1,5 and O. 97 
are shown for various general shapes and t he in-
dex is r elat ed to a circle. 

Fadum, R. E . , 191,11 . Some factors t o consider in 
the des ign of br idge foundations. Proceed-
ings 30th Annual Road School, Engineering 
B11l leLin , Purdue University, Extension 
Series No. 56 , January , 191,11, pp . 25-37 , 

At sections of r ivers where the change in 
velocity is great as compared to normal flow, t he 
quantity of material scoured out during flood 
sta,ee will exceed that which is replaced simul -
taneously by transport . The rise in the stage 
of a Gtream at r;uch l ocat ions does not reflect 
the t otal i ncrease in s i ze of the stream channel. 
From studies of br idge failures due to scour the 
1'ollo,rlng conclusions were r eached : (1. ) cohe-
s ionless s·oils are particularly subject to 
erosion , (2) the depth of erosion below a nor -
mal s Lream bed may exceed considerab l y t he r ise 
in s tage of a str eam during flood flow, and (3) 
scouring action is par ticularly acute at loca-
tions of changes in width and a1igru'.1ent of a 
channel , or at locations obst r ucted by piers and 
abutments . 
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94 . 

95 . 

96 . 

Inglis, C. C. and Joglekar, D. V., 191111 . Maxi -
mwn depth of scour at heads of guide banks 
and groynes, pier noses and downs t ream of 
br idges . · Indian Haterways Exper iment Sta-
tion , Poona, Annual Report (Technica l) of 
Work Done During Year 19!1 1!., pp . 711 - 83 . 

Deep s cour occurs a t ( 1 ) noses of piers due 
to diviP.g flow , (2) ends of guide banks and 
groynes due t o concentrated flow swinging 
ar ound their extremities, and (3 ) downstream of 
bridges due to eddies shed from hi gh pavements 
or s t one protection placed ar ow1d bridge piers . 
I n all 3 cases , the scour is due t o the bed 
velocity being far in excess of t hat ~hich is 
natural for t he discharge , so t hat f, which 
is related t o turbulence , i s very high. It was 
found t hat scour was much higher than esti mated 

by Lacey ' s equation , D = o.l17 (¥{13 
. The 

maximum depth of scour occurr ing around some 
bridge piers and groynes and the steps taken to 
reduce the scour action are dis cussed . At sev-
eral of the sit es the original cause of scour 
was said t o be due to form di·ag later be l ieved 
to be caused by the flow pattern around the 
obstr uction . 

Anonymous , 194h . Protection of bridge piers 
against scour and minimum safe l evel at 
which to lay stone around pier s . India 
Cent ral Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Re -
search Station, Poona , Research Publication 
6 , 1941; , p . 12- 13 . 

This is a continuation of an earlier paper 
on the sa:me s ubject , see pp . 33 - 110 of Annual 
Tech . Repor t for 1939- 110. The conclusion is 
that where stone pitching is laid around a pier 
at too high a level, failur e may occur due t o 
s t ones being undermi ned at t he ~ail of t he pier . 
Nor mally , failure occurs at the nose . Scour i s 
due to "dra1:( whi ch depends on the rate of 
change of veloclty in the inunediate vi c i ni t y of 
the bed; where curvature of fl ow is -a major 
factor, "drag" may have li ttle connection wi t h 
surface velocit y 

Inglis, C. c . , Reid , J. S . and J oglekar , D. v. , 
191,1: . The effect of high level pitching 
laid round bridge piers on t he depth of 
downstream scour . I ndia Central Irrigat ion 
and Hydrodynamic Research Station , Poona, 
Research Publication 6 , pp . 31-32 -

This article deal s with t he relation be-
tween the height of pitching ar ound piers and 
consequent downstream scour . Model results are 
compared to kno,m scour aL the Hardinge bridge . 
Gc our do,ms cr eam of a bridee depends on 11 fac-
tors : (1) curvature of the f l ow ups cream , (2 ) 
f low :pattern at the noce of Lhe pier, (3) the 
depth-velocity r elation ups tream and downstream 
of t he pier-, and (li) the material or ~he bed 
do,mstream . It was found that the scour ho l e in 
t he pro Lo type was approxima tely r eproduced in the 
model and that high- level pltching at piers i n 
the protot ype was r esJonsible for Lhe deep scour 
hole dO\mstr eam of Lhe piers . 
Inglis , c . c. , Reid , J . s ., and Joglekar , D. v., 

1941.i . Scour around piers . I ndia Centr al 
Irrigation and Hydrodynamic Research Sta-
t i on , Poona , Research Publication 9. 
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Sco\.U' downstream of t he Nor t h Western Rail-
way bridge over the N. W. Canal at mile 18/13- 11 
near Ruk-Sind is discussed . Exper iments were 
carried out to evolve a suitable design of pave-
ment and side expansion to induce accretion . 
See also reference 9<l • 

98 . Anonymous, 1945 . Deep sco\.U' downstream of t he 
North Western Railway Bridge over t he N .I-/. 
Canal at mile 18- 13 -11 near Ruk-Sind. The 
Central Board of Irrigation, Annual Report_ 
1945 , p. l,6 . 

A mode]. inves t igation showed t hat the deep 
sco\.U' downstream of t he bridge was due to ret\.U'n 
flow at the banks , leading t o the f ormation of 
"bellies . " The ret-..u-n eddies at the banks re-
s t r ict t he waterway and so ca~se jetting . ·If 
the bellies are pr event ed from forming much less 
sco\.U' will occ\.U'. The bellies can be eliminated 
by "juck work" (brush 1:7oynes) and accretion 
Will then OCC\.U' in the bed Of the SCO\.U' hole pro-
vided a t a suitably low level t o induce a r e -
tt.U'n bed roller. 

99 . Inglis , c. c ., and Joglekar , D. v. , 19115 . Maxi -
mwn depth of scour at heads of guide banks 
and groynes , pier noses and downstream of 
br idges . The Central Board of Irrigation 
Annual Report 191,5 . 

Sco\.U' is classified into Lhree groups (see 
r eferences 94 and 96) . A form of Lacey ' s for-
mula for determining the ma.ximwn depth of sco\.U' 
at bends is given . 

100 . Lacey, G. L., 1945 . " co\.U' at ba.rraees. The Cen-
t ral Board of Irrigation . Annual Repor L 
191+5 , Government of India Press , Si mla . 

Beginning with the depth and velocit y equa-
tions the autbor derives formulas for the depth 
of scour ups t r eam and downstream of barraces in 
terms of the cri tical depthl ~f)175ow. He arrives 
at the equation D s = 1. J,o \ f D c for up-
s tream scour where D = depth of s co\.U' from the 
wat er st.U'face, f = sflt factor, De= critical 
depth through/ the barrage clo~)p 173d rrom 
q = 0.333 Q1 2 and De = i For the 
downstr eam sco\.U' he arrives at the equation 
Ds = 3 ,oo De . 

101. Erickson, E . L., 19h6 . Some meas\.U'ements of 
ve loci ties and scour at a Mississippi River 
bridge pier. Highway Research Board, Pro-
ceedings, 19116 , pp . 124- 128. 

In :the spring of 193G obser vations were 
made at piers of the Mississippi River bridge at 
Baton Rouge , Louisiana . .Measur ements indicated 
velocities of bet ween 5 and '7 rect per second 
with the hj c;her velocities around the sides of' 
Lhe piers. Between 30 and J10 feet of sco\.U' was 
meas\.U'cd . Flexible mattresses of ballast and 
r ip r ap stone was used t o prevent further sco\.U' . 

102 . Rao , J . S. N. , 19lf6 . History of the Hardinge 
Bridge up to 19111 . Railway Board Govern-
ment of I ndia . New Delhi, Tech . Paper No. 
318 , 19J:6 . 

. See r eference nos . 50 , 76 , 81 and 96 . 
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103 , E:wi ng , M. A. , 19117. Scour and settlement prob-
lem::; . California Highways, Division of 
Bride;e Department, California Bridge main-
tenance practice , 19J19 , pp . 25-28 . 

Several correction procedures are recom-
mended for bri<l.ges that have been ~ed be-
cause of sco\.U' at the base of piers and abut -
ments . Some gener a l s tatements are made as to 
the cause of scour, such as gener al degradation 
of the s tream bed , brush collection, veget at~on 
growth, and s hape of piers . No informati on is 
given for calculating scour depth . For main -
tenance the author reconunends construction of· a 
sacked concre te lining on a slope below the 
fooLing s of the piers and abutments and jacking 
1tp the s urierstr ucture t o line and grade. When 
necessary if sacked concrete cannot be provided 
because of water , then sheet piles should be 
driven around t he pier foundations and , if head 
room does not r>er mi t sheet piling to be driven 
then rip rap i~ the only course. In gr avel 
foundations , when sett lement i s caused by finer 
r.iaterial passing through the spaces of larger 
particles it is r ecommended that gravel be used 
t o fill Lhe voids and thus make a solid founda-
tion. 

104 . Kalinske , A. A., 191+7 . l-lovcment of sediment as 
bed load in rivers . Trans. Am . Geo. Union , 
Vol. 28 , August 19J17 , p . 615 . 

The movement of sediment a long the bed of 
a ri vcr or fltuP.e is analyzed theor etically i n 
terms of the proper ties of the sediment grains 
and Lhc hyclra.ulic character is tics of the flow. 
The critical ·i,r acti ve force is evaluated for 
any grain size and related to the mean acting 
force . By utilizing the bow1dary layer and tur-
bulence theories , the equation f or sedir.1ent 
transport is given as 

G = 3' f (:: ) j Q)'s W where G is the 

rate of .. ransport , ,: is critical shear on the 
bed , ,: is shear ro¥ the flow, j _is portion 
of bed 8xposed to shear, o is sediment dia -
meter, )' is unit weight of sediment and p 
is fluid 5 density. 

105 . MaL thes , Gerard H. , 19117 . Resear ch study of 
undcrsco•.1r at bride;es, piers and abut-
ments . Am. Assoc. of State Hie;hway Offi -
cals, Convention Group Meetings Papers and 
Discussions , 191,7 , pp. 179-186. 

Underscour at piers and abutments nearly 
always takes place during flood s tages when 
general deepenine of a r iver bed is also usually 
in progr ess . During risine; stages , it i s .nor-
mal f or erodible beds to exhibit a tendency 
towards over all dccpcnifl{; as a r esult of bed 
mutcriuJ::; beinc; set in motion eit her in suspen-
ded f'orr.1 or by rollinc; and bouncinc; . The 
dccpeninr; so affected is usually tcr.iporary , and 
upon :, ·1b::;idencc or high s :-nees is folJ.owed by 
promp .; rebuilding of the bed to its former level , 
d\le to deposition oi' :naterial i n t r ansit. Steam-
beds conposed mostly of fine mater ials s uch as 
sand or m tel , are more s usceptible t o deeping 
than are coarse c;ravel or cobbles t one beds. 
Str eam beds which obtain a high dee;rec of compac -
tion , d•tc i,o t he presence of clays or organic 
matter, are le::;s erodible . Undersco\.U' appears 
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to be a di::;tinct phenomenon , the nccativc pre::; -
sure::; of which arc created by flow r ot ation aldn 
to vortex mo Lion. 

106 . De Deer, E., 191(0 . Settlement record of brid[;es 
founded on sand . Procecdir-e;::; of the 2nd 
International Congress on Soi l l-lechanics and 
FoLL~datlon Encincerinc Vol . II, Rotterdam, 
June 21 to 30th, 191(8 , pp . 111-12] . 

This paper i s concerned only with soil. 
mechan:ics and the conputation of tlie settlc1:icnt 
of bridse piers by the methods of soil mechanics . 

107. Fisher , K . , 19118 . The foundation of the Rot unilil. 
Bridge in Vien:m . Proceedings of ;;he 2nd 
Internat:ional Conference on Soil Mechanics 
and Foundation Enc;incering , Vol. I V. Ro·~-
ter dam , June 21 to 30th , 191(0 , pp. 22-27. 

'l'he soil mechanics aspect of fo:mdine; shal -
lm1 bridge foot i nG is discussed . 

108 . Blench , T. , Ahmad, .Mushtaq and Ahrr.nd , Nazir , 
19),(j . Scour in al.l.uvi ·1r.1 bel.01-1 f alls. Pro-
ceedings of the International A::;sociation 
for Hydraulic Research, 2nd Meeting at 
Stockholm , 191(8 , pp . 3111-350 . 

Experir.1cn Ls were conducted with the object 
of dcLcrmininc; how vorticity darnpine, and satis -
factory flow distribution ·can be achieved with 
minimum length of masonry work beyond hydraulic 
jlUnps . For a given discharc;e and drop, the scour 
dept h is indcrcndcnt of chu-~e slope provided the 
horizontal. floor length , and its depression , a.re 
the ::;OJnc in all cases . If a uniform horizontal 
floor is used, the scour depth docs not decrease 
below floor level when depth of water exceeds 
1 .25 E f 2 (energy of flow beyond the jump in 
masonry work) . Velocity distribution can be 
improved by two double ro·.rs of staggered blocks. 
The upstream set (impact block) throws the line 
of lllaY.irnum velocity upwards , while the dmm-
s ~ream set (deflector blocks) further improves 
velocity distribution and create a bed roller 
t hat deposits mobile material against the toe -
wall. 

109 . Bose, N . K. , and Pramanick, H. R. , 19\ 8 . Sco·Jr 
below weirs . 2nd Meeting of t he Intern . 
Assoc . for Hydraulic Structures Research, 
pp . · 351-36o. 

The r esul t s of the model experiments con-
d iet ed for the undersluice section of the pro-
i:o::;ed l·lor barra3e in connection with· the J.lor 
project in Bcncal is described . As the scale of 
the model is red,.1ced, Lhe point of 1Tu.'UCim1..un scour 
moves f11rthcr away from the end of t he floor. 
The maxi nr.un depth of scour Lends to decrease 
slightly wi th an increase in the model scale 
ratio. There was no definite trend for the 
1,nxi1,1u.o1 depth of scour t o increase or decrease 
with the scale of the model when there are 
stagsered blocks on the downstr eam floor. 

U O • Framji, K. K. , 19!+8 . Scour below weirs. 2nd 
Meeting of the Intern. Assoc . for Hydrau-
lic Structure Research , pp . 361-375. 

Prototype and model data of depths of 
scour below weirs are analyzed. A close com-
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parison of results of model tests against proto-
type behavior shows con.formity to a dei:7ee when 
the model is operated correctly . Cco·Jr do;m-
stream of weirs occurs due to one or mo~e of the 
followinc reasons : (1) excess enere;y of hyper-
critical flow w!1en insufficiently dissipated by 
ll- standing wave, (2) an unstable standing wave 
formi~S below the toe of the glacis and shifting 
beyond the r igid floor , and/or (3) the pavement 
level beine too !1igh , making the bed velocity 
abnormally hi13h and causing violent eddies to 
be shed from the downstr eam end of the pavement . 
Predominant factors determining the r.,aximum 
depth of scour dmmstream of structures like 
barraees and bric]ees over wide rivers are dis-
charge intensity and turbulence (as indicated . v2 
by ;y-). The effect of sides being negligible , 
other important factors are flow pattern and 
grade of bed material, The maxi mum scour down-
stream of bridges is of the order of I( D

1 while below weirs, having greater waterway 
than lacey ' s minimum stable waterway, the maxi -
mum sco·Jr will vary from 1.25 Dr, to 2 Dr, 
depending on concentration and intensity of 
turbulence . 

lll. Hathaway , G. A. , 191r8 . Observations on channel 
changes ' dei:7adation and sco•Jr below cl.a.ms. 
2nd meeting of the Intern . Assoc . for 
Hydraulic Structures Research, pp . 287-307 . 

This paper concerns the general si13nifi -
cance of' sediment transpor tation as · related to 
channel changes below hydraulic structures. 
Hhen water is released f r om a storage r eservoir , 
the sediment- free water in the dmmstream chan-
nel will act upon the channel bed and quickly 
pick up a new sediment load . The load will be 
proportional to t he ability of the flow to 
lransport the type of material prcscn L in the 
bed , and to the susceptibility of the bed to 
erosion. The hydraulic properties of a stream 
section determine the co~petency of the flow 
to erode a cl t ransport the load whereas resis-
tance offered by the bed to the erosive and 
transport action of the stream is determined by 
the composition and forrra.tion of the bed . Chan-
nel changes do~mstream of the John Martin Dam 
on the Arkansas , Conchas Dam on the South Cana-
dian, Denison Dam on the Red River, and For t 
Peck Dam on the Missouri are discussed. 

112 . Hellst rom, B., 19118. Measures to reduce scour 
below dams. 2nd Meeti ng of the Intern. 
Assoc. for Hydraulic Structures Research, 
pp , 309-315. 

The model test of a dam and apron in Ma-
laya are described. I t is explained how t he 
dischm·0e was directed towards the center of 
the river do\mstream of the dam in order to 
prevent erosion of t he banks of the channel. 
The results of the passage of a flood through 
the pro l o~ypc , which confirmed model results, 
are described . 

113 . Hickox, G. H., 19l(8 . Prevention of erosion 
below TVA darns. 2nd Meeting of the Intern. 
Assoc . for Hydraulic Structures Research. 

The model tests of methods of pre·,enting 
scour downstr eam of the TVA dams are discussed . 
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No quantitative results are presented . The suc-
cess of the methods employed are described. 

114 . Lane, E. W., 19!18 . An estimate of the magnitude 
of the degradation whi ch wi ll result in the 
Middle Rio Gr ande Channel from Lhe construc-
tion of the proposed sediment storage basins 
and contr action wor ks and sample computa -
tions showing me thod of computing degrada-
tion or aggradation on the Middle Rio Grande 
River. Repor i.. No . HYD-290 Bureau of Recla-
mation . 

According to some r epor ts , evidence seems 
to point out that it i s not uncommon for the bot -
t om of a stream to lower t wice as much as the 
water surface rises in a flood . The author 
questions this statement pointing out that sus -
pended sediment samples do not bear this out, 
nor does evidence of sediment accumulated in set-
t ling reservoirs. He points out that all of the 
cases where the boLtom was lowered were either 
at bridges where the presence of piers would in -
duce scour, or a t stat ions where the river was 
narrow because measuring stations are usually 
locat ed where the river is narrow. That these 
narrow sections scour out during floods seems 
very reasonable, but it appears that they depo-
sit the l oad at the next wide section downstream 
and it is not carried on down t he river . The 
author indicates that this explanation corres-
ponds to observed data 

115, Scimeni, E , 191,u . On the scour which can ap-
pear along the downstream face of a dam. 
2nd Meeting of the Intern. Assoc. for 
Hydraulic Structures Research, pp. lt93 - l196 . 

The effect of the shape or profile of a dam 
on the scour on its surface is discussed. 

116, Stanley, J. W. , 19ti l3 . Effects of' dams on chan-
nel regimen . Proceedings , Federal Inter-
Agency Sedimentation Conf . Washington, D. C. 

The author discusses the effect dams have 
on the regime of the stream . Hhen a darn is in-
stalled , sediment deposits in the reservoir 
above the drun and clear water released from the 
daJn creates increased scour of the dmmstream 
channel. Initially , the slope direct ly below 
t he dam is decreased and the effect of degrada-
tion moves downstream with time until a s lope 
roughly equivalent to t he original occurs. If 
bed mater i al becomes progressively finer down -
stream or if the dept hs to coarse mater ial in-
crease with distance downstream from the dam , 
the ult i mate slo!)C in the scoured area will be 
less steep t han initially . A river, f;ee of 
sedirr,cnt load , will tend to maintain a rc l ati ve -
ly straigh t channe l . Also , suspended load car-
ried by rivers varJ approxi1na.tely aG the square 
of t he discharge , oL er variables rcm.:i.in ing con-
stant . 

Ti s on , L . J. , 19:,8 . Transpor1. de mater iaux de 
· fond, C L erosion a l ' aval des barrio.e;cs . 

(Transpor L of b d material and er oslon 
dmmstream of dams). Association Interna-
tionale des Travaux Hyclrauliques , Stock-
holm , Sweden, 19:,u , pp . 65 - 76 . 

lr 

Scour equations are developed on a n ener gy 
concept, concluding that the diving flow attacks 
the bed and causes scour . 

118 . Posey ; C. J. , 191,9 . Why bridges fail in floods . 
Civil Engineer ing , Vol, 19 , February , 
191,9, pp . 1,2-90 . 

Model experiments on scour action were 
performed in a 6- foot wide flume using graded 
fine sand for the bed and a one- litre glass 
tube as the pier. By the use of mirrors placed 
inside the glass tube , below t he bed level , t he 
general bed level , scour level, Kolk action , and 
vortices could be observed while the experiment 
was in progress . The movemen t of sand picked . 
up by tle vortex at the front of the pier was 
do,mward next to the model pier . The vor tex 
around t he pier picked up sand . The shape of 
the sc-our hole was the result of the sand slid-
ing when at the angle of repose . A second vor-
tex near t he water surface was also noted . 
This vortex was in the opposite direction and 
carried no sand. 

119 . Blaisdell , F . w. , 19J,9 , Flow throueh diverging 
open channel t ransitions . United States 
Department of /\griculture. 

Experiments were performed to determi ne 
the feasibili ty of using diverging channel 
seeti.ons at the entrance to the St . Anthony 
Falls type stilling basin in orr1er to increase 
the Froude number . By increasing the Froude 
number t t:ie efficiency of operation of the stil-
ling basin would be increased and this would 
make it possible to decrease the leneth of the 
s t illing basin thereby creating a savings on 
the const ruction costs . 

120, Inglis , C. C., 191:9 . 'l'he beluiV'ior rtnd control 
of rivers and canals. Central Hater 
Pmrer Irrigation and Navieation ReporL , 
Poona Research Station , Research Publica-
tion 13 , Part I and II, 19,19 , pp . 327-2!,8 . 

121. 

Bridge piers deflect current as at bencls , 
if the depth of scour Ds at the bridge pier 
is propor t ional to Lacey ' s r eei r:.e depth DL 
The f ollowing equations are rcconunendcd for 
desie;n : 
D s 
D s 
D s 
D s 
D s 
D s 

D s 

Ji DL (maximum sco•.ir dmmst r eam of bridges) 
3 .8 DL (spur heads on s t eep slopes) 
2 .25 DL (spur heads on eentle slopes) 
2 . 75 DL (at. long radius s pur heads ) 
2 DL (at bridge r iers ) 
1 .7 t o 3 .8 D (at Sf.LITS along river banks) 

( 
2/3) L 

1 . ·r \- 0. 78 wher e D = width of pier . 

I nglis , C. C. , 19 1•9 , The c i 'i'cct of v=iat ions in 
char ee and grade on ·the sJ.ores and shar,es 
of channels . I'roceedin(sG of' t he Interna-
tional ~ssociation for Hydraulic St ructures 
Research, 3rd J.1ecting, Grenoble , France . 
19 1,9 . 

The r.:::.per explain::; the mecr.anism of chan= 
uhich controls a nd maintains a dominant state

0

of 
cquj_librium in reeir:ie channels , and describes the 
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factors which maintain t his contr ol, and how t he 
shapes and s lopes of channels can be modified by 
controlline; t he quantity and grade of material 
entering their heads . 

The development of the regime formulas of 
Kennedy (1895) , Garrett (1913) , Lindley (1919) , 
Lacey, G. , (1929) and Inc;lis (19117) is r e -
viewed. The gradual elabor ation of t he formulae 
~o facilitate the design of regime canals is 
s ho1m. A reg ime channel is defined as t hat which 
chan,;es li Ltle from year to year but may have 
chances within a given period . It is explained 
that the chan0e in Manning ' s n is due to t he 
reduc ~i on in size of the bed mater ial exposed be -
ca:ise of sil ;, ing duri ng floods , and the opposite 
during clear water flows. When char ge increases , 
t he s lope must incr ease and some broadening takes 
effec t . If excess chare;e enters a canal system 
it has to be accommodated within the system, 
hence , it is i mporLant to design the headworks 
t o admit only the designed charge . Exc luder s 
and ejectors are tliscussed briefly. I t is men -
tioned that the slope and shape of canals depend 
upon the overall dol!linant r elationships between 
discharge , and gr:ide and charge of bed mater i a ls. 

122 . Hils on, 1.1. s . , 
dat ions . 
19119 , pp . 

191:9 . ;.ubsidence in br i dge faun -
The Surveyor, Vol. . 108 , August 12, 
!,91- '·92 . 

The pr imary causes 01· subsidence of bridge 
pi ers and abutmen ts are (a) under gr ound mineral 
workings, (b ) earth movements , ( c) river scour , 
and (d) excessive pressure on foundations. 
Periodic mai.nte ance should eliminate any ser-
ious effects from scour . Whatever t he r eason for 
settlement , it can be corrected by t he cementa -
i, lon of t he foundat ion by grouting after b locking 
off an area around the pier with sheet piling and 
then c;ro·1l. inc; inside the f r ame work. 

123. /\nonymo· ,s, 1950. Dank pr otection : How• re tards 
save bri d::;es . Louisiana Highways , Vol. 11. , 
llo 2 , February 1950, p. 1 , L. - 5 . 

This artic l e tells of the use of retards to 
prot ect bridges by causing eddies to form behind 
the retards and these eddies in turn cause sedi -
ment t o be deposited along the barLl{s and thus 
protect the banks .. The retards attempt to 
for ce t he channel into t he stream center, hence , 
flow is di rected through bridge openings . 

124 . Appel , D. w., 1950 . Flexible mats may reduce 
scour at piers of small bridges . Ehgrg . 
News -Record , Vol. 1411 , No . 21 , May 25 , 
1950 , P · L.3 , 

The mat principle is envisioned as be ing 
adaptable for use at piers of small railroad 
and high•.,ay br ldges whe re unpr edictable amounts 
of scour continue to pose an unsolved pr oblem 
and where more ;:,;:::,ens i ve pr cve11ti ve me Lhods are 
no L justif ied . Comparison -of scour around a 
model pier wii,h an<l without 111n.Ls s howed Lhat a 
l)lUt 011 t,1e d01mstr eam s ide of the pier scour be -
low t he aver age bE!d level is prevented and on 
the upstream side the scour was greatly r e -
duced . The mat was made of link- cilain . The 
primary function of t he mat is to r educe the 
velocity of flow at the bed; below t hat r e -
quired to produce scour . On the ur,stream s ide 
of the r,ie r the increased head due to the de -
crease in ve l ocity of' t he oncoming flow causes 
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125, 

126 . 

flow downward through the mat, which accounts 
for scour that does occur t here . See als o 
r ef erence number 134. 

Anonymous, 1950 . Rospor t -Ralingen barrage. 
Report of the Hydraulic Laboratories of· the 
M . ./\.N. Conern. Gustavsberg , Germany, 
November, 1950 . 

This report describes model studies of the 
Rosport-Ra lingen barrage undertaken in an at-
tempt to discover a means of alleviat i ng the 
scour probl em downstream of the paved apron. 
I t was decided to place a sill at the downst r eam 
end and thus create a rol ler to prevent under-
cutting of t he paved apron . Photographs and 
dimensions of the structure are shown. 

Anonymous, 1950. Road bridge across t he 
Gautami -Godavari River a t Alamaru below 
Rajahmundry-Madra Province . Central 
Board of Irrigation , India, Publication No. 
50, p. 205 . 

A model was used to finalize the site of 
t he bridge , its orien tati on , length, and the 
r equir ed protection works . Lacey ' s scour 
formula, D

5 
= o .-lf73 ( i )1/ 3 , was used to cal-

culate the depth of scour below high flood level. 
For scour at the pier nose the depth calculated 
by the formula should be multiplied by 2 , and 
1/2 of t hi s result should be added for extra 
footing depth of t he brid€;e pier s . Similitude 
of scour depth between model and calcul ated 
values did not occur, however, it is believed 
that qualitat ively the scour r,atterns should be 
similar. The depth scale was calculat ed from 
average depth a nd width protot ype and model, 
usi nc; a discharge scale= L2 Differ ent sizes 
of sand were used . in the model. Lacey's rough-
ness coe:l'i'icient was used to calculate t he mode l 
and pr ototype depth of flow . The time scale was 
calcula t ed f r om 

· work done 
T- scale = (w) {ve l) 

LwD = LDl / 2 if V a:: Dl/2 . 

127. Albertson , M. L ., Dia, Y. B., Jensen , R. A., and 
Rouse, H . , 1950 . Diffusion of subrne!:_~d 
j ets . Trans. Am . Soc . of Civil Engrs., 
Vol. 115, 1950 , pp . 639- 697 . 

128 . 

The approximate characteristics of t he 
corresponding mean flow pattern of a submerged 
iet is der ived and ex,:erimental data is presen -
ted to verify the analysis . Algebraic expres -
sions and plotted curves are presented i n dimen-
sionless f orm to give the dis t ribution of velo-
city, volume flux, and energy flux in the zone 
of' f low establishr.ient and the zone of establis -
hed flow for s ubmerged jets f r om both slots and 
orifices . fl q1mli tati ve t r eatmen t of t he varia-
tion in mixinc; charact er istics and a generalized 
djar;ram or the mean flow r,at tcrn are given. 

Car ter , A. c . , and Carlson, E. J., 19?0 · Criti -
cal t ractive f or ces on channel s ide slopes . 
Revised Edi.tion , U .S . Bureau of Reclamation 
Hydrauli c Laboratory Report No. HYD-295 · 

The mag11ltnde of "ihe t r active forces exer-
t ed by flowing water which will cause impend~ng 
mo Li on of coar se non -cohesive mater ial contpr 1.s -
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129 . 

130 . 

ing the sloping side of a channel is derived in 
this paper. They arrive at the expression 

Ts 
= Cos 

TL 
-V1 -

for the ratio of t he force on a sloping side to 
that on a level surface necessary to cause im-
pending motion where ~ is the angle of inclina-
tion of the sloping side and 0 · is the angle of 
repose of the material . A diagram with values 
of the ratio for various values of ~ and e 
is pr esented . 

Doddiah, Doddiah , 1950 , Comparison of scour 
caused by hollow and solid jets of water . 
Master ' s thesis. Colorado A and M College , 
pp. 1-156, 

1/ith relatively uniform bed material the 
depth of scour depends on t he area and the veloc -
ity of the jet , the mean fall -velocity of the 
material , the depth of water over the material , 
and the duration of the scourine; action . A 
state of equilibr iwn in the process of scour can-
noc be expected either at any depth or after any 
period of tine . The magnitude of scour de -
creases with a decrease in the ratio of jet 
velocity to fall velocity approaching zero as 
this ratio approaches unity . Scour increases 
with an increase in the depth of water over the 
erodible bed until the depth reaches a critical 
value . Any further increase in depth will dimin-
ish the resulting scour . For a given area of 
jet, the comparison of the scour resulting f rom 
the two types of jets appears to indicate one 
t rend. See also reference 159-

Einstein, H. A., 1950 . The bed-load function f or 
sediment transpor tation i n open channel 
f l ows. United States Department of Agri -
culture, Soil Conservation Service Tech . 
Bull. No. 1026 . September 1950 , 

The study incl uded suspended l oad as well 
as bed load. The analysis assumes uniform flow 
i n a r each of stabl e channel s . The resistance 
to f l ow is divided into two par ts , that due t o 
grain roughness and that due t o f orm roushness 
of the bed configuration . It is assumed that 
turbulence near the bed caused by the grains of 
sand affects the transport of the sand grains, 
but the turbulence due to form roughness does 
not since it occurs a significant distance above 
the bed of the channel . 

Using turbul ence and boundary layer theories 
in a equation for calculatine; suspended load is 
derived,which i s believed to be valid f r om the 
water surface down to a cl ose proximity of the 
bed. By nppl yine further the theory of prob-
abi l ity for exchange of particles between the 
bed and the suspended loads, and from l arge 
quantit i es of flume and field data, a bed -load 
equation is developed . Since the development is 
partly empirical, computational pr ocedure for the 
bed-load function requires use of empirical 
graphical functions . The bed-load function is 
r easonably satisfactory fo r a specific range of 
small bed particles but t he equat ion deviates 
from measured data when sediment s i ze becomes 
l arge . 
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132. 

Harned , c. H. , 1950. Foundations for highway 
bridges and seJJS.ration structures on 
unconsolidated sediment . Applied sedi -
mentation - a symposium edited by P. D. 
Trask, 1950, pp. 169-18o. 

Bridge foundation requirements , personnel 
requirements, foundation stuny tools , explora-
tion procedures , footing foundations , and pile 
foundations are discussed. 

Henry , H. R. , 1950 . Discussion of diffusion of 
submerged jets. Trans. Am . Soc. of Civil 
Engrs., Vol. 115 , 1950 , pp. 665-697. 

The author gives an analysis of t he efflux 
from a submer ged sluice gate and concludes that 
the method of experimental attack as applied i n 
reference 127 is of great value in investigating 
any type of s ubmer ged jet . 

133 . Sugimoto , S. and Inada , Y. , 1950 . Study of 
hydrodynamics of flow around piers. 
(Japanese) Transactions of the Japanese 
Society of Civil Engineers , Vol . 36, No . 
10, pp. 2-12. 

Conformal transformation is utilized to 
transform a streamlined pier shape into a circle. 
The objective of thi s exercise is to obtain the 
pressure distributj on to establish the flow 
direction and estimate the scour. Results in-
ferred from the theor etical calculations agree 
with the experimental observations of Engels 
(see reference 26) , Keutner (reference 35), and 
Ishihara (references 61 , 86 and 87) . A direct 
method of calculating the scour depth is not 
given. Two dimensional potential flow of an 
ideal fluid is assumed in the calculations. 

134. Anonymous , 1950-1951. River control work and 
investigations, lower Colorado River Basin. 
Report, Bureau of Reclamation, U. S . Depart -
ment of the Interior , Boulder City, Nevada , 
Vol. 1, pp . 7-9, 

Er osion of the Colorado River below Hoover 
Dam is discussed . Charts are shown to indicate 
progressive erosion with tine. 

135 , Anonymous, 1951 . Platte River near Ashland, 
Nebraska - flood characteristics at the 
three overflow outle t s on u.s . Highway G 
East of the main ch~nnel. U. S . Geological 
surv·ey Hater Resources Divis ion , Surface 
Hater Branch, Lincoln, Nebraska , January 
10, 1951 . 

The_ st·.idy was made to det.,crmine the hydrau-
lic adcqua y of the hiehway bridees across the 
Pl aUe P.iver near A,;hland, NcbrtLGlca. Floods in 
191,1, · a:i.d 191,9 d::unaeed the main and relief 
bridees Jocali zed at the same site :parallel t o 
the hlc;tn-my . The highway bridge is downstream of 
a r ai lroad bridee. 'rhe flood of 19119, with 
velocities of about 9 feet per second , scoured 
the bed beneath the main bridge about 6 feet. 
The conclus ion was reached that under present 
conditions (1951) the bridges are safe but with 
deterioration of a guide levee , the r iver may 
change and caLIBe the main flow to be directed 
towards one of che relief bridges which would 
then be unsafe . 
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137 . 

138 . 

Ne:,rton , Carroll T . , 1.951. An experimental in-
ves tiga-t. ion of bed degradation in an open 
cha:rnel. Journal of the Boston Society of 
Civil Encinecr ine , Vol. }13, No . 1, January, 
1951 , JJP· 28- 6o. 

E:xy.c ri:aents ·.-,e r e condncted in a 30- foot-
lonc; fl•u:1e , one foot wicle a:-id 2 feet deep to 
<le t ermi 11 e the rate of dcgr adatlo:1 of t he channel 
bed f r or:i given eqni}ibrinm conditions when the 
sediment s ·ipply uas s uddenly t e r mi nated. The 
ex1.eri.1'lcnt r epresents a dam constructed on a 
rber wi th the reserv oir collecting t he sedi-
,.,ent surply . I t Wc'.s f'o 111d t:iat the degradation 
ra',.e , called cco·.,.r , confon:ied t o analytical 
ex!-ect :rt1. ons ex}'rcsccd i n ~he comp"1tations fo r 
::;arri.son Dam. This study showed t hat the r ate 
of degradation decreased asymptotically Lo zero 
1ri th t l ::,e . 

• /\no!'lymous , 1951 , f'repact prot ects old bridge 
pier s . Wester n cons t r ucti on, Vol. 26 , 
r/o . 10 , October 1 , 1951 , pp . Lo - 81 . 

Ti1i::; a r Li c l e disc '.tGGes Lhc jetting of· :i.'ines 
f r om t he river bed Gl'avels urow1d t he piers of a 
32-ycar - old bridge and the stabilizat i on of the 
remalnin:; mat erial wi t h an intruded grout . 

uitu·se n , G. H . and 'foch , /\.rthu.r , 1951. Model 
s t ud.i.es of sco·.tr arow1d bricJ.e;e piers and 
abT~ment s . ~: econtl Progress Report , State 
Univers ity of Iowa Reprintr in Engineering . 
Re pr int ifo . 107 , ner,r inted from Highway 
nesearch Boa,d Proceedings , December, 1961 . 

: ee r eferences J.40 and 151 . 

139 . Blench , T. , 1951. HydrauJics of sedirnent -bear -
inc canals and rivers. Evans I ndus tries , 
Vc.ncou·;er B .c ., Canada , 1951 . 

?-ee refe r ence 2C4 . 

140 . ! ,a irsen, E. l-l. , 1951 . Proeress r epor t of model 
s vudies of sco,u· aro• 1nd bridge piers and 
abutments Research Report No . 13 - B, High-
way Res earch Board, 1951 -

The process of sco:.tr a nd the exper imental 
methods of Lhe study are di s c ussed Sconr is 
ca, ised by a dist iu·bance of t he str eam ' s sedin:ent-
t r ans r,or ~ ca1-,aci ty in a lini ted. area such that 
the capacity to i.r ans pore is · greater tha:1 the 
aino:mt or material supplied . /1.s the bed mater ial 
normally at r est is placed in motion by the local 
increase in ca:::,a c i ty , a sco~l.I' hole develops 
which in turn alters t he flow pattern. The ten -
dency will be for t :ie r ate of sco·.tr t o decrease 
Wi th ti1,1e ; that is , as t!1e size of the s cour 
i1ole increases, the velocity und therefore , the 
tranGport capacity at the bo ctom of the scour 
hole decr eases . The eY..act ria t tern of movement 
var lcs with the geometry of t he pier or abc1t -
r.1e:1t . 

141. r osey , C . J . , Appel , D. \1 ., and Chamness, E ., 
1951 . Investie;ati on of flexible mats to 
reduce scour aroW1d bridge piers. Highway 
Research Board Re!)Ort No . 13 -B, 1951 . 

The nat•.tre of the scour pattern and the 
possibili ty of usi ng flexible ma.ts around pier s 
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as a means of preventing scour are disc ussed. 
I t was found t hat the t wo greatest hazar ds to 
the effective f w1ction of mat s were : (1) t he 
tendency of upward curr ents to move mater ial up 
t hro,igh the mat, and (2) the t endency of the mat 
t o bri dge or b uckle due t o bo L'com irreg 1.lari ties , 
th·1s creating under channels through which bed 
mat er i al is easily transpor t ed . The best pro cec -
tion was a f forded by ·a heavy completely flexible 
maL wi t h comparat ively small openings. The flow 
patterns and scour formation are i ll•. tstrat ed in 
thi s paper . Se e also reference 124 . 

J.42 . Schneib le , D. E., 1951. An i nvestigation of t he 
e f fect of bri de;e - pier shape on t he relat ive 
depth of scour . Master's thesis , State . 
Universi t y of I owa , J une , 1951 , 

The effect of pie r shape and arrest ors on 
the depth of scour and extent of scour around 
bridge pier s was investigated. I t was deter -
mined that of the elongated piers the l enticular -
shaped pier produced t he leas t depth of s cour. 
/1. comparison of t he r elative depth of scour 
around elongated and circular piers of equiva-
lent cr oss - sectional area , in which t he angle 
of at tack was 30° or less , shows that t he depth 
of s cour was greater around the circular pier . 
It was also det ermined exper imentally that a 
sing le disk around a pier at or below the s ur-
face appr oximately 1/2 the pi e r diameter was 
very e f fective in reducing the depth of s cour . 
No quant itative results are presented and all 
variables except pier s hape were held constant . 

143 . Boyce , E. R., 1952 - High water means deep 
scour . J.linnei.ota Highway, Vol. 1 , No. 5, 
March , 1952 , p . 2 , 

'.['he heavy rains arid runoffs occurr i ng in 
District 12 a r ound Roches t er , Minnesota caused 
damage to bridges . The use of masonry walls , 
timber fences, and crib const r ucti on in the 
past to t ry t o prevenL the loss of roads and 
bricJ.e;es is descr i bed. Heavy r ip rap is pr oving 
effective in r educing erosion and preventing 
los s of s r uct•.tres. 

144. Leopold , Luna B ., a nd Maddock , Tho!llas , Jr ., 
1952. Re lat ion of s uspended- s ediment con-
centration to channel scour and fil l , Pro-
ceedings of t he Fifth Hydraulic Conference , 
State Universi t y of I owa , Iowa Cit y, I owa , 
June 9 - 11, 1952 . 

An a nalys i s was made of c oncurrent values 
of s us pended sediment load and width, mean 
depth, mean ve loci ty , a nd discharge at a number 
of ga ~ine; stations. From the dat a analyzed it 
appeared t hat fai rly definite r elations exis t 
between the var iab les . These m·c B = u qb , 
V = k q,m , D = c qi' , a nd Ls = p Qj where 
a ,b, c , f , .j,k , m ancl pare empirical coefficients 
and exponen cs , B = width of wa. Ler surface, 
D = mean depth , V = mean ve locity , L = sus -
pended sedi ment load in the stream in stons per 
day . For constant dischar ge and width , a de -
crease in suspended- sediment load i s accompanied 
by a dec r ease in velocity and incr ease i n depth . 
Changes in the bed occur simultaneously with a 
variat ion in the rate of suspended - sedirne:-it con-
cent r ation . At c onstant discharge the suspen-
ded sedimen t load a ppears t o be r elated to the 
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quantities - -width, velocity, and depth. It was 
noted that at constant width and discharge in -
creases in the suspended-sediment load would be 
associated with increased velocity . An increase 
in suspended load tends to decrease channel re -
sistance and thus causes an increase ·in velocity. 

145 . · Anonymous, 1952 , Report of committee on surface 
drainage of highways. Highway Research 
Abstracts, Vol. 22, No. 6, June 1952, p. 11 . 

Work during the past year (1951 ) has been 
with a mode l pier placed in a flwne equipped 
with a sand-feeding mechanism which enables the 
simulation of bed- load movement as it occurs in 
a river with a movable bed, Indications are 
that the depth of flow has more effect on the 
depth of scour than does the velocity of the 
flow . 

1116 . Lane, E. W. , 1952. Progr ess report on results 
of studies on design of stable channels . 
U.S . Bureau of Reclamation Hydraulic Labora-
tory Report No. HYD-352, Denver, Colorado , 
June , 1952 . 

This paper discusses the work done on a 
tentative method of designing unlined earth 
canals to insure freedom from scour and the 
development of an analysis of the channel shape 
for certain conditions involving minimwn excava-
tion. I t classifies unstable channels as: (1) 
those which scour but have no objectionable 
deposits , (2) those having objectionable deposits 
without scour, .and (3) those having both deposi -
tion and scour . With sediment-free water only 
Lhe first type can occur . Every canal flowing 
at design discharge has a definite maximum capac -
ity to carry sediment of a certain size range. 
The author discusses the history of stable chan-
nel knowledge. Scour takes place when particles 
composing the bed of the canal are acted upon by 
forces .sufficient to cause them to move. Trac -
tive force is defined as not the force on a 
single particle but rather the force exert ed 
over a certain area of the bed or banks. An 
advantage of using tract ive force analysis rather 
than limiting veloci ty approach for the design 
of large channels is that it indicates why higher 
velocit ies are safer in large canals than in 
small ones . Probably the most important factor 
in the design of clear water canals in coarse 
noncohesive material is the limiting tractive 
forc e which the various types of material will 
stand . In designing canals that will be free 
from scour while carrying r elatively clear water , 
one of the most i mportant factors is the material 
through which t he canal passes. Sinuous canals 
scour more r eadily than straight ones. The 
scour in bends can be reduced by lowering the 
velocity of f] ow . ,:cc also reference 161 . 

147 , Lawrie, H. r;. /I., 1952 . The effects of scour on 
mil.ita:rJ bridge design . The Royal Engi -
neers , Vol . LXVI, No. 3, September, 1952, 
pp. 256-269 . 

See references 154 and 163. 

148 . Caldwell, J.M., 1952 , Supersonic sounding in -
struments and methods . Trans. Am. Soc. of 
Civil Engrs . , 1952 , p . ltl, . 

Supersonic frequency sounders are preferred 
co those operating at sonic frequencies because 
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of better definition of the bo Ltom resulting 
from a smaller sound cone and because the com-
parative freedom from interference from extran-
eous noises . Readings of false bo Ltoms in areas 
with soft muddy boLtoms may be recorded. The 
author be lieves sounders are more accurate and 
consistent than are soundings made by lead lines. 
Examples of readings indicating botton~ by use 
of elecLronic sounders are compared to readings 
by lead lines . 

149, Halbronn, G, , 1952 , Etude de la mise en regime 
des ecoulements sur les ouvrages a forte 
pente. (French) (Study of the establish~ 
ment of flow regime on a hydraulic str uc -
ture Iii th a steep slope . ) La Houille 
Blanche, No. 1, 1952, pp. 21-1.i.Q. 

This is a theoretical study of free surface 
fluid . flow over a long spi llway taking viscosity 
into account. Local velocities and depths in 
laminar and turbulent flow r egimes are calcula-
ted . There exists a critical point where tur -
bulent action becomes noticeable on the surface 
and air entrainment becomes possible. The ana-
lysis is verified by experiment. 

150 . Laursen, E. M., 1952. Observations on the 
nat .ire of scour. Proceedings of the Fifth 
Hydraulic Conference , State University of 
Iowa, I owa City, Iowa , 1952, 

Scour is defined as the enlargement of a 
flow sect ion by the removal of material compos-
i ng the boundary through the action of the fluid 
in moLion. The amount of material the fluid can 
move in a unit time is termed the capacity of 
the flow. The following general characteristics 
which should be the basis of any detailed analy-
sis of local scour were deduced: (1) The rate 
of scour will equal the difference between the 
capacity for transport out of the scoured area 
and the r ate of supply of material to that area. 
(2) The r ate of scour will decrease as the flow 
section is enlarged . (3) There will be a limi -
ting extent of scour , and (Ir) this limit will 
be approached asymptotically. The equation of 

d scour is given as dt (f (m)) = g {m) - L 
where m is a mathematical description of the 

boundary so that ~t (f (m)) = rate of scour, 
g( m) is the capacity of the flow to t ransport 
sediment, function of the boundary position, and 
L = r ate of supply . To apply t he equation to a 
specific :iituation the capacity of flow (as it 
varies wi Lh boundary posi tior.) and the rate of 
supply mus I. be Jmo,m . In expcril;1cn Ls Iii th a 
snbmer ged jet at the beginning the verLical 
di mens ion::; of Lhc scour hole and the do,ms trearn 
dw1e , or dcposjtcd material, increased faster 
than the horizontal dimensions. At the begin-
ning , r.;and moved as bed load but when the up-
stream face of a dune reached the angle of r e -
pose the mechanism of transport changed to sus -
pension. By analysis , it is sho,m that the 
depth of scour should increase wi th the depth 
of flow. By using an appropriate experimental 
capacity f 1.mction the differential equation of 
scour was integrated and was confirmed by ex-
perimental data. 
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Laursen , E . M. and Toch, A., 1952, Model 
studies of scour around bridge piers and · 
ubutmenLs - second progress report. Pro-
ceedings of the 91s t Annual Meeting , 
Highway Research Boa.rd . 

The authors describe the second phase of 
the scour investigation at the University of 
Iowa . The primary criterion in the design of 
piers for minimum scour is that the pier should 
present a minimum flo•,1 obstruction . 'rhe pos -
sibility of inhibiting scour by the use of 
arrestors around t he pier is described . Labora-
tory investigations in the second phase of the 
program revealed that for any pier in a steady 
flow, there is an equilibriwn depth of scour 
which increases with increasing depth of flow 
but is not affected appreciably by a change in 
velocity. Under unsteady flow condi t ions, how-
ever, greater depths may be attained, because of 
an apparent lag in the establishment of trans -
por L equilibrium. An electroni c scour meter was 
used to determine the depth of scour . 

Posey , C. J., 1952. Tests of e rosion armmd 
models of submersible oil - storage and well -
drilling barges. Rocky Mountain Hydraulic 
Laboratory, Allenspark , Colorado , in co-
operation with the Bethlehem Steel Company , 
Shipbui)ding Division , Beawnont, Texas . 

Tests were performed on submergiblc oil 
stor ages and drilling barges which are set on 
the bottom of the bay but whi ch extend above the 
water. It was found that round and slant - sided 
square barges are subject to as much erosion as 
are· vertical- sided square models. Of three 
positions tested of t he square model with ver t i -
cal sides, that facinc the current squarely 
causes t he gr eatest amount of erosion , but the 
differences noted are not significant. Half -
buried barges are almost as seriously eroded be -
neath as are f ul l y exposed barges. The method 
by which the experimental model is placed on t he 
sand seems to have little effect. Colwnns at 
the edges of' t he barge have a slight effect on 
increasing t he scour depth ; the deepest scour 
ordinarily occurs under the upstream edge or 
•mder the corner project ing into the flow . No 
scour occurs under the do,mstream edge, and very 
little under the downstream half or the sides . 
If the current shif'ts 90 or 130 degrees after a 
scour hole is created, a new scour hole is 
formed, but the first will not be filled up 
rapidly . It was found that a T-V graded filter 
provided good protection about the drilling 
barge. 

153. Anonymous, 1952 . Scouring velocities in tidal 
rivers. Central Board of Irrigation and 
Power, India , Annual Technical Report . 

Experiments were performed to determine the 
velocities at which bed material would be moved 
by the ebb tide in the tidal rivers of lower 

, Bengal. The problems experienced with the model 
are discussed. 

154 . Lawrie, W. G. A. , 1953 . The effects of scc,ur 
on military bridge design . Civil Engineer -
ing and Public Works Review, Vol. 118 , No .. 
562, April, 1953, pp. 3h2-3t,i,. 
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The author uses the equations of Spring 
(reference 10 ) and Ingli s to develop an equation 
for depth of scour, d , in terms of the me -
ander length of a s t re&n . ~ = 27 ~ 
where M_ = meinder length , Lacey ' s D = 

·1. 1 3 M12/3 t; 
2 x o . t.73 ( ~ ) or Ds = 0 .1 -;,fJ2 and , 

assuming f = 1 D s 

max 2/3 f 
~ 

= 10 which gives 
max 

the scour depth indP.pendent of Q but gives 
Ds from measurable ML on maps for military 
engineers. From calculation and using selected 
data the author finds that D (calculated) = s 
D s (observed) 

0 . 72 

It is recommended that a military engineer 
should : 
(1) Choose a site for a bridge where the river 

is straight and flow is smooth. 
(2) Design the bridge with a minimum number of 

piers and avoid construction in the ma.in 
channel . 

(3 ) Calculate Ds f r om D 
s max 

( J, ) Check D s by other methods . 

~2/3 
10 

Since there is an element of unknown in-
volved, the piers should be placed 1/2 again as 
deep as calculated from (3) in the active chan-
nel. 

See also reference 163. 

Romita, Pier Luigi , 1953. Erosioni d ' alveo al 
piede delle pile di Ponte . investiti 
obliquamente dalla corrente . (I talian ) (Bed 
scour a.round bridge piers with the axis 
skewed to the stream flow ) , L' Energia 
Electtrica , No . lr e 6 , Aprile, Giugno, 
1953. 

The study of the influence of the angle of 
attack on bed scour around br idge pier s skewed 
to the stream flow , was systematically studied 
in .the hydraulic laboratory at the Politecnico 
of Milano . The experiments are described and 
the results are analyzed , with particular 
reference to the maximum depth of scour around 
the pier . Some general directions for construc -
tion are deduced as a conclus ion of the study . 
The equation developed is similar to that of 
L. J. Tison . 

156 . Anonymous, 1953, A plan of channel erosion con-
trol, Five Mile Cr eek , Riverton project, 
Wyoming. Hydrology Branch Project Plan-
ning Division , U. S . Bureau of Reclamation, 
Sedimentation Section, April 1953 , 

Proposed method of controlling bank erosion 
of Five Mile Creek by brush groins is presented . 

157 . Ahmad , Mus htaq, 1953 . Experiments on design 
and behavior of spur dikes . Proceedings, 
Intern. Assoc . for Hydraulic Research , 
6th Meeting, September 1- 4, 1953 , pp . 1tr5 -
159. 
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159 , 

The pr oblem of scour depth at a spur dike 
was s ubjected to dimen,sional analysis to deline-
ate terms import ant in the study. The effects 
of discharge, sand grade , flow concentr ation, 
and angle of attack on scour depth and pattern 
were investigated . A formula for scour depth 

. 2~ was deternuned to be of the form D = K q 
Ultimate scour was unaffected by a change in 
the grade of bed material and the rate of 
development of scour was believed to be much 
mor e rapid with fine than with coarse sand . 
Polar diagrams of scour around various types of 
spur dikes at varying angles with respect to t he 
flow are shown . 

Ahmad, Nazir , 1953 . Mechanism of erosion below 
hydraulic works . Proceedings , I nter n. 
Assoc . for Hydraulic Research, 6th Meeting, 
September 1- 11 , 1953 , pp . 133- 111-3. 

The mechanism of er osion below hydrauli c 
works is described. Low spillways only were 
s tudied . On the basis of data from several 
model stadies the author concludes that the 
depth of scour holes below hyqraulic works can 

R R3/2 be expressed as ~ 3 or -- , a constant, 
q / q 

i rrespective of stable conditions , 
discharce, and flow length . R is 
radi us and q is unit discharge . 
of proportionality account for the 
each parameter. 

sand grade , 
hydraulic 
The constants 
effect of 

The mechanis1.1 of erosion below hydraulic 
works is due to t he f ormation of eddies and the 
sheddin13 of same . The collective effect of the 
eddies on the erodible bed is such that scour 
profiles of equal dep 0h , developed by different 
discharges are sir.ular irrespective of sand 
grade. Longitudinal profiles developed vrl th a 
given discharge in the same sand , with different 
apron lengths, are different . 

Doddiah Doddiah, Albertson, M. L. and Thomas , 
R. K., 1953 . Scour from jets. Proceedings . 
Inter . Assoc . for Hydraulic Research, 
September 1-11, 1953, pp . 161-169 . 

A study of scour res ul t ing from circular 
jets issuing ver t ically downward onto a bed of 
alluvial material by Doddiah, and Thomas ' study 
of two-dimensional jet scour are repor.t ed. The 
study by Doddiah is repor ted independently in 
r eference 129 and that by Thomas in reference 
168 . The c'ircular jet study is developed from 
dimensional considerations, and conclude that 
scour is directly proportional to a geometric 
progression of time . The mac;nitude of scour de -
creases with a decrease in the ratio of the jet 
veloci ty to fall velocity, approachin13 zero as 
this r atio approaches unity. Scour increases 
with an increase in the depth of water over the 
bed up to a criticaJ value, thereafter scour de -
creases. There ure limitations in applicaLion to 
si.ze of bed 1naterial . Nuch the same conclusions 
were reached for the two-dimensional study . 
The ill!Dortant· concl usion f rom both studi es i s 
that scour progr esses geometrically with t ime . 
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160 . Homma, M. , 1953 . An experimental study of water 
fall , Proceedings . Intern . Assoc . for 
Hydraulic Research, September 1-4, 1953 , 
pp . )~77- 1181. 

The study is concerned with establishing 
the differences in flow pattern between sub-
merged jets and free falling jets of water . . 
There is some difference to be expected for in-
s t ance because of the entrained air. Through 
exper imentation, it was determined that free fal-
ling jets of water cannot be separated into 
quasi - distinct zones of flow , such as has been 
observed for s ubmerged jets (see reference 127 ) , 
The rate of deceleration of the jet , was observed 
to be much larger for the f r ee fal l ing jet , 
hence scour potential is much less. Although 
scour is not treated specifically in_ this pub-
lication some inter esting experimental observa-
tions on jets are noted . 

161 . Lane, E. \/. , 1953 . Progress report on studies 
on the design of stable channe·ls by the 
Bureau of Reclamation. Proceedings. Am . 
Soc. of Civil Engrs., Vol, 79 , Separate 
No. 2Bo , September 1953 , 

See abstract of USER Lab Repor t No. Hyd-
352 , 1952, reference 146 . 

162. Laursen, E . M. and Toch , A. , 1953 . A genera-
l ized model study of scour around br idge 
piers and abutments. I ntern . Assoc. for 
Hydraulic Research , September 1- 4 , 1953, 
pp. 123. 

Four classes of variables are involved in 
a study of scour around bridge piers: (1) geo-
metry of the piers , (2) flow characteristics , 
(3) sediment characteristics , and (Ir) geometry 
of the site. The fi rst three vaxiables were 
studied and for equilibrium flow conditions with 
a uniform sand , velocity and mean sediment dia-
meter do not affect scour depth . The depth of 
flow is the dete.rmining factor . Hence , a model-
prototype scale depends only on the flow depth. 
No scaling of the sediment t rans por t was in-
volved. Prior to reaching equilibrium depth , 
the greater scour depths achieved (with sedi -
ment transport ) was explained by the concept of 
active scour and the imbalance between sedi -
ment supply and rate of scour. In the scour 
hole the angular velocity of t he spiral roller 
is the chief t ranspor ting agent . The roller 
velocity is a function of t he mean .velocity of 
the flow and since the mean velocity is a func -
tion of the flow depth , equilibrium scour 
should be a function of depth only . An in-
crease in mean veloci ty means an increase in the 
angular veloc i ty of the roller . Therefore, an 
increase in the transport of sediment from up-
stream should be ba]anced by .increased sedi -
ment transport in the scour hole With no change 
in the depth of scour. Also, on increase in 
flow depth means a decrease in the bed velocit y 
with consequent decrease i n s ediment transpor t 
and therefore an increase of scour in order to 
maintain a balance of sediment transport. 
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163. Lawrie , W. G. A. , 1953 . The effects of scour 
on military bridge design . Road Abstracts , 
Vol. 20, No. 10, October 1953 , p . 151; . 

Sec reference 154 . 

164 . Danel , P . , Durand , R. , and Condolios , E. , 1953. 
Int roduction a l ' etride de la saltation . 
(French) (Introduc·tion to the study of sal-
tation) . La Houille Blanche, Vol. 0, No . 
6, Dec~mber 1953 , pp . 815-829 . Transla-
tion no. 319 , U.S . Department of Interior, 
B~treau of Reclamation , Design and Construc -
tion Division, Technical Library , Denver, 
Colorado. 

In this study the authors foW1d t hat sal-
tation was a flLndamental process which, by its 
true nat•rre , permitted development of other 
processes such as the simple sliding of grains . 
The observations of Gilbert and Bagnold in addi -
tion t o those of the authors are used to further 
the t heory of saltation. They explain that an 
upward motion is imparted to sand e;rains when in 
the field of turbulent fluctuation , t he wake 
downs t rea~1 and the roller upstream from the grain 
near the bed do not have time to develop with 
the same rhytlun and the grain acts almost as if 
it were in a perfect fluid. Gilbert ' s explana-
tion of' c;rain take - off wds centrifu.gal force 
because of the rapid rotation of the particles. 
The principle ca'..tse of saltation is the rapid 
increase in the hydrodynamic force acting on 
the grain. The wearing rate of grains depends 
on the intensity of' ~he sal'cation action , there -
for e on the l!l8.;3nitude of the discharge . 

165. Kindsvatcr , C. E. , Carter , R . \·/ .. , and Tracy , H. 
J .·, 1953. Compu Lation of peak discharc;e at 
contractions. Geological Survey Circular 
2811 , 1-/ashington 25 , D .C. 

The discharge equation for flo~ . throUGh a 
contraction as der ived on the basis of the 
Bernoulli energy equation and the con·d nuity 
equation. Sever al design curves for different 
types of contractions and of different cont rac -
tion ratios are given . 

i66 . Lane, E. IL and Borland , W. J.1 ., 1953 . Rivcr-1.Jeu 
scour during floods . Proceedings. Am . Soc . 
of Civil Engrs., Vol. 79, Separate No. 25 1, , 
pp . 1-1;•. 

See reference 172 , 

167 . Leopold , L. B. and Maddock , T ., 1953 . The chan-
nel c;eor.1etry of stream channels and some 
physioc;raphic implications. U.S . Geological 
Survey , Professional Paper 252 , Washington , 
D.C . 

f~ ome hydraulic charac teris ttcs of' s Lream 
channels - der,th D , widLh B , velocity V 
and s •Jspendcu l oad ·L arc meas .u-ed q·Jantl t a -
ti ve ) y . 'l'hey vary ~rll'.h diGchar0e, (1 as simple 
power f 1mctions at a e;i ven river crosG section . 
Sir.:ilar variatio:1.s in relation to discharge exist 
amone; the cr oss sections along the length of a 
river under the condition that q at all points 
is equal in frequency of occurrence . The func -
tion derived for a given cross sec t ion and among 
various cross sections along the river differ 
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only in the numerical values of the coefficients 
and expo~ents ; B = a QC ; D = c Qf ; V = k Qm; 
L = p QJ . See reference 144. s 

168 . Thomas , Rober t K,, 1953. Scour in a gr ave l bed 
at the base of a free overfall. Master ' s 
Thesis , Colorado A and M College, 1953 , 

The author found that the depth of scour be -
low a free over fall increased rapidly following 
an increase in discharge , and slowly as the 
height of fall increased . Scour depths increased 
as the tailwater depth i ncreased for high tai l-
water W1til a critical value was reached, be-
yond which further increases i n the tailwater 
depth r esulted in smaller scour depths . At low 
tailwater depths an optimlun depth of tailwater 
occ1trr ed which resulted in a minimum depth of 
scour . At tailwater depths less than optimwn, 
the downstream deposits we;re limited in height 
and the crest was rounded. The depth of scour 
increased with a geometric pr ogress i on of time. 
An equilibrium depth of scour did not occur . 
The depth of scour was deter mined by using the 
Schoklitsch e quation . An equation for the depth 
of scour was developed experimentally with the 
aid of dimensional analysis, using t he following 

parameters ds - ~ 1~ qt Hw a) where 
11 - ds ' IP ' ci. ' w 

ds = depth of scour from the orir;inal bed sur -
face , h = tailwuter depth , H = height of fall 
from cr es t of drop Lo original bed , q = r ate of 
flow , t.= time of test , w = geometric mean 
fall velocity of t he bed mater ial , a = geome -
tric s t andard deviation of t he fall v;i'locity 
from w . See also reference 159 , 

169 . Schneible, D. E. , 1951, . ::;ome field examples of 
scour at bridr;e piers and abutments . 
Better Roads, Vol. 24 , No. 13 , AUGust 19511. 

Three tY1;eS of scour are defined : (1) 
Local scour occurring in the immediate vicinity 
of the pier or abutment as a result of a dis -
turbed flow pattern aroW1d the structure; (2) 
general scoltr occurring in the vicinity of the 
entire bridge as a result of increased velocity 
caused by contraction of the flow area , and (3) 
stream-bed scour as a result of upsetting of 
the equi li bri urn of the stream flow . All three 
types of scour may occur simult aneously or 
seJ?8.r ately . From model studies these conclusions 
r esult : (1) local scour action aroW1d a pier is 
t he result of two factors , the increased velocity 
r esul t i ng from an obstruction in the flow, and 
the spir al eddy (roller ) occurring across the up -
stream face of t he pier. As the scour hole 
rrogrcs_ses , the roller becomes the active scour -
ing agent. (2) As a result of the r olJ er action, 
the upstream JJa.rt of t he scour hole has the 
approximate shape of an inverted. cone, wi t h the 
e;reatest depth just upstream from .the face of 
the pier. (3; At a two- shafted pier the scour 
ho l e is deeper a L Lile upstream shaft when t he 
pier is ali:;ncd wi t h the flow , or when the 
en[ile of aLtack is srr.all. (4) At a webbed pier 
the scoLtr d pLh increases with greater angles of 
attack. The area of dee:res t scour expands 
across Lhe .1pstream 1iart of the pier . (5) At an 
abutment the deepest scour occurs at the up-
stream corner of- the abutment . (6) In the vic-
inity of an abutment the scoLU· hole deepens with 
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increasing contr action ratio (width of f l ow cut 
off by approach f ills t o the unrestr i cted width 
of flow) for the same discharge . (7) If unres -
tricted , the scour hole will increase in size 
until t her e is a balance between sediment t r ans -
port into and out of t he scour hole; thereby a 
condition of equilibriwn i s obtained. (8) When 
the scouring mechanism is active and equilibrium 
condit ions have been attained , depth of flow 
rat her t han vel oci ty of flow is a primary fac -
tor in the determination of the dept h of scour . 

170. Ditbrenner, E. E., Laursen , E. M., and Toch, A. , 
19511 . .,.Discussion of proceedings - separate 
251~ , Arn. Soc . of Civil Engrs . River -bed 
scour during floods . Proceedings, Am . Soc . 
of Ci vi 1 Engrs . , Vol. Bo , Separate No. 1n9, 
August, 195!~ , p . ho . 

Author Ditbrenner observes that ·all s treams 
with a steep slope r egardless of t he sediment in 
which the channel is for med are flat-bottomed , 
wide and shallow. He also states that where 
bridge crossings on a stream are at a pool there 
is no bui ld- up around the piers but where t he 
bridge is built across the str eam at a bar 
there is a bui l d- up around the piers . The 
stream determines the dimensions of its channe l . 
Only if a major change in regi me occurs will the 
shape and size of t he channel change . 

Authors Laursen and Toch attempt to relate 
their approximate analysis of t he magni tude of 
s cour t o be expect ed at a con t raction , to river -
bed scour during floods • 

171. Havthorne, W. R. , 19511. Secondary circulation 
about struts and airfoils . Journal of Aero-
1,autical Science , Vol. 21, p. 588 . 
Theoretical meLhods ar e developed to deter -

mine the r elative !lla.Gnitude of secondary flows . 
The theory assume s that the fluid is inviscid and 
incompressible and that the flow i s a small dis -
turbance of' the t wo-dimensiohal potential pat -
tern appropriate to the profile. Tests were run 
on piers in an alluvial channel and the author 
states t hat "it seems likely that the changes in 
r j.ver beds which occur around obstructions , and 
the depressions found in snow at the windward 
side of a tree or telegr aph pole are caused by 
t he scouring effect of t he secondary flow." 

172 . Lane, E . IL and Borland, W. M. , 1951~ . River-bed 
scour duri ng floods . Transactions Arn . 
Soc . of Civil Engrs . , Vol. 119, 1951~ , p . 
1069 . 
As a r esult of their studies the authors 

concluded t hat during floods t he bed of the Rio 
Grande scours at the arrow sections and that 
most of the material is deposited in the next 
wide section downstream . This action causes the 
wide sections which may cause the stream to 
attack the banks. I t was also concluded that 
the connnon opinion that there is a eeneral 
lowering of the bed of s uch streams in flood i s 
unsonnd. 

173. Leliavsky , S . , Bose , N. K. , Nizery , and Braudeau, 
1951~. Discussion of proceedings - separate 
No. 2Bo , /\in. Soc. of Civil Engrs. , Progress 
report on stuaies on the design of s table 
channels by ·the Bureau of Reclamation . Pro-
ceedings. Am . Soc . of Civi l Engr s . , Vol. 
f!o , Separate No. 522, October 1951~ , 30 p. 
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Mr. Leliavsky indica tes that stable channel s 
are bas ical ly three dimensional and depending on 
t he specific circumstances of the canal , dia-
gonal t r active force might or might not be more 
impor tant t han parallel force::; . He mentions that 
t he eranular bed in a diver ging flwne wa::; noted 
by Professor White to be ex t r emely active des -
pite negligble mean drag . He ·believes that · 
stable channels should be desi gned wi t h consider-
ation to t he cross - current pattern . 

Mr . Bose suggest::; that more attention s hould 
be given to inclusion of suitable sediment char-
acteristics when considering stable channel 
problems. 

174 . Laursen, E . M. and Hubbard , P. G., 19511. Model -
prot ot ype comparison and bridge pier scour. 
Proceedings of the County Engineers Con-
f erence Iowa State College of Agriculture 
and .Mechanical Arts, Ames , I owa , 1954, 
pp . 30- 45 . 

The effect of stream and sediment charac -
t e ristic s on . scour were st udied by model s . I t 
was found that after an active period of scour 
an equili brium depth of scour was established 
as a temporal mean . This equilibrium dept h of 
scour was not dependent on the velocity of f l ow 
or the sediment size, but was d~termined by 
the geometry of the pier and the depth of f l ow . 
The r ate of scour during the active pe r i od was 
dependent on the velocity of flow. and sediment 
size as well as geometry of the pier and depth 
of f low. Dur ing the active scour period, 
depths of scour i n excess of the final equili-
br ium depth can occur. The observat i ons and 
conclusions were r ationalized by the concept of 
scour as an inbalance between the capacity for 
sediment movement in an area and the r ate at 
which sedi ment is supplied t o that area . I f t he 
capacity exceeds the suppl y r ate , scour will 
occur. A good comparison was obt ained between 
model and prot otype on the simple basis of geo-
metr ic depth ratio. 

1 : 5 . Anonymous, 1955 . Causes leading to failure of 
the bridge on Yeshwantpur river and design 
of the new bridge . Cent ral Water and 
Power Research St ation , Poona , India , 
Technical Annual Repor t . 

The causes leading t o the failure of the 
railway bridge on t he Yeshwantpur r iver and the 
new brid(se are discussed . Four spans of the 
bridge (20 feet each span) collapsed on Septem-
ber 27, 1951~ . The river was 300-500 feet wide 
and the bridge was skewed about 30° f rom normal 
to the center line of t he river. The founda -
tions of the piers and the drop walls were not 
sufficiently deep. Using Lacey's r eginIB depth 
multiplied by two and adding 1/2 of that depth 
i'rom high flood leve i to determine the pier 
depth, the model study showed the inadequacy of 
the waterway and the shallow piers . 

176 . Ahmad , Mushtaq, 1955 . Effect of scale dis t or-
tion, size of model bed material and time 
scale on geometrical similarity of localized 
s cour. Proceedings. Intern. Assoc . f or 
Hydraulic Research. The Hague, Nether-
lands . 

Use is made of a number of model investi -
gations over a period of time in order to obtain 
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data to study the geometric similarity of local-
ized scour in relation to scale distorrtion , 
cimnge in the size of bed mater ial i n the model 
and time scale . 

The distortion of the model is calculated 
f r om the 
o = L 

D r 

loca~ized scour . 
tan --D- , wher e 1 

p 
L p 

D r is the depth scale, 

'l'he distorti on 
is the length scale , 

e is the angle of 

repose of t he bed mat er ial, DP i s the pr oto-
type depth , and L is the prototype length . p 
The time scale was calculated empir ically from 
models. 

177 . Einstein , H. A. and Ning Chein, 1955 . Effects 
of heavy sediment concentrati ons near the 
bed on velocity and sediment distr i bution . 
Institute of Engineer ing Research , Univer-
sity of California , in cooper ation with the 
U.S . Army Corps of Engineers, Missouri 
River Division , MRD Sediment Series No. 8 . 

The assumption that suspended sediment has 
no effect on flow or sediment distribution is 
erroneous. Sediment distr ibution is highly 
skewed towar ds t he bed. Turbulence, which keeps 
sediment in suspension is generated essentially 
at the bed and, therefore, the locally high 
sediment concentration near t he bed naturally 
plays an important part in molding the turbulence 
pattern . Thi s results in a flow which is com-
ple te ly different than that of clear water . The 
authors establish a preliminary theory of sedi -
ment t ransport using t he effects of sediment 
concentration, velocity , and sediment di stribu-
tion . 

178 . Hallmark, D. E., 1955 . Scour at the base of a 
free overfall . Master ' s Thesis, Color ado 
A and M College , 1955, 

The inves tigation concerned armor pla Ling 
as a means of decreasing or preventing scour be -
low a free overfall. The movement of par ticles 
from the scour hole was a function of unit dis -
charge and tailwater depth . The use of armor-
plating materials cons iderably decreased t he 
rate of scour . The greatest decrease was ob -
tained by using graded gravels rather than a 
uniform size . . The depth of scour continued to 
increase with a geometric progression of time . 
Only a relat ively small amount of armorplating 
material was necessary to effect large decrease 
in the rate of scour. The r ate 

0

of scour de-
creases wi th a decrease in the s ize of the armor-
plaLc TI'.aterial when t he armorplat e material r e -
mains larc;er than the larsest particle size of' 
the bed material . The r ate of scour decreases 
with an increase in the amount of armorplate 
placed in the s co•.ll' hole. 

179 . Hubbard , P . C. , 1955. F'i.eld measurement of' 
bridge -pier scour. Proceedings Highway 
Research Board, Washington, n.c . , pp . 184-
188 . 

An instrument which depends on the dif -
ference between the electrical conductivity of 
the stream and the bed material was developed . 
A series of electrodes were placed on a ver ti -
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cal line on a suppor t near a bridee pier . These 
electr odes extended downward to below the maxi -
mum expected scour depth. Alternating current 
was _then passed from each of these electrodes to 
a nearby conunon grow1d. The impedance to the 
flow of curr ent through the bed is much gr eater 
than the impedance of' the water, so that a con-
tinuous recor d of impedances at all measuring 
points will show a distinct difference at the 
be d l evel. A r elationshiI> between -scour depth 
and water depth as predicted on the basis of 
earlier laboratory investigations was found . 

180 . Kindsvater , C. E. and Carter, R. W. , 1955 . Tr an-
quil flow through open channel constric -
tions . Tr ansactions Am . Soc . of Civil 
Engrs . , Vol . 120, 1955 , pp . 955 -991 , 

The authors experiments and effor ts to 
determine t he discharge coefficients through con-
tracted openings in open channels are reviewed . 
Consideration is given to different degrees of 
opening , varying degr ee of channel roughness and 
the effect of edge conditions of the contraction. 

J.81. Lane, E. w. , 1955 . Design of stable channels. 
Transacti ons Am . Soc . of Civil Engrs . , 
Vol. 120 . 1955 , P'P · 12311 - 1260 . 
Mr . Lane sLUnmarized previous work in which 

limiting velocities for various non - cohesive and 
cohesive sediments are presented as the criter ia 
for stable channel design. A safe t r active 
force is recormnended as a basis for stable chan-
nel design. For channels in cohesive soil , tabu-

, lar values of t he tractive force are presented 
as determined by previous investigator s . 

182 . Laursen , E. M., 1955 . Model - proLotype compari -
sons of bridge - pier scour. Proceedings, 
Highway Research Board , Vol. 311, 1955 , 
pp . 138-193. 

The second phase of a laboratory project 
concerned ,ri th the effect of scream and sedi -
ment characteristics on scour is re1x;irted . 
After an active period of scouring, an equili -
brium depth of scour is established as a tem-
poral mean. This equilibri w11 depth appears to 
be independent of the velocity of f'low and sedi -
ment size, varying only with t he form and si ze 
of pier and the depth of flow . The rate of 
scour during the active period, however, is de -
pendent on the velocity· of flow and the sedi -
ment size as well as pier charact eristics and 
flow depth. I n t he laboratory it was foLmd that 
dur ine; the active r,eriod , depths of scour in 
excess of the final equilibrium depth could 
occur . './uantitat i ve comparisons of scour 
nround brid.Ge :riers and abutments hnve indica-
tcu t haL the· ,; allic patterns of scou.r can be ex-
pected j n Lhc field as in Lhc :Laboratory . The 
concept, of sco•.u· i.n this repor L is the inbal.ance 
beLwecn the capacity for cediment movement in 
an area und t he rate at which sediment is sup-
plied to that ar ea. 

183 . Leliavslw , S ., 1955 . Basic scour criteria: 
Pick-up velocity, drag , and lift . An in-
troduction t o Fluvial Hydraulics , 1955 , 
pp . 35-68. 

The text book provides a review of the 
important investlGations on scour up to t he 
date of the publicat i on . 
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184. Leliavsky, s., 1955. Irrigation and Hydraulic 
Design . Vol. 1, Chapman and Hall, London, 
1955, p. 204. 

Scour is discus sed and also methods of 
computing works to protect against it. The 

equation of Bligh, B = 10 c (~) (~) 

where B = overall width of works protecting 
the bed against scour, c = a coefficient of 
the material of the channel, q = unit dis -
charge and H = height of fall from cre st to 
downstream water level is used. The f ormula by 
Khosla (first suggested by Lacey) 

Ds = 2.74 q0 ·61 where Ds = depth of scour as 
measured from the water surface is also given . 
When a barrage 9r a weir is built across a 
river the depth of extra scour resulting from 
the additional turbulence caused by the new 

~~:~~~:~a!~o;:
0
~~:t;~:~e!

0 w1~~ ::;~:r:~ 0s 
values . 

185. Anonymous, 1956. Unique willow mattress to pro-
tect pier construction . Roads and St reets, 
Vol. 99, No. 1, January 1956, p. 86. 

A 3-1/2 acre mattres s of woven willows was 
ballasted with rock and placed at the base of 
bridge piers of a bridge in New Orleans to pre -
vent scour. 

186. Anonymous, 1956. Willow mattre ss sunk to river 
bed. Construction methods and equipment, 
Vol. 38, No. 1, January 1956, p . 82 . 

See reference 185. 

187. Anonymous, 1956. Flood provides formula cover-
ing bridge scour . Cuts and Fills (Con-
neticut), Vol. 14, No . 4, April 1956. p . 4. 

See reference s 203 and. 215. 

188 . Anonymous, 1956. Mission-Matsqui bridge protec-
ted from erosion . Construction World 
(Canada)• Vol. 11, N0 . 7, May 1956, p. 62. 

Steel reinforced concrete tiles eleven-foot 
square by ten. inches thick were l aid on the bed 
of the Fraser River to combat erosion at the 
bridge site . A mattre s s of brush bundles were 
placed across the Fraser beyond t he concrete 
work and these were covered with three feet of 
rock . See also reference 189. 

189 . Anonymous, 1956. River bed is paved . Engi -
neering News-Record, Vol. 156, No. 18, 
May 3, 1956, p . 70, 72 . 

In July of 1955 scour caused a pie r of the 
Mission-Matsqui bridge to fail and a 150 foot 
section of the steel bridge fell in to the 
Fraser river. The scour hole at t he pier was 
reportedly ninety-feet deep. To prevent fur-
ther erosion, one-hundred feet downstream and 
s ixty feet upstream of the bri dge was paved with 
concrete blocks eleven-foot square and ten-
inches t hick. At the downstream end of the con -
crete paving brush mattresses loaded with rock 
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we re placed t o prevent scour and undermining of 
the seventy-two foot steel pile s used . 

190. Laursen, E. M. and Tec h, A., 1956 . Scour 
arou nd bridee piers and abutment s . Iowa 
Highway Research Board Bulletin No . 4, 
May 1956. 

Experiment al studie s were made at t he Iowa 
University Hydraulic Laboratory to study t he 
e f fect of pier and abutment geometry on scour . 
Scour arre stors were also studied and some de-
bris test s were made . Skewed pie r s were in-
cluded in the i nvestigation. It was f ound that 
scour depth is closely related t o f low depth 
and the degree of local di ~turbance. Stream-
lining i s effect ive only for aligned flow . 
Scour arre stors nrust extend laterally as well as 
forwards. Debri s collects on the upstream nose 
of the piers and is equivalent to a wider pier , 
causing deeper scour and a larger scour hole. 

There is no effect of flow contraction on 
pier scour if t he piers total less than 10 per-
cent of t he flow width. Since depth of flow is 
t he only s i gnifi cant influence on scour, the 
scour depth scale in t he model is strictly a 
geometric scale. Equilibrium depth in t he 
model can be equated to maximum depth in the 
field . Some examples for design and design 
curves are given . 

.191. Chabert, J . and Engeldinger, P., 1956. Etude 
de s affouillements auteur de s piles de 
pents (French). (Study of scour around 
bridge piers ). National Hydraulic Labora-
tory, Chatou, France, Series A, October, 
1956. 

Studies were pe r formed in a laboratory 
flume to study scour around bridge piers. The 
investigation was divided into t hree main parts : 
(1) tests on circular piers, (2) tests of dif-
ferent pier shapes, and (3) tests on scour pro-
tection devices . The important concl usion of 
thi s investigation was that scour depth reached 
a maximum for velocities approximately corres-
ponding to beginning of bed transport (dunes ). 
Empirical relationships were found for the 
equilibrium dept h of scour around piers but 
could not be related to the prototype because of 
t he lack of a similarity relationship . Protec-
tive devices to retard scour were studied. Among 
t hose providing greate st success were piles 
placed upstream of the piers. These piles caused 
scour and the material was deposited at the base 
of t he pier downstream . 

192 . Khaskind, M. D., 1956 . K teorii nanosov, o 
dvizhenij tyazheloi chastitsy v turbulent-
nom potoke (Russian ). (About the theory of 
sediment movement of heavy particles in 
turbulent f low) . A,;1ademiya Nauk SSSR, 
Izvestiya . Otdelenie tekhniche skikh Nauk n, 
II November 1956, pp . 28-39. 
The t heory of alluvium format i on; motion of 

heavy particles in turbulent flow; forces acting 
on a particle; slow pulsations of turbulent flow; 
progressive motion of particles under conditi~ns 
of the quadratic law of resistance; and t he lift 
properties of a particle are presented in this 
article. 
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193 - Po::;ey , C. J . and Warnock, R. G., 1956 . Tests 
of e rosion around models of submerged oil-
drill i ng barges . Rocky Mountain Hydraul ic 
Lubora.tory , Allenspark, Colorado, in co-
operation with Bethlehem Steel Company, 
Sltipbuildiric Di vision, Beaumont, Texss, 
November, 1956 . 

See refe r ence 152 . 

194 . Anonymous , 1956 . River control for bridges and 
their protection works . Manual on River 
Behaviour, Control and Traini ng, Chapter 
VI, Cent ral Board of Irrigation and Power, 
Publicat i on No . 6 , New Delhi, December 26, 
1956 . 

195 . 

196 . 

Tile chapter discus ses location of bridge s , 
determining l engths of bridges and guide banks 
to the bridge. The studies of Spring and Gale 
are c ited . 

tiprin;1 estimated sco'.i.r depth to be : normal 
scoar - 30 to l,o feet , abnormal scour - 6o to 
l 00 fe,~t , extr aor dinary- s cour - 8o to 120 feet . 
(tiec also r eference 10 ). 

Gales estimated scour depth to be 0 .33 to 
2 . 5 times the regime depth in unobstructed chan-
nels . (reference 59 ) The recommended criteria 
for calculating max.irmm pier scour is Ds 
2DL = 2 (0 . l1'7) ( i )1/ 3 whi ch is t wo t i mes the 
Lacey rer;ime depth where f is silt factor, D s 
is scour depth and DL i s Lacey r egi me depth . 

(-;l;..uer t , !-1 , B., 1956 , The wall jet . Journal of 
Fluid Mechanics , Vol. 1, 1956 , pp . 625-6!13 . 

The flow due t on jet s preading out over a 
pla!1C surface , ei t her radially or in t wo dimen-
sion is consider ed . For laminar flow t he 
velocity distribution acr oss the jet is obtained , 
and for 'Gurb :.i lent 1·1ow pr edict ions are :rade about 
the r a.Le of grov~h of the wall jet . The theory 
is developed f or a radial jet and the modifica-
i.ions necessary t o analyze the plane · wall jet 
are :ioted . 

Iwar;ak.i , Y., and Ts uchiya , Y. , 1956 . Fundamental 
s tudy of critical Lractive force , !'art I 
Hydrodynamical sLudy on criti cal tractive 
f orce (Iwaguki) . Pa.rt II On t he critical 
tractive force for gravels on a gr anular 
bed in turbulent strea.m, (Tsuchiya) . 
(Japanese ) . Transactions of the J apanese 
Society of Civil Engi neers , No . J, 1 , 1956 . 

In !'art I, the basic idea of the author ' s 
theory is to visualize the equilibriw~ condition 
us ing the forces which are nctinc on a spher ical 
crain of so.nu , i . e ., Gravity , fluid r esistance , 
pressure c:,radient , and to evaluate these f"orces . 
Consiucrine; velocity flue L=tion in the procc::;s , 
the concepts of 'che mixing length of turbulence 
and the minimum scale of ea.dies j_n turb·.1l ence 
theor y are uti lized . 

A dimensionless function of critical t rac-
tive f orce is developed from t he analys i s and an 
C):rer i mcn"Lal constant , named as the sheltering 
coefficient,, is int roduced t o thi s functi on t o 
acr ee 11i th experim.ental results obtained ,Ii th a 
sr.mll water Lt1!lne l havine a 1mifor m and square 
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cross section . On the basis of the experimental 
resul t s and theoretical relationships , a new 
form.1la f or critica l tract ive force is developed 
and compared with t he empirical f ormulas pro-
posed by many investi r;ators. 

Part II. Theoret ica l considerations on the 
incipient motion of spheres on a f ixed granular 
bed are ma.de by means of the s ame t reatment as i n 
Part I. The dimensionless critical tract ive 
forces are expressed as a function of the rough-
ness Reynolds number wi t h respect to granul"l.I' 
beds, and the ratio of the dia.meter of the sphere 
t o bed material. The developed function appears 
to represent satisfactory agreement with the 
experimental data . Critica l tractive force 
for mixed sand and gravel is discussed . 

19'7 , Laursen , E. M., 1956 . River -bed scour at 
bridge foundations. Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Ge ology as Applied to Highway 
Engineering , 1956, pp . 36- 114 . 

198 . 

This article compares t he geologists con-
cept of equi librium to the engineer ' s concept . 
Lowering of the s t r crun bed in the vicinity of 
piers and abutments can be ascribed to t hree 
causes ; local s cour due to distortion of the 
flow pattern by t he pier itself , general scour 
due t o disturbance of the flow pattern by the 
overall bridge - cross i ng geometry, and any degra-
dation of t he s t rerun which may occur whether 
natural or caused by the works of man . For tur-
bul ent flow such as is found in a river , the 
boundary geomet ry will de t ermine the f l ow pat-
tern around an obst ruction such as a pier . A 
spiral roller within the scour hole is the 
active agent of erosion and transportation . Un-
ti l t he scour holes f r om adjacent piers meet , 
the cont r action of t he flow docs not appear t o 
have any infl uence on the dept h of sco;;r . I f 
the pier is no t aligned with the f lo•,1, the scour 
depth at zero ane;le of attack is mul tipli ed by 
a factor greater than one , which factor depends 
on t he attack and the l ength t o width r atio of 
the pier . Only if t he pier is aligned with the 
flow can t he effect of a rounded or i;treamlined 
pier shar~ be considered . Basically all scour 
phenomena are similar in that for any flow pat -
tern there will be an equllibriwn bed conficura-
tion so that at ever,J point the capacity for 
t r ansport is eY.act ly equal t o the rate at which 
sediment is supplied . Gener al scour at a bridee 
crossine; differ s from local scour only i n the 
fact or s which affect the flow pattern , or more 
specifically t he pattern of sediment- t r ansport 
capacity . Cutoffs or strerun str a i chtenings 
Ilill cau::;e degradation upstream appr oximately 
equal to the slor,e of the stream mul t i plied by 
the reduction in t he l ength of t he str ea.m . Any 
disturbance of the normal functioning of a 
s t ream which effectively i ncreases t he capacity 
for :,r ansport or decr eases the sediment supply 
will result in a tendency for dcc:,racl.ation . f;uc -
ccssful application of the prorosed method of 
predicting local scour and of i ts anticipatecl. 
coLmterpart f or general scour depends on an 
unders tanding of the general nature of t he scour 
phenomenon, an ability t o visualize flow pat -
terns , and a knowledge of the behaviour of the 
individual str eam. 

Lir;hthill, J.1. J ., 1956 . Drift . Journal of 
Fluid Mechanics , Vol . 1, 1956 , pp. 31-53 . 
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It is shown how secondary flows can be 
evaluated by use of a "drift function," t, 
such that material surfaces initially at right 
angles to the stream, drift into shapes expres-
sible by equations. t = constant . Drift past a 
sphere is computed and illustrated and the sec -
ondary vorticity field is tabulated . A detailed 
study is also made of the a symptotic fonn of the 
secondary velocity field in flow past any body . 

199. Livesey, J. L., 1956 . The behavior of trans-
verse cylindrical and forward facing total 
pressure probes in transverse total pres -
sure gradi ents . Journal of Aero Science, 
Vol. 23, p. 949 . 

This paper gives the re sult of t he investi -
gation of the effect of transverse total pres-
sure gradients on the displacement of t he effec-
tive center of a total pressure probe toward the 
higher total pressure. An e stimate of the error 
is given for the transverse cylindrical type of 
probe, and t he error due to the position of the 
hole, depth of the hole, and tbe wall proximity 
with this type of probe . It was found t hat 
errors due to the posi tion of the hole will be 
negligible if the hole is at least 2 . 1 diame-
ters of t he probe distance from t he end of the 
probe. 

200. Anonymous, 1957 . How derrick stone is speci-
fied for Oahe . Engr~ . News - Record, Vol. 
158, No. 8 , February 21, 1957, p. 239 . 

For a distance of seventy-five feet down-
stream from t he spillway, ten-foot thick boul-
der s are specified, which must be square rec-
tangular or oval in cross section with the 
least dimension not less t han 1/3 the greate st 
dimension. The stones must weigh at least 16o 
pounds per cubic foot . 

201. Witzigman, F. S . , 1957 . Degradation below Gar-
rison Dam, observations in 1954 . U.S . 
Arrrry Engineer Divi sion, Missouri River, 
Corps of Engineers , Omaha, Nebraska, M. R.D . 
Sediment Memorandum No. 3, April 1957. 

Degradation of t he Mlssouri River below 
Garri son Dam was investigated and related to t he 
oper ation of t he re servoir. Graphs of the 
changes in t he river bed and the cumulative 
scour are given . 

202. Anonymous, 1957 . Spur dikes at bridge ends 
streamline flow . Better Roads, Vol . 27, 
No . 7, J uly 1957, p. 42-46 . 

An ellipt ic spur dike or guide bank is 
recol!Jlllended t o be placed at t he upstream side 
of bridce abutments to reduce scour at the 
abutments and to i ncrease the effici ency of 
waterway through the bridge. 

203. Moulton, L. K., Bel cher, C., and Butler, B. E. , 
1957 . Report on investigation of scour at 
bridges caused by f loods of 1955 . Highway 
Research Abstract s , Vol . 27 , No. 8, Septem-
ber 1957, pp . 14-31. 

The authors discus s the loss of. bridges in 
t he floods of 1955 . Losses were attributed to : 
undermining of the foundations, debris blocking 
the flow area, impact and vibration by the 
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flood waters, and rip rap and slope paving 
failure s . The shape of the waterway area of the 
bridges relative to the shape of the approach 
channel was concluded to have a definite effect 
on the depth of scour. Tile equilibrium depth of 
scour is independent of both the velocity of 
flow and the sediment particle size . However, 
the rate of scour is dependent on both of t hese 
factors . If the approach flow to a bridge is 
not carrying a load of sediment equal to its 
transport capacity potential, scour may re sult 
under the bridge, even if the change in trans-
port capacity at the bridge is insignificant. 
The authors present an analysis of scour and 
develop some equat i ons and de sien curves . 

204 . Blench, T., 1957 . Regime Behavi our of Canals 
and Rivers. Butterworths Scientific Publi-
cations , London and Toronto. 

If a river engineer e stimates the scour to 
be expected at a bridge for which there is no 
di scharge records he can guess the peak flood 
30 percent wrong and be only 10 percent wrong in 
the e stimated s·cour , while if he tries t o deduce 
the probable peak f lood of a river from observa-
tions of the scoured depth, the error due to 
selecting a depth 30 percent wrong may give 100 
percent error in estimating the flood. The 
author's rule for determining the maximum scour 
depth found in a freely meanderinc channel , with-
out obstacles that interfere in any way with 
normal meander curvature, is 1. 70 times the 
r egime depth of t he approaching st raight chan-
nel. The facts show t hat bed-material size i s 
relevant to scoured depth. There is r eason to 
believe that charge , up to a limit, does not . 
reduce the scour at an obstacle such as a spur 
nose. A procedure is outlined f or the placing 
of an apron to prevent scour. The horizontal 
extent of the scour hole in a model is N times 
the horizontal extent of t he prototype, where N 
is t he vertical exaggeration in the model. T,1e 
theory and applicability of model results to 
prototype are discussed . 

205 . Lighthill, M. J., 1957 . Corrigenda to drift . 
Journal of Fluid Mechanic s , Vol. 2, 1957, 
p. 311. 

Corrections to be made to equations presen-
ted in refe rence 198 , due to further study . 

206 . Liu, H. K., Bradley, J . N., and Plate, E. J . , 
1957 , Backwater effects of piers and abut-
ment s . Colorado St ate Univer sity Report 
No. CER57HKL10 , 1957 . 

The exper imental data from models of wing 
wall , spill throueh and vertical board abut -
ment s and with pier s are analyzed. For the ver-

tical board it was found t hat ( : ~ J3 - l =lr .83 F2 

[ ~2 - ! (25 - a~ where y1 ~ depth of flow 
at section 1 with the model in place, y , nor-
mal depth in the channel with the model nremoved, 
F = Froude number at normal flow wi th the model 

B-b removed, a ~ B ~ t he ratio of the width of 
opening between abutments t o t he width of the 
channel upstream of the abutments . For wing 
wall and spill through models it was found that 
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the effect of abutment geometry on the maximum 
backwater changes with the Froude number , F. 
For skew angle s of les s than 15° the· flow ,depths 
at the two upstream stagnation points were not 
affect ed appreciably. For eccentric crossings 
the muxinnun backwater was not affected f or the 
vertical board model. Data were analyzed from 
the viewpoints of fluid mechanics and of the 
practicing engineer. 

207 . Mostafa, M: Gamal, 1957 . River-bed degradation 
below large capacity re servoirs. Trans-
actions, Am . Soc. of Civil Engineers, Vol. 
122, 195'(, pp . 688-695. 

The author computes the rate of degradation 
(below a dam) by a trial .and error method . A 
section, distance "L" from the dam which is 
assumed to be the range of scour during the 
first time interval, then the sediment-transp~rt 
ability of the existing hydraulic condition is 
computed . A certain amount of scour is assumed 
at t he chosen section, the volume of which 
should be equal to the difference between load 
passing the section during the interval and the 
load entering the section . The section is then 
re-analyzed for transportability. The author 
suggests use of Straub's equation, reference 68, 
for the trial computations . The sediment dia-
meter wh ich should be used i s t he mean size for 
t he first time period and gradually increased, 
reaching from 90 to 98 percent finer, for the 
last time period in which degradation appears 
to approach asymptotically its maximum value for 
equilibrium. 

208. Posey, Chesley J., 1957 . Flood erosion protec-
tion for highway fills. Transactions, Am. 
Soc . of Ci vil Engrs., Vol. 122, 1957, p . 
531. 

Tests were ma.de using T-V gradation rock 
blankets on highway fill emb~nts and found 
to function well until submerged under consid-
erable water. Tests were then made using the 
T-V gradation blankets covered with "rock saus-
ages," ( sacks of wire screen filled with rocks) . 
These devices worked rather well. The reasons 
for some bridge failures , the value of low 
approaches to the bridges, and rethods of 
remedy are discussed. 

209 . Smith, G. L., 1957 . An analysis of scour below 
culvert outlets. Master' s Thesis, Colorado 
St ate University, pp. 1-152. 

I t was found that the depth of scour below 
culvert outlets continues with a geometric pro-
gression of time, the volume of s cour increases 
proportionally to the logarithm of the energy 
of the jet as it strikes t he tailwater surface. 
The scour rate is the same at all tailwater 
depths less than the "critical" tailwater depth . 
For all tailwater depths above critical a given 
increase in jet energy will produce a smaller 
volume of scour than for a tailwater depth which 
i s l ess than critical . For tailwater depths be-
low critical, experimental data indicates the 
volume of scour i s independent of discharge and 
tail~ater depth, provided the jet energy is 
held constant . 
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210 . Smith , G. L., 1957. Scour and energy dissipa-
tion below culvert outlets. Report of the 
Departrent of Civil Engineering, Colorado 
A and M College, pp. 1-122. 

211. 

212 . 

See reference 209. 

Tison, L J., 1957 . Essais sur mode le redui t 
pour la prise d'eau sur la Leviro (French ) 
(Congo Belge) (Model study for t he water 
intake from the Leviro) International 
Association f or Hydraulic Research, General 
Assembly, September 1957, 

Theoretical basis for de signing a small 
water intake is presented in this paper. Model 
tests were made to study the skewed flow dis-
tribution and confirmed t he bed-load transpor-
tation theory . A vertical roller caused by a 
discontinuity in the plan of a structure plays 
an important role in the bed-load transportation. 

Laursen, E. M., 1958. The total sedirent load 
of streams . Journal of the Hydraulic Div-
ision, Am. Sqc. of Civil Engrs., Vol. 84, 
No. HYl, February, 1958. 

The author discusses methods currently 
(1958 ) in use in sediment transport. The short-
comings of these methods are listed and an equa-
tion i s developed by the use of qualitative 
analysis of original experiments of a speci alized 
nature and use of supplementary data from other 
sources . The developed equation is 

c = EP (a~J716
(:: - 1) f (~/P) where c = 

mean concentration, 
material of diameter 

p ~ fraction of bed 
a , T

O 
= boundary shear 

associated with sediment particles , T = 
C 

critical tractive force for beginning of move-
ment, T ~ boundary shear at stream bed 
(-,/y s), 0 a = diameter of sediment pe:rticle in 
feet, y ~ depth of flow in feet, f ~ Weisbach 
resistance coeffi cient, p = density of water, 
w ~ fall velocity of cediment particle. The 
author checks t he equation with field data 
obt ained f rom several sources . He also gives a 
curve of the equation. 

213. Anonymous, 1958. Scouring eliminated in Yar-
mouth harbour . Engineering (Great Britain ) , 
Vol. 185 , No . 4810, May 16, 1958, p . 625. 

Serious undermining of t ile foundations of a 
bridge at the entrance to Great Yarmouth har-
bour caused scour below the piers. Experiments 
at Wallingford indicated that curved pier noses 
would solve t he problem of scour. 

211+. Moulton, L. K., Belcher, C., nnd Butler, B. E. , 
1958 . Report on an investigation of scour, 
at bridges caused by f loods . Civil Engi -
neering and Public Wor ks Review (Great 
Britain), Vol. 53, No . 624, June 1958, p. 
669 . 

See reference 203 . 
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215. 

216. 

217. 

Inglis, C. C. and Kestner{ F. J. T., 1958 . 
Changes in Wash (BayJ as affected by 
training walls and r eclamation works . 
Institution of Civil Engineers, Proceed-
ings, Vol. ll, Paper No. 6340, p. 435-466, 
December 19581 (discussion ), Vol. 13, July 
1959, p. 393-407. 

This paper describes the changes that have 
taken place in the loose boundary of the Wash 
in historic times, with particular reference to 
the effects of engineering works constructed to 
reclaim land to train navigation channels, or to 
improve farmland drainage. Field studies to 
determine current changes are described. The 
results of t hese studies have been linked with 
observations of suspended sediment concentra-
tions . from different stations in the. Wash. The 
:nechanism of scour and accretion, and the 
marked accelerating effect of engineering works 
on the .rate of accretion are also discussed. 

Iwagaki, Y., Smith, G. L., and Albert son, M. L., 
1958. Analytical study of the mechanics 
of scour for three-dimensional jet . Pre-
sented at Am. Soc. of Civil Engrs. Hydrau-
lics Conference, Atlanta, Georgia, August 
20, 1958, Colorado State University Re-
search Foundation, Fort Collins, Colorado. 

See reference 250 . 

Reddoch, A. F . , 1958 . River control work in 
non-tidal section of Hunter River and its 
tributaries. Institution of Engineers , 
Australia, Journal, Vol. 29, No. 10-11, 
October-November , 1952, p. 241-247. 

Tne methods used in atte.mpting to control 
bank e rosi on of the Hunter River is discussed. 
Willow ma.ts, tree tops, rock passage s , planted 
Willows and other t hings were used. Tne failure 
of IOOst of t hese methods by undermining or out-
flanking is told. The policy now is to attempt 
to control the aligrunent of the stream and then 
protect the river banks wherever they are 
eroding. 

218. Davie s , R. W., 1958. Turbulent diffusion and 
errosion. Journal of Applied Physics, 
Vol. 23, 1952, pp . 941-948 . 

Tnis paper is a mathematical treatment of 
turbulent diffusi on and a one-dimensional model 
of t he mass transport phenomena. A Gteady-stat e 
suspension of particles in a turbulent stream is 
treated like an atmosphere. Dimensional argu-
ments are used to retain the most relevant phys-
ical entities in a linear theory . It is shown 
that the bed-load and wind- stream suspension of 
a muddy stream cannot be treated separately. A 
qualitative t heory of sand rippling is explained 
in terms of t he instability of a flat sand bot-
tom .under certain turbulence conditions. The 
advantage of the theory is that all the statis-
tical coefficients are averages of familiar 
dynamical quantities. 

219 . Izzard, C. F . and Bradley, J. N., 1958 . Field 
verification of model tests on f low 
through hiehway bridges and culverts. Pro-
ceedings of the 7th Hydraulic Conference, 
Iowa, 1958, pp . 225 -243. 
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220. 

This is IOOstly a discussion of the applic-
ability of model results to prototype structures . 
Scour studies at Colorado State University and 
Iowa University are discussed . Constriction of 
a channel by spur dikes appears to produce prac-
tically no alteration in the shape of stream 
lines near the center of the channel, but the 
lines are deformed and close together near the 
abutments indicating concentration of flow. The 
areas adj acent to the abutments is IOOst vulner-
able to attack by scour. Curves for degree of, 

zl 
channel constriction versus (z1 = rise of 

z3 
water upstream of constriction, z3 = fall in 
water surface downstream of constr:i.ction) are 
given . Regardless of the degree of constriction, 
the deepest scour occurs at the abutments and 
along the upstream face of the embankment"s. 
The angle the scour hole sides make with the 
horizontal appears to depend on the size, gra-
dation and cohesive properties of the material 
composing the bed, and on the geometry of the 
abutment used. From model and field data the 
authors present an equation for the depth of 
scour, d = 1.40 q2/3 where q = unit dis-
charge. s 

Laursen, E. M., 1958. Scour at bridge cross-
ings . Iowa Highway Research Board Bul-
letin No . 8, prepared by the Iowa Institute 
of Hydraulic Research, pp. 1-53. 

Scour depth equations are developed for 
abutments of a bridge which are near the main 
channel banks. These equations are based on the 
concept of scour in a long contraction using 
Laursen's total sediment load equations (refer-
ence 212). The assumptions are: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f ) 

(g) 

flow in the approach channel and the con-
tracted region are uniform, 
sediment transport in the overbank is neg-
ligible, 
sediment transport equations of Laursen 
apply, 
roughness in the approach ma.in channel and 
constricted regions are the same, 
depth ratios are independent of the sedi-
ment transport mode, 

. assume streamlines further than 2.75 ds 
from the abutment are unaffected by t he 
abutment, where d8 is scour depth, 
depth of scour in a long contraction of a 
bridge section can be represented by 
ld 
r s 

The equations are limited to scour holes at 
abutments which overlap, when discharges ·on the 
overbank is not significantly larger than the 
flow along the ma.in channel and to streams where 
sediment transport exists in the main channel. 
The equations developed are: 

Q b d [ d 
7

/
6 j 

-
0
- = 2. 75 ....!!. ( 1 ....!!. + 1) - 1 General (bed 

~Yo Ya Y Yo 
transport only) where T

O 
>> Tc , (suspen-

ded sediment transport largely) 
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221 . Dunn, I.S., 1959 . Tractive resistance of co -
hesive channels . Journal of the Soil 
Mechanics and Foundations Division, Pro -
ceedings, Am. Soc. of Civil Engrs . , June, 
1959 . 

A submerged jet was utilized to determine 
t 11e tractive re s i stance of cohesive sediments . 
I n the tests, the surface of a cohesive soil 
sample was subjected to t11e erosive action of a 
,jet . The head of water on a nozzle placed ve r-
tically above the sample was increased until an 
initial erosion of the sample took place . It 
was f ound that initial scour occurred a short 
distance away from the center line of the jet 
and tllat tnis location was unaffected by a 
change in t he head on the nozzle or by a chanr;e 
i n the e levation of the nozzle above t he sample. 
T.,e magnitude of the tractive force causing 
scour was measured by replaci ng the soil par-
ticles and having a shear plate at the position 
of tne initial scour . T,1e critical shear stress 
was then related to the shear strength of t ile 
soil as determined from a vane test . 

222 . Stiefel , R. C., 1959 . Scour at relief bridges. 
Master' s ·rhesis, State University of I owa , 
Iowa City , Iowa, August 1959 . 

Clear-water scour i s discussed in t hi s 
paper . T:1e author found tnat the final or 
equi librium depth of clear-wate r scour is depen -
dent upon the mean velocity of flow, the parti -
cle :,;i ze i n tile vicinity of the abutment, and 
t ile geometry of t ne abutment . The equilibrium 
depth of clear-wat er scour increases as the 
mean vel ocity of flow increases , tile particle 
s ize in the vicinity of the abutment decreases, 
and the length of the abutment increases . No 
effect of t he dept11 of f low on the equilibrium 
depth or cl ear -water scour could be f ound . Tile 
capacity curve for scour found f or the case 
w:-iere sediment i s supplied can be extrapolated 
to the equilibrium cond.i tion of cl ~ ar-water 
st:our . 

223 . Karaki, S . S. , 1959 . Hydraulic model study of 
spur diltes for :ii[>hway bridge openines . 
Hcport CEI159SSK36 , Colorado State Uni ver -
si ty, Fort Collins , Colorado , September , 
1959 . 

/\ qual itiati ve study wa s made in the l abor -
atory t o determine length, location, shape and 
ripra.p protection required for spur dikes at the 
entrance to brid.e;e openi ngs to reduce local 
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224. 

scour there . A quarter ellipse with major to 
min.or axis ratio of 2-1/2 = 1 with 2 :1 s ide 
slopes and riprap protection around the nose to 
be desirable . 

Poreh, M. and Cermak , J.E., 1959 . Flow charac-
teri stics of a circular submerged jet im-
pinging normally on a smooth boundary . 
Paper prepared for the Sixth Annual Con-
ference on Fl ui d Mechanics h~ld at the 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas, Septem-
ber, 1959 . Colorado State University Re -
port No . CER59MP - JEC67 . 
The transverse velocity distributions out-

side the boundary layer for a circular jet im-
pinging normally on a flat plate, both for the 
zone of established flow in the direction of the 
jet and in the zone of radial flow are derived . 

225 . Smerdon, E. T. a nd Beasley, R. P. , 1959 . The 
tractive force t heory applied to stability 
of open channels in cohesive soils. Mis -
souri Univers ity Agricult ural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 715, October 1959, 36 p. 

T11e tractive force t heory was ~pplied to the 
study of stability of open channels in cohe s ive 
soi ls . Tests were performed in which soil sam-
ples were placed in t he bottom of a flwne . Water 
was allowed to f low through tne f lume and over 
the sample until bed failu re was noted . Tile bed 
was considered to have f ailed when the tractive 
was large enough t o cause general movement of 
the bed material. For t he soils tested, the 
initial tractive force was related to such prop-
e rties as the plasticity index , disperison r atio, 
mean .particle size , and percentage of clay . 

226 . Elevatorski, E. A., 1959 . Erosion below dams . 
Hydraulic Energy Dissipaters, 1959, p . 204-
208. 

T,1e inadequacy of stilling basins, erosion 
below dams , and the failures due to erosion are 
discussed . 

227 . Iwagaki, Y. and Tsuchiya, Y., 1959 , Boundary 
layer growt h in wall jets i ssuing from a 
submer ged outlet. (Japanese) Proceedings 
of the 9th Japan National Congress for 
Applied Mechanics, 1959 .. 

Tne boundary layer growth in wall jets is 
analysed and interpreted witn the ass istance of 
the momentum equation. Tne characteristics of 
the diffusion of a wall ·et, boundary layer 
growth and resistance laws are discussed on t he 
basis of the experimental wall jets issuing 
from. a s bmer t;ed outlet . Tne compari :,on of 
experime ntal re sults with t heory indicate sat .Ls-
f'actory B{;reement . 

228 . de Sousa Plnto, Nelson, L., 1')59 , Rip rap pro-
tection aeainst scour around bridge piers . 
Master ' s T!1esis, State University of Iowa, 
Iowa City , Iowa, 195:) . 

Experiments "ere perforned to determine the 
feasil>ility of preventing scour around piers by 
the use of a graded filter . 'I'11e effect of tnc 
lateral extent of tbe filter, depth below t,,e 
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bed level, and shape of the filter were studied . 
It was conc l uded that the T-V gr aded filter will 
adequately prevent erosion around piers if the 
proper conditions are met . The equation 

(d -p) 
~ ~ k __ s __ was derived, wi1ere a - lateral 
b b 
extent of the protective layer, b = diameter of 
t he pier, ds = dept it of scour without protec -
tion, p = depth of the l ayer below bed level, 
and k = a constant, in the case of thi s study, 
1.8 . Only one thickness of f ilter was used 
during the se tests. 

229 . de Sousa Pinto, Nelson, L. , Syber t, J. H. and 
Posey, C. J . , 1959 , Model test s of rip 
rap scour protection. Report on tests 
made at the Rocky" Mountain HJ,draulic Labora-
tory under t he sponsor :;hip of the Standard 
Oil Company of Texas and the California 
Re search Corporation, Report No . 23, Allens~ 
park , Colorado, December, 1959 , 

The results of l aboratory tests on scour 
armmd submersible oil-drilli ng platforms are 
discus:;ed . Coal dust was used in some of the 
tests in order to ac 11 ieve sufficient sediment 
movement . It was found t hat adequate protec-
tion could be obtained around the platform if a 
T-V graded filter was placed around the piers in 
such a way as to cover the extent of the scour 
hole which would develop without the filter pro-
tection . 

230 , Poreh, M., 1959 , Flow characteristic s of a cir-
cular submer ged jet impi ngi ng normally on 
a smooth boundary . Master's T11csis, Colo-
rado s~ate Uni versity, Fort Collins, Colo-
rado, 1959 , 

Tne di ffus ion of a circular submerged jct 
impinging on a solid smooth boundary normal to 
t he jet axis is ci,aracterized by the defl ection 
of the ,iet through the action of the boundary, 
t hus dividing the space into various zones with 
di stinct patterns of flow and di ffusion . The 
flow may be divided into natural zones of f low 
establishment, established flow in t i1e direction 
of the jet axis, deflection, and e stablished 
radial flow . In the zone of established f lo,1 
in t he direction of the jet axis t i1e velocities 
are proportional to the distance from the ori-
gin. Tue velocity distribution in the trans -
verse plane B{;ree s with t he ti1eoreti cal solu-
tion by Goe rtler. Experimental data can be 
represented by the error function . In the 
ne ighbornood of tile stagnation point the f l ow 
i s almost identical with that computed on tile 
basi c of i r rotational flow. Here the veloci -
t ies and pre ssures are related by Bernoulli ' s 
equation . In the r egion of boundary l ayer 
developmen t, the radial velocity deviate s from 
t he approximating j et profi le . Tne repre senta-
tion of t ,1e velocity profile in the reci on 
wher e z > o by an error function i s also sat-
isfactory . 

231. Laursen, E. M., 1960 . Scour at bridge cross -
ings. J ournal of the Hydraulics Di vision, 
Iv:! . Soc . of Ci vi l Encrs ., Vol . 86, No . 
HY 2, Paper No. 2369 , February, 1960, pp . 
39-54 , 

For local scour at highway embankments 
extending to the edge of tbe main channel, 
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with no sediment transport in the overbank flow, 
and overlapping of the scour hole s at the abut-
ments, the maximum depth of local scour is equal 
to four times the depth of scour due to a long 
contract i on . If there is no overlapping of scour 
and the embartlu!Ent extends into t he main channel, 
the local scour may be twelve times t he general 
scour . 

Local scour depends only on the normal depth 
of flow and the geometry of the obstruction. It 
is independent of sedilrent size and flow velocity. 
Therefore, flow intensity is insignificant to 
scour. See also' references 220 and 290, 

232. Anonymous, 196o . Rock blanket for Blythe Bridge-
32 years ago and now. Southwe st Builder 
and Contractor, March 11, 1960. 

The method used to construct a flexible 
rock mattress for each of t he piers of the new 
bridge across t he Colorado River at Blythe is 
presented . Half-inch wire cable on 3 foot cen-
ters was first placed, both parallel and perpen-
dicular t o t he f low direction . Fourteen gaee 
4" x 4" wire mesh was then fastened to thei;e 
cable c . Boulders weighing from 75 to 150 pounds 
were placed on top of t he cable s to a minimum 
depth of one f oot and three inches . Wire cable 
and wire ne sh were then placed on top of the 
boulders and the top and bottom wire mesh were 
fa stened together . The mnttresses were intended 
a s a precautionary protection measure for t he 
f ootings . 

233 . Parker, P. I., 1960. Pahlavi Foundation Bridge . 
Ci vil Engineering and Public Works Review, 
Vol . 55, No. 644, March 1960, pp. 384-386. 

The specifications of the bridge . and the 
f oundations are given. 

234. Blench, T., 1960 . Di scussion of scour at 
bridge crossings. Journal of t he Hydrau-
lics Division, Am . Soc . of Civil Engrs., 
Vol. 86 , No . HY5 , May, 1960 , pp . 193-194 . 

The writer indicates tha~ Laursen's work 
appears to follow the regime theory equations. 
Blench believes that bed load is more effective 
i n determining t ne depti1 of scour than total 
load. 

2~5 . Bradley , J. N., 1960 . Discussion of scour at 
bridge crossings . Journal of the Hydraulics 
Division, Am . Soc . of Civil Engrs . , Vol. 86, 
No. HY8, Part 1, August, 1960, pp. 69-70 . 

1--bdel results are not valid for application 
to rivers in the United States because in t he 
model, ,,ith ideal conditions imposed, the 
velocity is uniformly distributed and scour is 
concentrated at the abutments but in rivers with 
non-rectancular cross sections the velocity is 
is non-uniformly distributed and maxinn1m scour 
is most likely to be found in a portion of the 
channel where .the depth of f low and velocity are 
gr eatest . 

236 . Whipple, 1-/. , 1960 . Arkansas River plan. Pro-
ceedings, Journal of t he Waterways and Har-
bors Division, Am . Soc . of Civil Engrs., 
Vol. 86, No . WW3, Part 1, September 1960, 
pp . 15-28 . 
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Ti e rev .1s.1on of t he de velopment p lan f or 
t i?e /\rl:w1 r:; ns River f or naviGation purpo r:;er:; is 
d l scu:;:;ed. T:,e plan lr:; to dredge portions of 
t ne c nOJ1nel and contract t nese sec t i onG in order 
to maintain t i ,e sedime:,t trans port capacity . 
B:,' so doine; na viGa ble depths of wat er can be 
oot a i :1ect. 'r11is \/ i ll he l p eliminat e t hree pro -
po sed dams which were at f irs t conside r ed neces -
sary for obtainint; the navic;a ble depths . The 
bed mater.Lal load wa s computed by the equation 

: s = Dl.l s2 •3 \/here q_ ::; = bed material load, 

Q = discharcc, D = r~an ciept h, S = s lo:pe . 

23T . Hcrbich, J. B. , 19u0 . 'l'r.e efi'ect of spur diker:; 
on f lood flows t hroU{;h bridt:e constrictions . 
Pr eli r. ti nary paper :prepared for pr esentation 
to the J\.SCE Convention in Boston, October 
llf, 1960, Hydrauli c Di vision Heport, Fritz 
Enc; ineerine Labor.:1tory, Depart ment of Civil 
EnGineering , Leili c.; h Unive r sity, Ilcthlehem, 
Peuns:1lvani.:1. 

T:ie s cour d=Ge wnich occurred to bridees 
in Connec t icu t in 1955 are cited . Ex:perimen t ul 
studies were conducted to determine t ile required 
s :1ape and size of dike~ neces ::.:ary , for ce neral-
ized condit,ons a t a bridce, u.s i nc a riGi d bed 
1'lu:r.e . A ric id flur.Je was ;;ust i.i:'icd becaus e 
several variable ::; were eli1,tinated fro1,1 t he study . 
Tne s t udie s amounted to improvement of flow 
throuch a two -dimens i onal contraction . Only 
small openi:,gs were considered . 

23d . Colby, B. R., 1960 . Average s cour and fill in 
sruid-bed s treams . Wa tershed Technology 
!lesearc! 1 Branch , Soil and Water Conserva-
tion Researc n Di vi s iou, AGricult urul Re -
searcn Se rvi ce, USDA, Hesearch Report No . 
330, October 25, 1960 . 

The p rinciples of scour and fi ll are dis -
cussed . If t here is no tributary inf low of 
s edir.ie nt to a c i1anne l reach , scour or f ill is 
caused by a c a anc e in tl': e load of bed material 
a s t he J'low move s t hrough t i,e reac il and not by 
tne T"_aenl t i.:de o r t he load at any particular 
cross section . Such a change can result either 
from a c 11angc in t he carryinc capacity or from 
an increo.i:;e in t ne load of bed mat erial in a 
stream that wa:; not alr eady carryinc; i ts capac -
ity load of' oed ma t erial. L ' t he carryi nt; 
capa c ity i s i1igll, a small percent age incre a se 
or decrease i n t na t capac i ty a s t i1e f low moves 
alone t ,1e c !tannel can cause rapid scour or fill. 
T ;e flo11 t i1rough a controction and t ne reason 
fo r scour i s d i s cus sed. It is men tionecl t :,at 
loca l s cour, wnile f l ow is increasinG, and local 
fill dur i nG the rece s sion of a f lood rise, are 
f reque ntly observed at narrow s e ctions of a 
chan ,1el . 

23S' . Al tI.1ad , Mu s ,tag, 1960 . Di scussion 0 1' scour at 
brid c;e cros sine; s . Jour nal of t he Hydraulic 
Di vi sion , /In . Soc. of Cl vil Enc;rs . , Vol. 
<lG , Ho . HY9 , Part 1, Noveiober 1960 , pp . 
11111-151 . 

I t i s demonstrat ed that Laur :;e n ' s equa t ions 
a.re ,e s s e nt ial ly the ,;a,ne a s the writers ' . '.l.'i1e 
writer doe s not agree with Laursen however t hat 
t,ie dept h of scour does not depend on t he de-
c ree of flow concentration . He does agree wi t lt 

Laursen t hat t here i s a limiting or equilibrium 
depth or scour . 

240 . Bauer, W. J., 1960 . Discuss ion of scour at 
bridce crossings. Journal of the Hydraulic 
Di vl.s ion, Am . Soc . of Civil Engrs., Vol. 
36 , No . HY9, Part 1, November, 196o , pp . 
132-133, 

The application of the re sults presented 
by Laursen to a particular approach to waterway 
de s icn is di scus sed . 

241. Joglekar, D. V., 1960 . Discus sion of scour at 
oriclGe crossinc;s . Journal of t 11e Hydraulic 
Divi s ion, Am . Soc. of Civi l Engrs . , Vol. 
i.36, No . HYSi , Pa.rt 1, November 1960 . pp . 
12') -132 , 
'fi1e 1rri ter ae;rees that s cour at bridc;e 

piers is closely related to t he river condit i ons 
ups trerun and down stream, the meanderiTJG tendency 
of tile river, ~met her the river is f lowine in 
its alluvial plain or hac its sides and beds 
re s i :;tant to scour, whether the r iver is flashy 
or has s ustained floods, and the constriction 
of t i1e river section caused by the bridce, In 
t he case of cohecive bed mat eri al, it i s dif-
ficul t to estimate t he maximum depth of scour . 
Hydraulic model experiments are unable to re-
produce t his s cour . Fiel d data , t neref'ore, 
must be used. The studies of Spring and Gales 
is also mentioned . 

242 . Romita, P. L., 1960 . Di scus s ion of scour ' at 
bridc;e crossings. J ournal of t he H/ drau-
lic Division, Am . Soc. of Civil Enc;rs . , 
Vol. HY9, Part 1, November 1960 , pp . 151-
152 , 

Tne writer discusses his previous model 
investiGations of tne effect of anc;le of attack 
of the s tream on t ne depth o f scour _a t a pier . 

243 . Thomas , A. R. , 1960 . Discus sion of scour at 
bridge cross ine s , Journal of the Hydrau-
lic Division, Am . Soc . of Civi :J, Engrs . , 
Vol. 86, !lo . HY9, Part 1, November, 196o , 
pp. 142-143 . 

•r :1e writer shows t hat data from t he Hardinge 
Model Study doe s not correspond to Laursen's 
conclus i on tnat s cour dept h is dependent only on 
flow dept ,1. It i s suec;e sted that the difference 
may be due to Gcdiment charGe . Tne relat i onsni p 
between depth of scour at t he no se of the pier 
and depth of the channel upstream i s not t he 
most suitable one f or t ,1e comparison of full-
s cale data , nor for practical application of a 
de s i c n f ornula , because t ile up stream depth during 
a maximum f lood is often not !;nown before hancl 
and would have t o be calcul ated . An error .in 
as ,;uming t i,i ::; tle!i t,1 would l e ad to a corre :,pon-
din1~ e r ror in ect i llk'l.tinc; t i,e level to which 
s cour i s liable to occur . 

244 . T i son, L. J., 1960 . D'lscus s i on of s cour at 
bridge c ross inc s , J ournal of t ne Hydraulic 
Divi sion, Am . Soc . of Civil Enr;rs . , Vol. 
80, No . lfY9, Part 1, Novemoer 1960 , pp . 
131r-137. 

A brief uerivntion of Tison ' s t heory of 
scour is Gi ve n (see r eference 5·() along with 
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a list of references to Ti son's publica-
tions . 

245 . Bata, G., 1960 . Erozija oko novosadskog 
mostovskog stuba (Serbian ) (Scour around 
bridge piers). Insitiut za vodoprivreder, 
Jaroslav Cerai lleozrad Yogoslavia, 1960 . 
English translation by Markovic fi l ed at 
Colorado State University, Civil Engineer-
ing Department, Fort Collins, Colorado. 

T,1e author s tates that the vertical veloc -
ity i n the do1mward direction created at bridge 
piers is the cau :;e oi' local scour . A method of 
calculating the vertical velocity component by 
su·ccessive approximations i s presented for par-
ticular points near the pier. Strong vertical 
velocities which increase downward exist at a 
distance of from 3 to 4 times the radius of the 
pier, ahead of the pier. The order of maeni -
tude of t ,1e veri tciµ velocity is about 1/2 of 
tne average velocity and represents the princi-
pal cause of scour ·upstream of the pier. By 

ds ( V V dime nsional analysis, - - f -- --
D - -,/ gD ' -,/g . ' 

VDv ·1 ds where D expresses relative scour in 
relation to depth of water, and d = diameter 
of sediment particle. From laboratory experi-
ments it was found that the influence of the 
Reynold's number i s practically negligibl e . It 
was also concluded that a change in the diame-
ter of the sediment particle s did not have a 
significant influence on t i ,e rnagni t ude of scour. 
The authgr is certain that t he magnitude of 
scour, ~, is a linear function of the ap-e,v y2 
proach velocity squared lgn) He arrives at 
a ·form of J aroslavans formula 

9-s = 10 ( v2 - ~ ) 
D gD D . 

246 . Bradley, J. N., 1960 . Hydraulics of bridge 
waterways , Chapter VII, Effect of scour on 
backwater. U; S . Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Public Roads, Washington 25, 
D. C. , pp . 28-37 . 

The nature of scour at bridge sections is 
di scussed briefly . It is indicated that it is 
difficult to predict the magnitude and l ocation 
of s cour at field structures because of varia-
tions in the f low depth. 

24, . Duckstein, L., Iwagaki, Y. , Smith, G. L., and 
Albertson, M. L., 1960 . Analytical study 
of the mec hanics of s cour for two-
dimensional jet. Ene,ineering Re search, 
Colorado State University , Report No. 
CER60GI.S12 . 

An e l ementary theoretical analysis of t he 
mechanics of scour caused by a two-dimensional 
;jet issuing f rom submerged and non-submerged 
outlets acting on an erodible bed is attempted . 
It was a s swned that the Bernoulli equation was 
valid in the neighborhood of the stagnation 
point, depth of scour was small compared to the 
tailwater depth in integr ating the continuity 
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equation of mass sediment transport, that the 
rate of sediment transport depends only on shear 
velocity and size and specific gravity of t he 
sediment, lateral diffusion along the bed after 
impingement of the jet on t ,1e bed is negligible, 
and that the bed i s a hydraulically smooth boun -
dary . The effect of the velocity distribution 
within the diffusing jet on the scour phenomena , 
is important . The shape of t he scour hole de-
pends on the velocity distribution transverse 
to the direction of f l ow, and the development 
of- the scour hole with re spect to time depends 
on the velocity distribution in tne direction 
of flow. The angle of impingement of the jet 
on the boundar y has a noticeable effect on the 
depth of scour. 

248 . Enger, P. E., 1960 . Tractive force distribution 
around the perimeter of an open channel by 
point velocity measurements. Master' s 
Thesis, Colorado University, Boulder, Colo-
rado, 1960 . 

Velocity distributions were obtained in a 
straight trapezoidal channel constructed with a 
well -graded, sand-gravel boundary . Tne boundary 
shear di stribution was calculated from the veloc-
ity distribution and the average was compared 
with the average obtained by the du1loys formula. 
General agreement of the two averages was 
achieved at all discharges, indicating that 
tractive f orce distributions can be obtained 
with reasonable accuracy from measured point 
velocities. Velocities were measured by Pitot 
cylinder banks. Ti1e average tractive force was 
calculated from T

0 
= 7R S wher e S = slope 

of measured water surface . A small representa-
tive sample of t he material settling in the tail 
box of the flume was collected and analyzed fol -
lowing each test. The tests indicated that the 
geometr i c mean size and the deviation about the 
mean both increase as the tractive force in-
creases . Tne largest error in determining the 
tractive force from point velocities originates 
with the difficulty of establishing the slope 
of the ve locity gradient. 

249 . Iwagaki, Y., Smith, G. L. and Albertson, M. L., 
1960 . Analytical study of the mechanics 
of scour for three-dimensional jet. Colo-
r ado State University Research Foundation', 
Report No . CER60GI.S9. 
A theoretical analysis i s attempted for the 

mechanics of scour for three-dimensional jets 
issuing from submerged and non-submerged outlets. 
Both the theoretical and experimental investiga -
tions for vertical and inclined jets from non -
submerged outlets indicate that the rate of scour 
by a jet is governed by the characteristics of 
·et diffusion. In the case of a submerged out -
let, t he variation of the scour depth follow:; 
t he logarithmic law with re spect to time . Three 
regime s of scour are identi fied as (1) maximum 

. jet deflect ion, (2 ) mininrum jet deflection, (3) 
final conditions . The regime s of maximwn j et 
deflection disappears when the final angle of 
jet impingement on the tail water reaches 
approximately 61°. When the angle is less t han 
61°, the regime is mininrum jet defl ection only . 
Impingement of a three -dimensional jet on a nor-
mal boundary is analyzed by a ssuming that the 
Bernoulli equation i s valid in the neighborhood 
of the stagnation point. 
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250 . 

251. 

252 . 

253 . 

John s ton, J.P ., 1960 . On the three-dimensional 
turbulent boundary layer generated by sec -
ondary. flow . Transactions Am . Soc . of 
Mech . Engr s ., Se rie s D, Journal of Basic 
Engineering i.32, 1960 , pp . 233 - 248 . 

A vi sual model of a three -dimensional tur -
bulent boundary l ayer with . secondary f l ow is 
established . The data from the laboratory study 
enabled est abl ishment of four of the five auxil -
liary relations required to sol ve a boundary 
layer problem using the momentum- integr al equa-
tions . 

Johnston , J . P . , 1960 . The turbulent boundary 
layer at a plane of synune try in a three-
dimensional flow . Transactions Am. Soc . of 
Mech . Engrs . Series D, Journal of Basic 
Engineering 82 , 1960 , pp . 622-628 . 

Methods of comput ing the character istics 
including separation of boundary l ayers synune -
trical about a plane normal to the wall bounding 
t he f low i s presented. Adaptat ions of the two-
dimens ional momentum integral computing methods 
are shown to be succe ssful in predicting the 
characteristics . 

Knezevic, Bogie, 1960 . Prilog proucavanju 
erozije oko mostovskih stubova (Se r bian ) 
(Contributions to r esearch work of erosion 
around bridee piers.) I_nstitut za 
vodoprivredu, Jarosl ar Ceri Beogr ad, Yugo -
slavia, 1960 . Translated by Mar kovic, 
fi l ed at Colorado State Univers ity, Civil 
Engineerin~ Department , Fort Coll ins, Colo-
r ado . 

The investigations of s cour around bridge 
piers are described . Thr ee se ries of l aboratory 
tests were made in a model with different sizes 
of sand fo r each series , (d50 = 4 . 5 mm , 2.4 mm, 
and 0 . 285 mm) . The . e quation for the depth of 

C{q-q )3/2 
scour d was derived as d~ 

s s D5/4 q3/4 
wnere for r ect angular pi er s C ~ 9 .80 and f or 
semi -circular pier fro nt s C · ~ 8 . 72. It was 
found that by a spira tion, (a sp i rating the flow 
ulong the staenation line in front of the pier) 
t 11e depth or scour could be reduced to 46 pe r -
cent and t he volume of material scour ed could 
be reduced to 23 percent f rom the corre sponding 
val ue s wit11out aspiration . For "ship ' s beak" 
pie r s t he values were 34 . 5 percent and 19 . 1 per -
cent reduction for dept h 11.!ld volume r e spec -
tively . Varia tion fo r de termining the most 
advantageous form and m3.gni tude of the a spira -
tion slot was not invest i gated . It was also 
found that r1orizontal bands around the pier 
Ge rved to decrease the amount of scour but it 
was not as effective as a spiration . Flow line s 
we re traced out around the pier s by dye . It 
was observed that t r1e pier cau(;ed t he stream-
l ines to deviate far upstream of the pi er . 

Leopold, L. , Bagnold, R. A. Wolman, and Brush, 
L. M., 1960 . Flow re sistance in sinuous or 
irrigation channels. ' U.S. Geologi cal Sur -
vey Profe ss ional Paper 282- D, U.S . Govern -
ment Printing Off ice, Washington, D.C., 
1960 . 

254 . 

255. 

256 . 

25'( . 

Thi s paper concerns the resistance of 
natural channels . It is stated t hat a large 
part of the t otal f l ow r esist ance of an irregu-
lar channel i s due to internal energy loss in 
eddie s and vortices at local deflections in the 
stream. Those resistance s are the n evaluated. 

Liu, H. K., and Skinner, M. M., 1960 . Labora-
tory observations of scour at bridge abut-
ments. Highway Research Board Bulletin, 
No . 242, 1960 , pp. 69-77. 

See r eference 260 . 

Masch, F. D. and Moore, W. L. , 1960 . Drag 
forces in ve locity gradient f low. Journal 
of the Hydraulic Divi sion, Am . Soc. of 
Civil Engrs. No. HY7, pp . 1-11. 

An exploratory invest i gation was made of 
the drag coefficient f or a circular cylinder as 
influenced by a velocit y gradient along its 
a.xis . The velocity gradient will induce flow 
components along the axis of t ne cylinder. 
Along the upstr eam element of t he cyli nder (the 
stagnation l ine ), t he stagnation pre ssiµ-e wi ll 
be greater at the end of the cylinder , where 
the velocity is high, than a t the end where t he 
ve locity is low. Tnis will produce a pre ssure 
gr adi ent along the a.xi s of t he cylinder and in-
duce a f low along the stagnation line toward 
tl1e l ow veloci ty end of the cylinder. In a 
simil ar way , t he reduced pressure in the wake 
will be affected by t he local approach velocity . 
At the'high-velocity end of t he cylinder, the 
pressure in the wake will be less t han at the 
low-velocity end, thus, inducing a longitudinal 
f low toward t he high-velocity end of the cylin-
der in t he wake zone . I t was found that t he 
velocity gradient ve r y definitel y a ffects t he 
local drag coefficient . 

S;,.nden, E. J., 1960 . Scour at bridge piers and 
eros ion of river banks . Proceeding of the 
Western As soc i ation of Canadaian Highway 
Off i cials. 1960 . 

T·ne l ack of a fornrula t o use f or the dete r-
mination of scour depth by br i dge engineer s is 
emphasized . Experi ence, limi ted field data, or 
laboratory analysis seems to be the only methods 
t o apply. '.l'he aut hor then t urns to the use of 
the regi me f ornrul ae by Blench t o arrive at a 
scour depth in terms of discharge , bed resistance 
and pier geometry . 

Depth of scour, D = 1 .8 q2/3 f l /3 
s bo but 

f or de s i gn, U3e a coefficient of 2 i nstead of 
18 . Ti1e value fbo i s the zero bed f actor 
{property of the bed material) . From I ngl is 

: :; ~ l. '(O ( 9: /
3 

)
0 

· 
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where b = pro j ected 

width of the pier. Ti1e author emphas izes that 
the e quations s hould be checked by fie ld data. 

Schumm, S . A., 1960 . The shape of all uvial chan-
nel:; in relat.ion to sediment type . U. S . 
Geological Survey Professional Paper 
352- B, U.S . Government Printing Office, 
Washi ngton, D.C., 1960 . 
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The fine fraction (Di_0 less than 0 ,79 mm) 
sediment is effective in increasing the resis-
tance of alluvium to erosion. The correlation 
of t he width-depth ratio with the weighted 
mean percent silt-clay (M), shows t hat channels 
containing little silt-clay are relatively wide 
and shallow; whereas those composed predomin-
antly of si lt-clay are relatively narrow and 
deep. Tne author believes that t he shape of 
channel seems to be independent of di scharge. 
Comparisons of mean annual flood and mean dis-
charge with the width/depth r atio showed no 
recognizable correlation. The absolute s ize of 
the channel, the width and depth in feet, is 
related to mean discharge, but the ratio of 
width to depth is apparently determined by t he 
sediment type f or the channels sampled (91 chan-
nels). 

258 , Toomre, A., 1960 . 'The viscous secondary f low 
ahead. of an i nf inite cylinde r in unif orm 
parallel shear f low. J ournal of Fluid 
Mechanics, Vol. '( , No. 1, pp. 145-155 . 

A method is pre sented in this paper f or 
calculating t he secondary flow velocities and 
t he lateral displacement of total pressure sur-
faces in the plane of synunetry ahead of an in-
finitely long cylinder situated normal to a 
steady, incompre:;sible, slightly vi scous :;hear 
flow. Tile cylinder i s also normal to the vor-
ticity, wnich is a ssumed uniform . The method 
is based on l ateral e radients of pressure, 
the se being calculated from t he primary flow · 
alone. Di splacement effect is f ound to be 
virtually indepe nde nt of the Reynolds number, 
"Displ acemei1t effect" is the distance which a 
particular curve of pre ssure measured at holes 
flush with t he up:;tream face of' a cylinder 
shi fted (in t ile direction of decreasing total 
preGsure) from the true total p re ssure profile 
of the undisturbed flow . 

259, Varzeliotis , A. N., 1960 , Model studies of 
scour around o ridge piers. M. Sc . Thesis , 
University of Alberta, Edmont on, 1960 . 

The primary objective of the study wa s t o 
dete rmi ne t he influence of pier geometry and 
flow anGle on scour depth at bridge piers . The 
st udy was conducted in a 3 f t 8 in. wide f lume 
130 ft long using piers of different shapes and 
s izes . A uniform bed mate r ial of 1,7 mm size 
was used . The experiments shown that width , 
and shape of piers influence the :;cour depth , 
alt hougn test discharge and measured scour 
depths were small . Lengt h of piers appear to 
have little influence on deptn of scour. · Skewed 
flow caused considerable increase in scour as 
compared to axial flow . Maximum depth of scour 
was observed to occur at t he downstream end of 
the pier. Some te sts were made to determine the 
scour retardinG e ffec t of a stone apron laid 
a r ound t he baGe of t i1e pier. 

26o. Liu, H. K . , Chang , F. M. and Skinner, M. M., 
1961. Eff ect of bridge const riction of 
scour and backwater . Civil Engi neering Se~-
tion, Colorado St ate University, Fort 
Collins, Colorado, Report No . CER60HKL22 . 
February 1961 , pp . 1-118 . 

Two kinds of scour are discussed, general 
and local. T;1e laboratory experiments i ndicate 
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that the stream lines at some distance away from 
the abutment or ·pier is not affected by its 
presence i n t he flow. Scour is thus a local 
phenomena and is not significantly affected by 
the overall geonetry of the flow. By their ana-
lysis t he authors derive the equation 

a 0 

6d 
-2. ds cote t. t , whi ch 

cannot be solved mathematically. In t he equa-
tion, qsc is the sediment discharge per foot 
of width at the contraction and q is the 
sediment supply upstream of the co~fraction. 
The above equation was derived from observed 
geometry of the scour hole, scouring capacity, 
and the continuity equation. By dimensional 
analysis t he following relationship is obtained: 

; , e , G , f , ! , :- ~) 
n n n 

From the laborat ory data, the equation for the 
equilibrium scour depth is 

215 
o .4 r/3 I~ , where d se is 

equilibrium scour depth, Yv i s the normal flow 
depth upstream, a is the length of obstruction 
perpendicular to t he f low and F is the Froude 
number of the approach flow. The maximum depth 
of scour is 
d o .4 _113 ~ = o. 3 + 2 .15 I ~) r 
yn I Yn 
is the maximum scour depth . 

where d sm 

261. Smit h , G. L., 1961. Scour and scour~ontrol 
below canti levered culvert outlets . Colo-
rado State Univers ity Research Foundation 
Report. CER61GLS14. May 111 , 1961. 

The theoretical approach is based on 
Iwagaki's analysis of a three -dimensional in-

::ined jet= (:ee{::ere(nce :9). v7)+e:::t:o}n is 

,/A sin e ,/A sine 

where Y + z = f' ( s in 6), ds = scour depth, 
A = cross sectional area of t he jet, V = 
velocity of the jet, h = tailwater depth, t 
is tine and e = angle of the jet with the hori-
zontal. From dimensional analysis 
dz* = <j, C wm t h cl Vt 

H ~ ' H ' H ' ,/A s in e h 
n 

where H is height of fall, cl is mean sedi-
ment size and w is mean fall velocity of the 
sediment. The experiments were conducted in a 
rectangular alluvial channel with a preshaped 
scour basin, The tests confirmed Rouse's con-
cept of maximum jet and minimum jet deflection. 
The maximum size of gravel needed to resist t he 
prevalent shear forces was also studied. 



2.S2. Garde, R. J., Subramanyan, K. , and NaP1budripad, 
K. D., 1961 . Scour around obstructions. 
.Journal of the Central Board of Irrigation 
and Power, July 1961, pp , 651-659 . 

As the water f lows around an obstruction , 
ther e i s a change in t he f low :!)attern, and hence 
a c:mnGe in the shear distribution on the bed 
around the obstruction . As a result of the 
ciianr;ed sllear distribution the mat erial around 
the obstruction is scoured. As t he scour 
progre ::;se s, the shear distribution also changes . 
The process continue s until t,1e various forces 
acting on tne sediment particles are in equili-
brium . This changing shear distribution cannot 
be solved analyti cally. The refore, dimensional 
analys is is used and experiment al data are col-
lected to establish a relationship for scour 
depth. Flow is assumed to be t wo -dimensional . 

263. Hattersley, R. T., and Cornish , B. A., 1961. 
Hydraul i c mode l investigat ion of gabion 
protection of culvert out lets . The U:iiver-
si t y of New South Wales, Water Research 
Laboratory , Research Laboratory , Heport No . 
48, October 1961 . 

This i nvestigation concerns the use of 
loosel y bound aprons of broken rock ("gabion" 
mat) f or controlling tne outflow f rom pipe 
culverts . The prime feature of the non-rigid 
apron i s that it acts a s a cushion for ,jct 
i mpingement . The control of scour downstream of 
the apron depends t o a ereat extent upon whether 
the water can be spread uniformly on the apron 
before r eaching the erodible bed. An equation 
is derived f or computi ng the total volwne of 
stone requi red t o construct various sizes of 
eabions . 

An articul ated hangitlll type defl ector was 
used t o di rect the outflowinG jet f rom t he cul-
vert downwards onto tne "Gabion" and spread it 
fan -wi se. Ti e tests showed this type of struc -
ture t o be suitable for controlling scour and 
it promises to be cheaper than other types used 
previously . 

264. Garde , R. J . , 1961. Scour at bridee pier s i n 
alluvial channels . Mimeographed paper 

·filed at Ci vil Engi neer ing Department , 
Colorado State Univers ity , Fort Collins, 
Colorado . 

Scour at bridge piers in alluvial channels 
i s anal yzed from the conditions of similarit y. 
A generalized expression for determining maxi -
nrum scour depth is proposed . The equation is 

~l = A T/1 T/ 2 ~ 3 0
~ F / where A = constant , 

~l _, f (CD ), T/2 = f (Fr, ~) ' 773 = f (Fr , CD) 
Fn.ir a(>rcemcnt witn exi sting sel ected data is 
imlicated. Tne approach i s i nherently re stric -
ted to laooratory data . !lo applicat ion to fie ld 
measurements is cited . See also re fere nce 292 . 

Garde , H. J. , 1961 . 
bridge piers in 
sity of Roorkee 
No. 1, November 

Local bed variation at 
alluvial channels . Univer -
Research Journal, Vol. IV, 
1961. 

See r eference 292 . 

260 . Garde, R. J., Subramanyan, K. , and Nambudripad, 
K. D., 1961 . Study of scour around spur 
dike s . Proceedings, /1.rn . Soc . of Civil 
Engrs. Journal of t he Hydraulics Division, 
Vol . 8, No. HY 6, Paper No . 2978, November · 
1961. 

The maximum depth of scour at a spur dike 
was inve stigated in the laboratory . The in-
f luence of the f low, spur dike and sediment 
characteristics on t he maximum scour depth are 
said to be adequately repre sented by t i1e Froude 
number of t he normal channel , the opening ratio, 
the angle of inclination of the spur dike, and 
the average drag coefficient of the sediment 
particle . It was concluded that the maximum 
scour depth is affected by the size of t he 

V sediment, that Fr = -ygD' is adequate t o 
represent the flow characteristics, t he opening 
ratio, and is the significant characteristic of 

4 js d 
geometry and C = - -.,- r epresents sediment 

!);-d D 3 ,,,,_ 
size , and --rf = k ¼ if! where k, n = f (CD) 

other writers (Lacey ref . 27, IG1osl a ref . 
51, Blench ref . 204, Izzard re f . 219, Ahmad 
ref . 157) have f ound relationships between 
D + d and q . Garde et . al . contend that 

s 
other factors are involved , and to determine 
t hese f actors a dimensional analysis of the 
probl em was used with t he experimental data. 

267 . Anonymous , 1961 . He storing scoured bridge 
foundations under wat er. Civil Engineer-
ing and Public Wor ks Review (Great Britain ), 
Vol . 56, No . 664, November 1961, p . 1435. 

The Wychnor br idge over the river Trent has 
veloci tics as hi(.lh a s '( feet per second and has 
created substantial scour around bridge piers . 
W11en the f oundation of ti,e bridge was examined 
it was f ound that the river had undermined the 
faces of the piers to a depth varyill.g from 6 
inches to 5 fee t 6 inches . Divers were c l1/3aged 
t o drill hol es throueh the bases of the bridge 
piers t11rough which new concrete was pwnped to 
spr ead under the existing invert s l abs extending 
across the width of the river between the piers 
of the bridge . 

268 . Kain, D. II., 1961 . Scour eff ects at the Chirna 
bridge . Publ ic Works Department , Zomba, 
Nyasaland . 

Thi s investieation concerns t he model of a 
subme r sibl e bridge over the Ci1i rna r i ver. The 
bridGe is to be used t o replace an old bridee 
wr1ich was destroyed by a f lood in February, 
1957 , 

T11e cau :;cs or :;cour arc con r.iclered in two 
(:cncral catceorics , thoGe characteristics of t he 
stream itself, and those due t o the modifications 
of the flow by t he bridge cross ing . 

.Many different s cnemes were tested in a 
model t o e liminate excessive scour . From tite 
tests it was concluded that the major scour 
under peak flood conditions occurc mainly on the 
upst r ea.in side of the br idge , and is due t o the 
constrict i on of ti ,e flow C<l,u sed by t i1e apnroach 
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embankments. A sheet pile spur dike appeared 
to gi ve the best protec tion to the embankments . 

The debris collection on the nose of piers 
had considerable influence on scour. depth . 
Whenever practical, a debris deflector is 
reconnnended. Spur dikes should be constructed 
at the bridge abutments in a direction paralle l 
to the normal flow of the river. Gabion pro -
tection to t he toe of the spur dike and the 
upstream apron would be a valuable a nd inexpen-
sive means of reducing scour at t hese points. 
Downstream protection is required . 

269 . Karaki, S., 1961. Laboratory study of spur 
dikes f or highway bridge protection. 
Drainage structures - design and perform-
ance 1960, Highway Research Board Bulletin 
286 , Washi ngton, D.C . , 1961. 

An empirical study was conducted to deter -
mine the shape, length and location of spur 
dikes to be established at bridge abutments . 
The laboratory model was not scaled to any 
specific structure. I n determining spur dike 
geometry , the depth and extent of scour holes 
f ormed were used as criteria . There was no 
sediment inflow into the flume and certain 
restrictive applications are noted . The article 
shows some photoE,raphs of scour at abutments 
due to concentration of t he flow there. No 
attempt is made to approach the scour pr obl~m 
analytically. 

270 . Kres ser , W. , 1961 . I n_ luence d ' in jection de 
liquides sur le courant d ' eau autour d'une 
pile . (French) (Inf l uence of injection of 
f luid into the water current at the front 
edge of a pier). Proceedings . Intern. 
As soc. for Hydraulic Research, 9th Conven-
tion Proceedings, Dubrovnik, 1961, pp . 
1055 -1060 . 

Studies were undertaken at the Hydraulic 
Institute of the Techn i cal University of Vienna 
to · study ti1e surface disturbances around piers, 
and methods of eliminating them . Proper forming 
of the pier was investigated . The boundary 
l ayer was siphoned out and the front part of 
the backwater a t the pier was aspirated . It 
was found nece ssary to draw off about 3 percent 
of the total flow of t he stream f or this method 
to be effective in reducing scour . Introduction 
of flow at the front of the pier caused the sur-
face pattern around the pier to be hydraulically 
smooth. I t c nanged the pressure distribution 
around the pier and although not determi ned 
experimentally, should undoubtedly affect the 
scour pattern . Details on scour changes are 
not given, only surmised . 

271. Enzo Levi, and Humberto, Luna, 1961. Dispositifs 
pour reduire l'affouillement au pied des 
piles de ponts. (French) (Dispositions 
for decreasing scour at base of bridge 
piers ). Proceedings, Intern. Assoc . for 
11,ydraul ic Research, 9th General Assembly, 
1961, pp . 1061-1069. 

The authors refer briefly to investigations 
made at the Institute for Engineering, Univer-
sity of Mexico to try to reduce scour at bridge 
piers. They advocate placing a pile (angular 
or rectangular) upstream of the pier so that 
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scour will occur at the pile and the mater ial 
t hus scoured will deposit at the base of the 
downst r eam pier to compensate for material whi ch 
would normally be scoured. Various dimensions 
and positions of the pil e relat ive to the piers 
were studied . Pier noses with various inc l uded 
angl es were also studied . Various design 
curves are given for determining the size of 
pile, height , and location relative to the pier 
to achi eve minimum scour. The t e sts show that a 
reduction of .up t o 1/2 the normal scour can be 
achieved . It was concluded that a pile of the 
same width as the pier should be pla~ed vertical-
ly in 'the stream bed at a distance of 2.2 tirres 
the pier width upstream of the pier . The pile 
is to be placed 1.3 times the maximum water 
depth below the bed level and should extend into 
the bed a depth of 0.35 t ime s the maximum water 
depth above the stream bed. 

272. Posey, C. J., and Sybert, J. H., 1961 . Erosion 
protection of production structures . Pro -
duction structures . Proceedings , Intern . 
Assoc . for Hydrauli c Research, 9th General 
Assembly, Dubrovnick, 1961·, pp. 1157 -1162 . 

Plat forrus for drilling oil well s , founded 
on tabular piles driven into sand 15 meters or 
more , were built off shore of Padre I s land , 
Texas . Observations made 30 months after the 
first platform was installed showed that the 
sand was being scoured away to such a depth that 
the stability of the platform was endangered. 
The scour depth ranged from 1-4 meters. Scour 
was, however, saucer shaped and general under 
the platform, not a di stinct scour hole around 
each pier. Model efforts to duplicate the scour 
formation showed that t he use of a l ightweight 
material (gilsonite ) with low velocit ies and sur -
face waves induced scour similar to t he proto-
type . The general velocity in the te st f l ume 
was not l arge enough to cause much local scour . 
Each time a wave passed, material was thrown 
into suspension and the turbulence created was 
strong enough to keep material in suspension 
until it was removed from the general- area. 
Ripr ap mat protection of steel mill slag with a 
T-V gradation was found to be successful in pr e -
venting scour . No equations are given describ-
ing the scour phenomenon or the transport mechan-
ics . 

273. Schlichting , H., 1961. Three-dimens ional boun -
dary layer f low. Proceedings, I ntern . 
As soc . f or Hydraulic Research, 9th General 
Assembly, Dubrovnik, 1961, pp . 1262-1290 . 

This paper gives a review of some classic 
methods and describes some recent research wor k 
on three -dimensional boundary layer flow. Con-
trary to t wo-dimensional boundary layers, three-
dimensional boundary laye r s in many cases have 
a secondary flow normal t o the di r ection of the 
main flow. This secondary flow is responsible 
for many peculiar f l ow phenomena of three-
dimensional boundary layers . 

The f ollowing sub jects- are discussed to 
some extent : (1) flow on rotating bodies, as 
for instance a rotating disk revolving in axial 
f low, and rotating propeller blades, (2 ) curved 
pipes, (3) straight and curved diffuser s and, 
(4) corner f low. Experimental results a re pre -
sented for the secondary flow in cascades re-
sulting from a blade attached t o a wall. 
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2·1 4 , Smith, George L., and Hallmark , D. E., 1961. 
New developments for erosion controls at 
culvert outlets . Drainage structures -
design and performances, 1960·. Highway 
Resea rch Boa rd Bulletin 286 , Washington, 
1961. 

The need f or erosion control structures at 
outlets f rom culverts is emphasi zed with pic-
tures of some actual fie l d conditions . A labora-
tor y study to determine an economical method of 
protection is de scribed, Although not all 
ranges of flow and ueometry were investigated 
in the laboratory study , it was concluded that 
a certa i n amount of dumped gravel of specified 
sizes in a pref ormed scour hole at the outlet 
would f orm an armour plate within the scour 
nole and in its ne ignborhood . Tne extent of 
scour protection would then depend upon the 
thickness of armour pl ate f ormed a nd the eff ec-
tiveness of the sort i ng action of the various 
sizes or gravel. 

2'i5 , Streeter, V. L . , (Editor- in -Chief) 1961. Hand-
book of f l uid dynamic::; . Section 18 , Sedi -
mentation by Andera.on, A. G., McGraw-Hi ll 
Book Co., Inc . First Eu ., 1961, pp . 18 -
32 . 

Cr,annel cont ractions a nd obstructi ons cause 
changes in channel regimen from normal condi-
tions . General d imens i onless forms fo r the 
functional relat ionships bet ween hydraulic , 
f luid, sediment and geometric paramete r s are 
shown and ::;cour due to horizontal submere;ed jet , 
(by Laursen, Scour around bridge piers and abut-
ments , see re ference 162 ) is discussed . 

2'(6 . Choudhury , A., 1962 . Hardine;e bride;e on t he 
lower ganges at Paksey . The Pakistan Engi -
nee r, Vol. 2 , No . 5 , J anuary 1962, pp . 51-
56 , 44. 

This paper presents a brief account of t ile 
background history of t he Hardini;e bridge at 
Paksey . Tne problems experienced and the cor-
rective me asures taken are described . 

27'( . Razzak, A., 1962 . Protection aeainst erosion 
by Gt...ne;e s river at Rajshaki . The Pakistan 
Engi neer , Vol. 2 , No . 5, January 1962 , 
pp , 30 - 31, 38 , 

A temporary measure of bank stabi l ization 
of the Ganges Rive r was undertaken t o protect a 
town . Br i ck mattresses s ix inches thick , en -
closed in heX8.{\onal wire netting were used . 

2'fJ . Baumann , P. , 1962 . Back scour during f l oods 
a bove pits and basins . Proceedings , Am . 
Soc . of Civil Engrs . , Journal of the Hydrau -
lics Divi sion, March, 1962, pp. 139-151. 

'.l.'11e aut hor bel ieves that drae as u criter-
ion for bed-load movemen L durine; floods should 
be l i mited to mountain ::;treams , t hat is , to 
s treams where s lopes are on t ,,e order of one 
percent or more . For valley s t reams with very 
small slopes a nd, therefore, f ine -grained bed 
material, t he drae criterion is no lone;e r ap -
plicable . Tne method of duBoys is used f or 
determini ne t he rate of bed- load mov_ement, 
expressed in tenns of weigi1t . An equation for 
oed-load movement is e;iven as 
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8 . 60 B - - -
q1 = (l-V )(V -r) D (D-D0 ) where q1 = volume 

p s 
of bed load moved, B = width of stream bed , 
Vp = pore volume of bed load, 7s = unit dry 
weight of stream-bed materials, r = unit weight 
of water, D = drag, D = lower limit drag , no 

· bed-load movement . It ~s found that maximum 
s cour occurs in t he early part of the r ising 
flood stage and back scour extends progressively 
up::;tream as t he depth of scour tends t o decrease 
at the pit . 

279 , Chaplin, T . K. , 1962 . Discussion of study of 
scour around spur dikes (by Garde, R. J., 
Subramanya, K. , and Nambudripad, K. D. ,. 
Am . Soc . of Civil Engineers , Journal of the 
Hydraulics Divi sion, Vol. 87 , No . HY 6 , 
Part I, November 1961, pp . 23-37 ), Journal . 
of the Hydraulic Divis ion, Am. Soc . of 
Civi l Engrs., Vol . 88 , No. HY 2, Part I, 
March 1962, p. 192 . 

The writer believe s that in any study con-
cerning alluvial channels that the shape of t he 
sand particl es s houl d be included among the 
sediment properties , since shape affects both 
the mechanical and physical behavior of the 
sand , A rretnod of plac ing sand i n t he flume 
should be standardized so that t ile porosity of 
t he bed at the beginning and end of each test 
could be obtained . 

230 . Neill, C. R., 1962 . Di scussion of scour around 
spur di kes . Proceedings Am . Soc . of 
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Civil Engrs . Journal of the Hydraulics 
Divi sion, March 1962 . 

The writer contends that Garde ' s formual 
D + d 

s 
-D-

4 . 0 
Cl. 

~/3 can be transformed to 

D + d 
11. 0 y2/3 D 1. 26 2/3 which is s Cl. g1/3D1/3 Cl. 

q 

simi l ar t o equations of' Blench and Izzard. 
~Ir . Nei ll cannot agr ee with the use_of t he drag 
coefficient CD as a mea sure of tne sediment 
properties since w_,_ the setting vel ocity is 
proportional to -,/a..,., , CD is nearly a con - . 
s tunt f or e; ravel. T1','erei'ore, ds. is indepen-
dent of size above Gay 1. 5 rrun . Hence riprap 
would be ineffective to reduce scour . I t is 
sugge sted that Laursen's conclusion that scour 
depth i s independent of all f low characteris-
tics except f low dept h can be interpreted t o 
mean that scour depth i s r egime depth , and since 
recime depth i s a function of velocity and sedi -
ment s ize , velocity and sediment size are also 
implicit in I..eursen ' s equations . 

Brush, Lucien M. , J r . , 1962 . 
of sediment diffusion . 
physical Hc:;eurch, Vol. 
l '.)I,? , p . llf2 '( . 

Explora tory study 
Journal of Gco-
67 , No.. 4, April 

A :;tudy was ma rle of t , e diffusion of glas s 
beads in a subi:ier eed rucisymr.iet ric j et in order 
to compare ti1e characteristics of the dift'usi on 
of sediment with t nose of t he diffusion of 
momentUM in free turbulence s hear flow . A ver-
tical 1/4- inch ,\et of sediment -l aden water was 
directed downward into re lat ively large cylin-
dri cal tru1k of s t ill water . Gr.ial.l concent ra -
tion :; of nearly sp i1erical r·:l ::iss beads, botn 
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within and above the Stokes range in size were 
introduced into the recirculating system. The 
efflux velocity of the jet was maintained at 20 
feet per second or more to decrease t he relative 
i mportance of the fall velocity of the individ-
ual particles. Concentration profiles of the 
sediment were measured at various downstream 
sections in the zone of established flow and 
were compared with the velocity profiles at the 
same sections. Ti1e diffusion charact eristics of 
the sediment laden water were analyzed by the 
use of approximate theories derived for clear 
water jets . The results are applied to a sus-
pended-load equation presently used for two-
dimensional flow in open channels . Certain con-
clusions are drawn as to t he propriety or the 
assumptions pertaining to the fall velocity and 
sediment diffusers used in deriving this equa-
tion . 

Moore, Walter L., and Masch, Frank D., Jr., 
1962 . Experiments on t he scour resistance 
of cohesive sediments. J ournal of Geo-
physical Research , Vol. 67, No . 4, April 
1962, pp. 1437-1449 . 

Previous studies of the scour of cohesive 
materials as presented in engineering literature 
and as obtained directly by personal contact 
with some investigators are briefly r eviewed . 
Explorat ory tests for measuring scour resis -
tance are described , and some correlated re-
sults are pre sented for a test involving scour 
by a vertical submer ged j et impinging on the 
hori zontal surface of a soi l sample . The char-
acteristics of t he scour surface were observed 
for remolded and natural ·sediment samples, and 
the rate of scour was measured by the weight 
loss of the sample. The results are presented 
in tenns of dimensional parameters . A new 
apparatus is described, which is designed to 
permit direct measurement of uniform shear 
stress developed at the surface of a cylindri-
cal sample of a cohesive sedirrent . Collll1lents are 
made regarding t ne directi on of future research 
of this problem . 

283. Tinney, E. R., 1962 . Tne proce ss of channel 
degradation. Journal of Geophysical Re-
search, Vol. 67, No . 4, April 1962, pp . 
14'(5-1483. 

A section of an alluvial stream begins to 
degrade whenever the rate of sediment supply 
continues to be less than the rate at which the 
sediment is being transported awa:y. An analysis 
of this process is presented for uniform sands 
in laboratory f l\Ulles. 'l'ne theory is then 
applied t o a set of experiments previously con-
ducted by C. T. Newton . F'inally it is pointed 
out that many features such as sorting, meander-
ing, changing roughness and vegetative growth 
complicate direct application of the t heory to 
natural streams . 'l' lie partiol dif feren\i al 
equations for the continuity of sediment motion 
and degradation are given and an equation for 
degradation is developed . 

284. Tsuchiya, Y. , 1962 . Criterion f or scour at t he 
downstream end of a smooth bed . (Japanese) 
Transactions of Japan Society of Civil 
Engineers, No. Bo , April 1, 1962 . 

In this paper the criterion for scour from 
flows at the downstream end of a smooth bed is 
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considered theoretically on the basis of 
IW!l€;aki 1s study on critical tractive forces. 
Exper iments on the criterion for scour are des-
cribed to verify the theoretical considerations. 
Ti,e influence of the shape factor of sand 
grains on the criterion f or sand movement is 
also considred . A new definition for the cri-
terion for sand movement is also considered . 
A new definition f or the criterion t or sand 
movement and scour is presented . 

The criterion is 
V 2 

*c 

P S ( P - 1) g o tan 4> f 

4 3 4>1 1 1, 2, 3, ... 

where V*c = critical shear velocity, p 8 = 

density of sand grains, p = density of fluid, 
g = acceleration due t o gravity, o = size of 
sand grains, 4> f = friction angle of the sand 

v* o grains and 4>-1 = f (-;-) . The scour analy-
sis is based on the critical shear velocity. 
Preswnably if the shear velocity is less than 
u~ , no scour will occur . Hence, the limiting 
depth can be calculated from this consideration. 

Tsuchiya, Y., 1962 . Basic studies on the cri-
terion for scour from flows downstream of 
an outlet. (Japanese) Transactions of 
Japan Society of Civil Engineers , No. 82 , 
June 1962 . 

In the r egion of flow establishment and 
established flow the criterion for scour is 
expressed as 

V 2 
*c 

in which 1 

4 
~,1 (1, 2, 3, .. 8 ) 

V 
--5:.) 

V-o 
and the r emaining symbols are defined as in 
reference 284 except for~ f which i s t he 
·sheltering coefficient, ~ = 0 . 4; i = 1, 2, 
3, 4, f or the zone of flow establishment and 
i = 5, 6, 7, 8, f or t he zone of established 
flow . 

The theory is based on boundary layer 
growth in wall jets issuing from a submerged 
outlet and the momentum equation f or a boundary 
laY,er of a two -dimensional free turbulent jet . 
Iwagaki ' s formula f or cri tical tractive force 
is used. 

286 . Grund, Ivan, 1962 . Mekhanichka podobnost pri 
rnodelovom vyskwre vmolov za hydro-
technlckymi stuvbami. (Czechoslovakian ) 
(Dynamical similarity in model investiag-
tions of scour downstream of hydraulic 
structures) Vyskumny ustav 
Vodohospodarsky Bratislava, Prace a studie 
15 July 1962 . 

This article states that a quantitative 
model investigation of scour downstream of 
hydraulic structures requires undistorted geo-
metrically similar model of the structure and 
of the downstream river bed . The gradation 
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r,rust be similar to t11e prototype and the size 
and specific weignt must satisfy the dimension -

c; ys 
less number --- f or both prototype and model v2- y 
wher e 3 = c;rain diame·ter, g " acceleration of 
c;ravi ty, Y s ~ specific weic;lrt of solids in 
water, V = avera.e;e velocity of the water, and 
v " aven,ge velocity or the water, and Y = 
specific weight of water. 

28·,- . /\nonyr.1ous, 1962 . Sediment transportation 
:neci,anics : Erosion of sediment , (Progress 
report ) Proceedine;s , Am. Soc . of Civil 
Engrs . , Vol . 88, No . HY 4, Paper 3195, 
July 1962, pp . 109-12'( . 

Ti1e rate or scour can be described by the 
equation cl ~~tP) = g (<f>) - g (S ) wi1ere f (<j,) 
is a mathematical description of t he boundary, 
sedlm nt tran sport rate out of the scour zone 
a s a function of tnc boundary shape and position, · 
and r, (S) r efers to the rate of suppl y to the 
scour zone, or, f (4') = (g (f ), g (S), t' . The 
influence of erain size on the deptil of bcour 
aml t ,e effect of dischar e;e on t ,1e depth of 
scour is shown . T:ie r esults of experiments on 
local scour indicate that when tile rate of supply 
into t i,e scoured ree;ion is zero, scour depends 
on t he sediment size as well as the ene rgy con-
tained in the flow and the flow pattern. If the 
supply is not zero, the extent and pattern of 
scour is independent 0 1' the sediment size and 
depends only on the flow pattern as governed by 
the boundary c;eometry . 

2:Jtl . i3rul~ , Stevan , 1962 . Properties of f lowing sedi-
1aent . I:,ternational Association of Scien-
tific Hydroloe;y . Corrun . of Land Erosion, 
Syr.iposium of Bo.ri , Oct ober 1962 . Publica-
tion No. 59 , pp . 2d3 -292. 

Suear flow of sediment in the form of bed-
load on tile bottom of alluvial rivers is one of 
t i1e impor tant aspects of sediment transportation. 
Tne 1'lowinc; sediment e;rains show peculiar prop-
erties not present in homogeneous f luids . These 
peculiar propertie s a re l isted as cross - stresses . 
and volumetric dilation, non linear stress-strain 
relat ionship, structural anisotropy and inertial 
effects . · 

T,,e flow in an alluvial c,1annel is divided 
into tnree quasi-distinct zones; zone of tur -
bulent f low (suspended load), contact zone 
(transition zone), and zone of f l owing sediment 
(bed load ). Preliminary treatment is given to 
each zone, usinc; l argely dat a by Bagnold , but 
t he study fails to solidify a unified treatment 
o r t he total flow . Rat ller, it is intended to 
emp:iasize the importance of treating propert ies 
of granular materials in any treati se involving 
f lm-r or sediment . 

2o~J. C,1anc , F . M. and Yevdjevich, V. M. , 1962 . 
Analyt ical study of local scour . Col orado 
S-Late University, Fort Collins , Colorado, 
Report No . CER62FMC26. 

T,,is report is an addendum to a parent 
report published. e=lier (See r eference 260) . 
It includes review of additional pertinent 
literature not included in the parent report , 
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discus ses further the re sults presented in the 
earlier report, and de scribes in words the 
mechanism of local scour around obstructions in 
a river channel . An out line intended a s a guide 
for future research in the local scour problem 
is proposed. 

290. Laursen , E. M., 1962. Scour at bridge crossings. 
Transacti ons, Am. Soc. of Civil Engrs., 
Part 1, 1962 . 

Relationships are proposed for the predic-
tion of scour at piers and abutments for the 
case when sediment is supplied to the scour hole. 
The relationships are developed from approximate 
analysis and laboratory experiments and depends 
upon knowledge of t he flow conditions at t he 
site. 

I n the analysis, a bridge crossing is con-
sidered as a long contraction f oreshortened to 
such an extreme that it has only a beginning and 
an ending. An approximate form of a total 
sediment load equation proposed by t he author is 
used . 

The as sumptions made are : (1) Manning ' s 
equation describes the flow, (2 ) Laursen's sedi -
ment transport equation is valid, (3) the 
Manning 's roughness coefficient, n, is the 
same in the contracted and uncontracted regions, 

't t 

(4 ) ~ is large in comparison to 1, and (5) 
C 

shear velocity in all reaches of the stream is 
the same . The equations are: 

f or at br idges on the _overbank, ds scour D 

(~ i6/7 - 1. 

for scour at bridges in the contracted channel, 
d r:~i ~ s 0. 59 - 1 for < 1/2 n= 
d (:~) ~ s o.64 - 1 for 1 n = 

~s = (:~) 0 .69 - 1 for ~ <2 

where D = upstream depth, B = upstream chan-
nel·wi<).th, B2 = contracted cnannel width, 
G,t = total flow, Q,c ~ channel flow upstream 
and w ~ fall velocity. 

See also reference 231. 

291. C,ti talc, S . V., 1962 . Discus s ion of scour at 
bridt:,e cros sines . Transactions, Am . Soc. 
of Ci vi l Enr, rs ., Vol . 127 , P=t 1, 1962 , 
pp . 191-196 . 

Tne re sults of the Hardinge Bridge model 
(1938-42) is discussed . Model data and gr aphi -
cal re sults are given. With axial flow, maxi -
rrrum scour depth is at t he nose of t he pier . 
The scour at the sides of the piers is less by 
5 to 15 percent . Ti1e rate of scour at the nose 
of the pier depends on the depth of flow and 
the velocity . The depth 0 1' the approach flow 
influences the final scour depth, and the depth 
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of scour has a direct relationship with the 
upstream ~roude number. 

292. Garde, R. J., 1962 . Local bed variation at 
bridge piers in alluvial charmels. Presen-
ted at t he Annual Research Station meeting 
of Central Board of Irrigation, Poona, 
India, 1962. 

Tile analysi s of local bed variation at 
bridge piers in alluvial channels is made 
from laboratory models of prototype bridges, As 
a result of this investigation, a generali zed 
equation for t he maxilllUlll scour depth is proposed. 
The equation is a prediction for scour depth as 
bridge piers, spur-dikes, and f or any other 
obstruction in the channel. It is sho,m that 
the proposed equation i s applicable to the f lune 
data a s well a s to field dat a. The proposed 
equati on i.s : 
D 
Ds = 4.0 ~l ~2 ~3 ~ :r'1 where D1 = scour 
depth measured from t he water surface, D = 
wat er deuth, 4.0 is an experiirental coefficient, 
~l = f (C0 ), aver age drag coefficient of a sedi -

1 ment parti.cle , ~ 2 = f (b , CD) where 1 = pier 
l ength and b = pier width, ~3 = f (CD, F) and 
n = f (CD). 

Curves are given f or exponent n vs CD' 
D s Fr and CD ' CD' VS F -vs ~l vs ~2 D 1 
for b < 1, ~3 = 0 . 9 for rectangular pier 
nose. See also r eference 262 . 

293, Marin, J. N. M., 1962 , An investigation of 
local scour around bridge piers . M. 
Tecr1. Thesis . Univ . of New South Wal es', 
Water Resources Lab . Manley Vu.le, N.S,W. 
Australi a. 

r 

Scour of a stream bed of sand at the vicin-
ity of bridge piers was studied f or the simple 
case of flow between lateral constructi on plots 
in a laboratory channel, with no bed l oad in 
tue approaching sub-critical flow . Contraction 
ratios, and velocities and depths of the 
approaching flow were vari ed . The depth of 
scour in each case appeared to approach a 
limiting va l ue . The r at e of the maximum scour 
depth to t he approacn f low depth was found to 
be a function of the Froude Number of the 
approaching f low and the degree of lateral con-
tract i on. 

294 , · Neill, C. R., 1962 . Use of echo sounders t o 
measure scour at bridges , Research Coun-
cil of Alberta - Highways Division, Edmon-
ton , Alberta, unpublished r eport, prel imin-
ary , November 1962 . 

This r eport describes various types of 
echo sounders , and fie l d and laboratory experi -
ments to investigate their suitability f or 
measuring field scour at bridge piers under 
flood conditions. Some of t he field data ob-
tained is presented. I t is concluded that a 
high - fre que ncy recordi ng survey type sounder is 
a suitable instrument to be used in a field 
survey . A program for a systemat ic collection 
of scour data is proposed . 

295 , 

296, 

297. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

Sore echo sounder models studied were: 

White Model D-51-12-Vacuum tube circuit, 
Marconi Ferrograph "Inshore" ( transis-
torized ), 
Bloodworth ES 130 (tubes and transistors), 
Raytheon DE-119, 
Bendix DR-17. 

Tarapore, Z. S., 1962. A theoreti cal and experi -
ment al determination of t he erosion pattern 
around . obstructions placed in an alluvial 
channel with particular reference to verti-
cal circular cylindri cal piers, Ph . D. 
Dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1962 . 

A theoretical method i s establ ished f or com-
puting the approximate depth of scour near an 
obstruction in an alluvial channel, based on the 
potential flow around t he body and the diffusion 
of the velocity of flow and grain size of the 
sediment are not important parameters so long a s 
the r ate of bed-load transport is advanced . For 
circular! cylinders, if the depth of flow is 
large, the depth of scour is 2 ,7 t i mes the radius 
of the cylinder. For low depths of flow, a dim-
ensionless ratio of the depth of scour to the 
radius of the cylinder is a functi on of the 
ratio of the depth of flow to the radius of the 
cylinder . Suspended load has no effect on depth 
of scour, Also, it was f ound that an -equilibrium 
depth of scour exists for case of zero sediment 
supply, contrary to results of some previous in-
vestigations did not reach equilibrium was be -
cause the length of time f or a test run was too 
short. 

Toomey , J . J., 1962 . Scour in two-dimensional 
f low f rom a lined charmel, M.S, Thesis, 
University of New South Wale s , Water 
Resour ces Labor atory , Manley Vale, N. S.W., 
Australia . 

A t wo-dimensi onal model investigation of 
the bed scour produced at the outlet from a lined 
channel into an unlined one showed t hat the ulti-
mate scour hole profile t o the point of maximum 
depth is very nearly a sine curve . The ratio 
varied logarithmically with time, at least for a 
considerable portion of t he scour operation. 
However, the logarithmic plot changes slope at 
several points of discontinuity . Tnese are 
related to the removal, after scour has pro-
ceeded f or some time, of the material heaped 
downstream of the scour hole in the early stages . 
Eventually, the whole of the downstream bed is 
lowered t o approach an ultimate scour leyel. 
Znamenskaja, N. S . , 1962, BLEJANEE SREDNEK 

RUSLOBblK FORM NA TF.STNblE RAZMblBbl u 
MOSTOBblK OPOR (Russian) (Influence of 
average r iver bed configuration on local 
scour around bridge piers) . Trudy 
Gosudarstvenny Gidrologicheskii Institut, 
Lenningrad, Vol. 97 , 1962 . 

The local scour problem around bridge piers 
was cons ider ed in connection with moving sand 
bars on the bed of r ivers , Any study concerning 
l ocal scour around bridge piers should consider 
the influence of the moving sand bars in the 
river. The author analyzed differ ent types of 
river bed configurations and proposed sever al 
classifications according to the i nf l uence on 
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stability of bridge piers . He proposed an 
equation for moving bars but little detail is 
given on the mechanics of scour . 

298. Vallentine, I!. R. and Cornish, B. A., 1962. 
· Notes on the design of culverts wit h out -

let scour control ; Report No. 62 . Water 
Research Lab., University of New South 
Wale s , Manley Vale, N.S.W . , Australia . 

Essentially same contents as reference 

299 . Errunett, W. w., and Leopold, L. B. , 1963 . Down-
stream pattern of river-bed scour and 
fill . Presented at the Federal Inter-
Agency Sedimentation Conference, Jackson, 
Mississippi, January 28 to February 1, 
1963. 

300 . 

Observations on channel scour and fill 
over relatively long reaches of three streams 
in the Western United States is presented . 
Separate sections are devoted to observations 
on ephemeral streams and t hose on perennial 
streams . Depth of scour was measured by embed-
ding chains in a vertical position in the river 
bed . When scour occurred the chain would col-
lapse to the depth of scour and this depth 
could be measured later . It was observed that 
the mean scour depth in a channel appears to be 
proportional to the square root of the dis-
charge per unit width of the channel. It was 
al so found that the magnitude of scour is 
apparently independent of the channel width and 
slope . Although it might be expected that 
scour should be greatest at sections of smallest 
f low area which , for constant discharge, have 
the highest mean velocitie s , no systematic cor-
relation between the f low area and magnitude 
of scour was apparent . The authors do not 
agree with the hypothesis of Love and Borland 
that scour occurs in narrow sections of a char.-
nel and deposits the sediment in wide sections 
downstream . On the contrary, the authors 
found the magnitude of' scour to be of the same 
order in all types of sections. They inter-
pret this to mean that although the volume of 
material scoured and moved may be large, because 
of its low mean velo~ity t he whole volume does 
not move entirely out of a long reach but, in 
effect, is shifted downstream only a limited 
distance. 

Laursen, E. M., 1963 . Some aspects of the prob-
lem of scour at bridge crossings . Prese n-
ted at the Federal-Inter-Agency Sedimenta-
tion Conference, Jackson, ~lississippi, 
January 28 to February 1, 1963. 

Clear water scour and scour with sediment 
supply are concerned . In clear water scour, 
the velocity, sediment size, and the geometry 
of the ,; i tuation are important factors in 
deLennining the depth al' scour . The experi-
menLs peri'orrneu at the U11iver c.i ty of Iowa are 
discussed. . Some equations for the scour in a 
long contraction previously published, see 
reference 290, are eiven a nd these equations 
are adapted f or scour at piers and abutments. 
Unless t he scour is so deep t hat the scour 
holes overlap, the scour at piers will not be 
affected by the overall contraction of the flow. 

Scour in a long contraction is generally much 
less than local scour around the piers and abut-
ments , If a long contraction can be . obtained 
by proper design of guide dikes upstream of the 
bridge , the cost of such dikes may be less than 
the cost of deeper roundations. By this means 
much shorter bridges are a possibility . 

301, Moore, W. L., and Masch, F . D., 1963, The in-
fluence of secondary flows on local scour 
at obstructions in a channel. Presented 
at the Federal-Inter-Agency Sedimentation 
Conference, J ackson, Mississippi, January 
28 to February 1, 1963 . 

302 . 

An attempt is made to develop the charac-
teristics of the three-dimensional flow patterns 
occurring at obstructions in a stream channel 
from the viewpoint of secondary flows. 

With a uniform approach velocity, V
0

, 
pressure along the stagnation line on the up-

pv2 
stream face of the pier is --2- the tangen-
tial velocity, Vt = V 2 sin& (0 < -e < f) 
where -fr is measured from the direction of the 
approaching flow, The variation in piezometric 
head around a )ircular pier is given by 
llh = h - h

0 
= 2g (1 - 4 sin2 B-), (O<-&-=: iL 

where piezometric head 

For a non-uniform approach velocity, the 
secondary flow velocity, Vy , is calculated 
to be 

v2 ~ u2 
..JL = max - -2. , and since at y = 0 (bottom), 
2g 2g 2g 
U O, V U (surface velocity) 

o y oma.x 

This accounts for the strong secondary cur -
rent which is developed at the noses of piers 
and results in maximum scour occurring at the 
upstream point of piers rather than occurring 
at the maximum breadth points as indicated by 
two-dimensional flow analysis . The secondary 
flow also creates spiral vortices along the 
sides of the piers in the scour hole. Tltis con-
cept of local scour is supported by observations 
of flwne scour patterns around a circular pier . 
Scour at abutments of bridges is similarly pre-
sented, Some methods of controlling scour are 
presented . 

Posey, C. J., 1963. Scour at bridge piers. 
Civil Engineer ing, May 1963. pp . 48, 49 . 

Increase of velocities and ·flow depths in a 
river during floods create spiral rollers at the 
bases of bridge piers which i u turn create large 
conical scour holes up stream of a pier . If the 
material is cohesive, the action is different 
since the turbul ence downstream or the piers 
produces scour faste r than tile spiral roller 
upstream . T11e flow around a pier also causes 
underflows in the porous bed . Ilemoval of bed 
material i s especially rapid than when flow i s 
upwards . Thus, by covering the bed with an in-
verted filter, removal of the bed material can 
be prevented. It is recommended that a T-V 
gradation filter be used to retard scour . 
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Also, locating a pile in f ront of the pier is 
advocated . 

303, Stabilini, L., 1963 . Scour a t bridge pier s, 
cause and effect. Civil Engineering , 
Mey 1963, pp . 46 - 47 , 

The amount of scour is proportional to t he 
magnii.tude of the rise in the water surface even 
though the river bed is not ~isible . It was 
f ound that a concrete floor on the bed of a 
river beneath a bridge is of' doubtful value 
while riprap was found to be helpful. The author 
cautions aga inst changes being made in a river 
in the vicinity of an existing bridge . It is 
reconunended that if scour is noted, the hole 
should be fi lled with graded stone, the smallest 
on the bottom and l argest on top and underpin 
the piers if necessary . Ot i1er methods recom-
mended are reduction of velocity by f lood 
measures, use of wider bridge spans, use of pi l e 
f oundations extending t o great depths and above 
all , good maintenance practi ce, 

304. Kadib, Abdel-Latif, 1963 . Beach profi le a s 
affected by vertical walls. Beach Erosion 
Board, Office of the Chief of Engineers , 
Corps of Engineers, Technical Memo, No . 
134, June 1963. 

The i nvestigation reported was concerned 
with a laboratory investigation of' tne equili -
brium profiles of protected beaches , promoted 
by observed failures of protective works , a l-
most always because of scour behind the struc -
tures . T,1e study was limited t o vertical walls 
with variecl top elevation sub,jected t o wave 
action. Under all conditions of waves and r e la-
tive wall heie;hts studied, a n equilibrium pro-
file or approximately the same shape was ob-
tained benind the wall . It was found that the 
equilibrium profile behind the wall depended 
upon the top elevation of the wall with re spect 
to the sti l l water level . The least amount of 
wave attack be hind the wall was observed to 
occur when the top elevation of the wall was one 
wave heignt above the still water level. Tnis 
condition gave the largest scour in f r ont of 
the wall. Tne smallest scour in front of t he 
wall occurred when tne erosion behincl the wall 
was largest and occurred when the wall was a 
half wave length below t he still water level . 
Increasing the mean diameter of the bed material 
decreased t he scour depth botn in front of and 
behind the wall. Tue mechanism of' sediment 
motion in the vicinity of the wall wa s believed 
to be a ffected by t he interaction of the wave 
action, and a vortex created by the bo ckflow of 
t he water over t oe wall. Top elevations of the 
wall f rom a half wave length below still water 
to one wave l ength above still water were studi ed. 

305, Tsuchiya, Y., 1963 . Basic studies on t he cri -
terion for scour re sulting from f l ows 
downstream of ·an outlet . (J apanese) Dis -
a ster preven tion r esearch institute , Bul-
letin No . 63, Kyoto Univer sity, Kyoto , 
Japan, June 1963 , 

Problems in the design of the length of 
apron downst r eam from an outlet t o prevent local 
scour are briefly di scussed . Boundary layer 
growth in wall jets emer ging from a submerged 
outl et in connection with the criterion f or 
scour from wall jets is analyzed and considered 
on the basis of the momentum equation of a boun -
dary layer, and compared with experimental re~ 
sults. Ti1e empirical fornrulas for the cr iterion 
for scour from wall j ets and for determining the 
necessary length of an apron for complete protec-
tion against scour are proposed . 

306 . Sanden , . E . J . and C. R. Neill, 1963 , Measuring 
scour around bridge foundati ons in floods. 
Public Works in Canada, September 1963 . 
(Reprint ) 

Essentially the sane subject matter discus-
sed in reference 295 is republished in this 
article . The reader is alerted to the fact that 
while a quant i ty or literature is available on 
the sub j ect of local scour very little informa-
tion is in a form directly useable by the bridge 
designer . The need f or better understanding of 
the local scour process is emphasized . 

Field studies of scour around bridge piers 
with the use of echo sounders are described with 
particular emphasis on the equipment used . The 
Bludworth ES -130 , a battery operated unit i s 
recommended . Because of the infrequency of large 
floods in any one river, in order to collect 
sensible quantities of field scour data, a nation-
wide program is reconunended. (C anada) 

307 . Neill, C. R. , 1963 . Introduction to t he problem 
of scour at bridges . Unpublishea informal 
paper presented to the sub-committee on 
Bridge Scour of the Committee on Bridges 
and Structures, Canadian Good Roads Associa-
tion . Winnipeg , Manitoba, October 1963, 

Ti1e problem of scour at bridge f oundations 
is seen to be related to more general problems 
of bridge location and design of alluvial 
streams. Considering the pre sent state of know-
l edge on sediment-water behaviour , it is sugges-
ted t hat satisfactory development of design cri-
teria f rom theoretical methods is a remote pos -
sibility in the f oreseeabl e future . A physical 
description of the scour proce ss is visualized 
to consist of two parts: (1) permanent bed scour 
due t o r i ver degradation and (2 ) temporacy scour 
due to floods . Because of the general lack of 
reliable model-prototype scale r at i os for alluv-
ial streams, it i s emphasized ti1at fi eld ·measure -
ment s must be reli ed upon to develop suitable 
design criteria. A short list of references is 
included. 
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SUBJECT INDEX 

Allner Bridge : 22 

Armorplating : 178, 210, 274 

Backwater 

Calculation of: l3, 16, 17, 33, 43, 206, 26o 

Effect on scour: 21, 86 , 206, 246 

Bed Load: 3, 4; 12, 42, 44, 48, 52, 56, 63, 67, 68, 
70, 74, 104, 117, l30, 145, 164, 202, 211, 218, 
220, 238, 278, 288 

Bed Roughness: 12, 24, Bo 

Canal, irrigation: 7, 15, 4o 

Channel 

Erosion: 3, 8, 18, 32, 38, 54, 111, 119, 120, 
l34, l36, 156, 166, 172, 283 

Resistance: 24, 42, 128 

Contraction, Flow Through: 14, 42, 119, 123, 165, 
170, 1Bo, 190, 220, 236, 237, 275, 290, 293, 300 

Critical Tract ive Force : 11, 52, 63 , 91, 104, 128, 
196 , 220, 221, 225, 248, 284, 285, 290 

Cross CWTents : 89 

Degradation: 54, 111, ill, 114, 116, l34, l36, 158, 
172, 197, 201, 207, 283 

Erosion: 37, 41, 46, 48, 70, 72 , 82, l34, 143, 152, 
156, 208, 218, 226, 256, 272, 287 

Flexible Mat: 5, 90, 101, 124, 141, 185 , 186, 188, 
217,232,276 

Guide Banks ( see also spur dikes): 10, 94, 202 

Hardinge Bridge: 50, 59, 65, 75, 76, 81, 96, 102, 
243, 276, 291 

Jets 

General: 71, 127, 129, ·l32, 16o, 178, 195, 209, 
221, 224, 227, 230, 247, 249, 275, 281, 282, 
285, 305 

Scour from: ·129, 159, 168, 178, 209 , 216 

Memphis Bridge: 5 

Models: 6, 20, 30 , 33 , 34, 36, 50, 58, 6o, 61, 64, 
65, 75, 76, 77, 81, 83 , 85 , 87, 96, 98, 110, 
112, ill, 118, 126, 145, 151, 152, 153, 158, 
162, 175, 176, 182, 190, 193, 204, 206, 219, 
241, 254, 259 

Obstructions: 17, 43 

Paved Aprons: 29, 49, 58, 97, 125, 189, 203, 204, 
305 
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Piers 

Effect of shape: 6, 9, 16, 28, 31, 33, 35, 61, 
72, 87, 142, 155, 190, 191, 197, 2l3, 242, 252, 
259, 274 

Effect of skew: 35, 86, 87, 259 

Foundations : 69, 94, 103, 106, 107, l31, 233 

Repair: 29, 103, 137, 267 

Spacing: 31 

Pressure Gradient: 196, 199, 230, 255 

Regime: 7, 15, 21, 27, 4o, 6o, 121, 204, 234 

Rip Rap : 6, 26, 76, 81, 84, 95 , 96, 103, 11/3, 200 , 
203, 228, 232, 263 , 2Bo, 303 

Res istance to Flow: 17, 23, 43, 192, 253 

River Training: 59, 98, 123, 156, 194, 217 

Saltation: 12, 164 

Scour 

Calculation of depth: 10, 27, 59, 65, 75, 85, 
99, 100, 110, 117, 120, 126, 154, 157, 168, 
184, 187 , 195, 197, 220, 222, 245, 252, 256, 
26o, 264, 266, 2Bo, 290, 292, 295 

General: 3, 10, 11, 18, 19, 42, 48, 82, lll, 
112, ill, 114, 116, l34, 172, 207, 220, 238, 26o, 
268, 299 

Local: 6, 9, 21, 26, 30, 32, 34, 38, 45 , 50, 59, 
61, 65, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, Bo, 83, 86, 87, 
90, 93, 94, 95, 99, 108, 109, 110, 150, 151, 152, 
155, 157, 158, 159, 168, 169 , 174, 1]8, 197, 2l3, 
220, 222, 228, 229 , 231, 239, 245, 247, 249, 252, 
256, 259, 26o, 261, 264, 265, 266, 284, 289, 292, 
293, 297, 300, 304 

Measurement: 148, 151, 179, 294, 306 

Mechanism: 57, 70, 72, 73, Bo, 105, 118, l33, 
14o, 141, 150, 155, 158, 162, 197, 215, 216, 238, 
246, 247, 249, 261, 289, 292, 295, 304 

Prevention: 5, 6, 26, 29, 32, 34, 58, 64, d3 , 
108, 142, 151, 190, 208, 252, 270 

Protection: 5, 9, 26, 45, 58, 69, 76, Bo, 81, 
84 , 88, 101, 103, 124, · 125, l37, 141, 143, 185, 
186, 188, 189, 194, 200, . 203 , 210, 228, 263, 268, 
271, 272, 274 , 277, 2Bo, 299, 303 , 305 

Scouring Velocity: 15, 20, 23, 36, 54, 68 

Secondary Circulation: 57, 70, 72, 73, 87, 171, 205, 
255, 258, 301 

Sediment: 
Characteristics: 30, 47, 71, 78, 92 
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Concentr ation: 66, 177 

Diameter: 30, 78, 92 

Movement: 8, 19, 20 , 23 , 24 , 39, li4 , 52 , 55, 66, 
67 , 68, 74 , 104, 153 , 192, 196 

Transpor t ( see also bed-load, so.ltation, suspended 
sediment): 1, 2, 3~ 4, 8, 12, 19, 110 , 42 , 44, 
55, 63 , 66, 67 , 70 , 72, 104, ill, 14o, 182 , 192, 
2ll, 212 , 220 , 278, 287 

Si lting : 7, ll, 20 

Similitude : 52, 61, 71, 77, llO, 126 , 162, 176, 182, 
190, 204 , 235, 286 

Sixth Power Law: 55 , 90 

Stable Channel : 3, 7, 15, 27 , 4o~ 61, 89 , 146, 161, 
173 , 181, 204, 257 
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Suspended Sediment: 7, 66 , 67 , 71, ·89 , 130, 144, 
167, 177, 288 

Spur Dikes: 77 , 85, 94, 99, 157 , 202, 223, 237, 266, 
269, 279 , 28o 

Tract i ve For ce : 4, 39, 44, 52, 56, 61, 63, 104 , 128, 
146, 173, 181, 212, 221, 225, 248, 262, 284, 290 

Turbulence : 36, 74, 104, 108, llO, 149, 177 , 192, 
218, 250 , 251, 281 

Velocity 

Vertical : 68, 101, 146, 153 

General: 21, 57, 70, 72, 301 

Si l t ing: 15, 20, 68, 146 

Scouring: 15, 20, 23 , 36, 53, 70, 181 
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